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Abstract
    Permian bivalve molluscs ofJapan shed interesting new light on the paleontological com-
position of the youngest, post-fusulinid, marine faunas of the highest Paleozoic, and the bivalves
tend to bridge the gap between the uppermost Permian and the lowest Triassic occupied in most
regions ofthe world by a hiatus. However, there is a noteworthy break, even inJapan, between the
Permian and Triassic ,systems where there are no bivalve species in common between the Permian
and Triassic.
    Ninety-six species belonging to 46 genera of bivalves are distinguished in theJapanese Perrnian.
Among these, 58 species, ofwhich 18 are new, are described in this paper. TowaPteria, Ensi teria,
Tambanelta, HayasakaPecten, and Gnjocardita are proposed herein as new genera, and PermoPerna is
presented as a new subgenus of Waagenoperna.
    It is worthy of note that the bivalves did not decrease in number and diversity during the late
Permian, in contrast to some other invertebrates, and that the late Permian Gujo Formation con-
tains a mixed fauna of Permian and Triassic aspect. Some Mesozoic types, such as Neoschizodus,
Costatoria and WaagemoPerna, appeared in the middle Permian Kanokura Series.
    The early Triassic fauna, comprising 45 species in 17 genera, is rich in cosmopolitan species,
and not so differentiated as are the Permian forms. A strong diversification of the bivalves did not
take place until late Triassic time.
    Clearly, a marked change occurred among the bivalves at the close of the Permian. World
changes in paleogeography and consequent climatic effects are considered to be a probable cause of
the Perrnian extinctions, but these extinctions affected the bivalves less than most other Permian
invertebrates, such as the brachiopods and cephalopods.
    The Japanese Permian is divisible into three sedirnentary regions or facies, eugeosynclinal,
miogeosynclinal and carbonate shelffacies. Eugeosynclinal and carbonate shelffacies are chara-
cterized by fusuline fossils, whereas the miogeosynclinal facies contains various kinds ofmolluscs and
brachiopods. In many places, the late Permian'
 rocks are represented by thick shales and
sandstones and frequent conglomerate beds. These sediments are considered to have been
accumulated in a relict, inland sea during the final stage of geosynclina] development.
    Fusulinid zonation is well established in the carbonate shelf and eugeosynclinal terrains.
The bivalves are mostly confined to the miogeosynclinal facies of the southern Kitakami massif
where a three-fold division ofthe Permian is herein adopted. These divisions are the Sakamoto-
sawan (P 1), the Kanokuran (P 2), and the Toyoman Series (P 3), in ascending order. They
roughly correspond to '
 the Pseudoschwagerina morikawai zone to the Pseudofusulina ambigua zone (or
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Misellina claudiae zone), the Parafusttlina kaerimizensis zone (or IVeoschwagerina simPlex zone) to the
Yabeina globosa zone (or Yabeina shiraiwensis-Lepidolina tori amai zone), and a post-Yabeina zone,
respectively. Bivalve molluscs from all these divisions are considered.
                              Introduction
    An important biological revolution took place at the close of the Paleozoic era.
The span of time involved in the replacement of Permian by Triassic biotas is as
yet unknown, but clearly it was geologically short. During late Permian time,
approximately fifty percent of all animal families known to be then living became
extinct (NEwELL, 1967 b). The resulting strong contrast between Permian and
Triassic fossil faunas is very great and this contrast doubtless is accentuated wherever
a hiatus separates the two systems (NEwELL, 1967a).
    Some of the Permian sequences of Asia are of exceptiona! interest in this con-
nection because they have been well subdivided by rapidly evolving fusuline faunas
and are thought by many to range higher than the most complete sequences of
America and Europe.
    Much semantic confusion results from the partition of local sequences into two
or three major divisions as Lower, Middle and Upper Permian, because these are
employed with disparate biostratigraphic and time values in different parts of the
world. In this report, we shall employ a biostratigraphic framework based on
fusuline zones.
    Most families of bivalves have been conservative in their evolution throughout
their history. For example, many Permian genera originated during the early
Carboniferous, enduring with only insignificant changes more than 1OO million years.
Yet, only a few of these survived into the earliest Triassic system, the rocks of which
are notable for their curious depauperate but cosmopolitan benthonic faunas and
their ceratite swarms.
    In Japan, a number of bivalve genera which elsewhere characterize the Tri-
assic appear high in the Permian in association with brachiopods and fusulines of
Permian aMnities. Especially the Gujo Formation of Kyoto Prefecture, younger
than the Yabeina-LePidolina zone, is exceptional for the large number of Triassic
elements among what is otherwise an assemblage of Permian brachiopods, bryozoans
and bivalves. Stratigraphic position and faunal content suggest to us a geologic
age quite high in the Permian, perhaps as high as any Permian faunas thus far
known.
    The Japanese Permian lies within the northeastern extension of the Tethyan
province. Our discovery here of several bivalve genera characteristic of the
Permian cold-water Gondwana province of eastern Australia is unexpected and
suggests deep-water depositiQn Qr Pcrmian climatic QscillatiQns in Japan,
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           Previous Studies of Permian Bivalves in Japan
    The study of Permian bivalves in Japan has been neglected as compared with
gther invertebrate fossils such as fusulines, corals, and brachiopods. The chief
reasons for this neglect ar.e the scarcity of fossils, poor state of preservation, and
consequently their diminished biostratigraphical utility. However, as a matter of
.fact, Permian bivalves are not uncommon, although their occurrence is almost
limited' in distribution to mudstones and sandstones. Pioneer studies were made
                                                             'by HAyAsAKA (1923, l924, 1925) mainly on collections from the southern Kitakami
massif, northeast Japan, where the clastic rocks of shallow shelf seas are widely
distributed. In later years fossil pelecypods have been neglected.
    In 1951, IcH!KAwA described a rather unusual community of fossil inverte-
brates from the high Permian of Shikoku Island, southwest Japan, consisting of
bivalves, gastropods and scaphopods. Other major groups, such as brachiopods,
corals, and fusulines, that flourished elsewhere inJapan during the Permian period,
were lacking in his collections. Later NAKAzAwA (1959, 1960) noted the oc-
currence of Permian myophoriids and bakevelliids in the Maizuru Belt, southweSt
Japan. More recently, MuRATA (1964) described Aviculopectinidae from the
southern Kitakami massif, and HAyAsAKA (1967a, b) added several other bivalve
   .specles.
    Those of the Takakurayama Group in the Abukuma massif were briefly des-
cribed by KoBiyAMA (l961), and recently by YANAGisAwA (1967) together with
many other invertebrate fossils.
    A considerable number of pelecypods have been listed from the southern
Kitakami massif but none of these, excepting those published by HAyAsAKA and
MuRATA, was described. Consequently, much work remains to be done on the
bivalve faunas of the Permian ofJapan.
                     Permian System in Japan
                        Sedimentary Provinces
    Three major sedimentary provinces can be distinguished in the Permian sedi-
ments in Japan. They are eugeosynclinal, miogeosynclinal and carbonate shelf
facies (Figure 1).
    The first facies is represented by thick shales, cherts, and basic volcanic tuffs.
Sandstones are also important. Limestones usually are intercalated as relatively
thin lenticular masses but in some places are as thick as several hundred meters.
The total thickness is not less than ten thousand meters. Probably most ofJapan
was covered by eugeosynclinal deposits of Permian age. Fossils are extremely rare
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in these deposits excepting fusulinids in sparse limestones.
    The miogeosynclinal sediments* are composed of terrigenous and carbonate
rocks: shales, sandstones and limestones, with subordinate conglomerates. Cherts
and basic tuffs are absent or subordinate. Molluscs and brachipods are mainly
Iimited to the clastic rocks ofthis facies, fusulines and corals to the carbonate rocks.
    The thickness attains several thousand meters. The Permian of southern Kita-
kami massif, Abukuma massifand Hida massif provide examples of miogeosynclinal
deposits.
    The carbonate shelf facies is made up almost exclusively of limestone units up
to several hundred meters thick. These rocks are found in southwestJapan in Omi,
Akasaka, Ibuki, Atetsu, Taishaku and Akiyoshi. The limestone masses were once
considered to be remnants of a large thrust sheet that moved from the north
(KoBAyAsHi, 1940) but recent studies indicate that they are more or less autochtho-
nous (ToRiyAMA, 1954; MiTsuNo, 1963; MiyAMuRA, 1966). It has been suggested
that they accumulated on submarine volcanic mounds as carbonate banks (YABE,
1958). Fusulines are prolific in this facies.
    In many places, the uppermost part of the Permian of both eu- and miogeo-
synclinal facies is composed of rather thick, monotonous black shales or argillites
accompaniedbyfrequentconglomeratesbearinggraniticpebbles. Thesesediments
are considered to have accumulated in rather rapidly sinking basins in a final stage
of geosynclinal development. The depth of waters may have varied greatly.
The Toyoma Formation in the southern Kitakami massif, the upper part (including
the Gujo Formation) ofthe Maizuru Group in the Maizuru Belt, the Katsura Forma-
tion in Shikoku, and the upper member of the Kuma Formation in Kyushu are re-
ferred to this facies. Predominant fossils are brachiopods, bivalves and gastropods.
Fusulinid Zonation
    Most of the Permian fossils in Japan are found in shelf and miogeosynclinal
deposits. Two stratigraphic arrangements have been developed for these sequences
and the correlation of the two is not settled.
    The miogeosynclinal sediments are typically developed in the southern Kita-
kami massif (MiNATo et aL, 1954; MiNATo and KATo, 1965) :
* The miogeosynclinal sediments, as distinguished in Japan, are based on lithofacies. They
  are not tectonic units. Mostly they are considered to have been deposited in basins on a mobile
  island shelf within the eugeosyncline. True miogeosynclines comparable to those of North
  America occupying areas marginal to a continent apparently were not developed in the region
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Fig. 1. Schematic lithofacies map of the Permian in Japan, and main fossil
localities of bivalves (Å~).
 1. Eugeosynclinal facies, 2. "Miogeosynclinal" facies and relict sea
 facies, 3. Carbonate,shelffacies.
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Toyoma Subsystem
Yukisawa Subsystem
  Kanokura Series
Sakamotosawa Series
without fusulinids
    Thus, a two-fold division into subsystems was
of fusulinids, the lower part containing fusulinids
in the upper part (YABE, l948).
    ToRiyAMA (1963) divided theJapanese Permian into four series based on fusu-
linid ranges in the limestone facies in each type area.
    Kuma Series: Yabeinapasubaensis-LePidolina tori amai zone.
    Akasaka Series: Neoschwagerina craticulz:f7era-Verbeekina verbeeki zone
        Yabeina globosa-Y. shiraiwensis subzone
        IVeoschwagerina margaritae-N. doum'llei subzone
        Neoschwagerina craticulzifera subzone
    Nabeyama Series: Parafusulina kaerimizensis-.IVeos'chwagerina simPlex zone
        IVeoschwagerina simplex subzone
        Parafusulina kaerimizenst's subzone
    Sakamotozawa Series: Pseudoschwagerina morikawai-Pseudofusulina vulgaris zone.
        Pseadofusulina vulgaris subzone
        Pseudoschzvagerina mon'kazvai subzone
ToRiyAMA's Sakamotozawa Series is more restricted than MiNATo's since he con-
fined the series to the Pseudoschwagen'na zone.
    Later MiKAMi (l965) and KANMERA and MiKAMi (1965) distinguished the fol-
lowing fusulinid zones and subzones in the Sakamotozawa Group at the type locality
of the Sakamotosawa Series of MiNATo et al., as follows:
    Upper Member
      5. Pseudofusulina ambigua subzone
      4. Pseudofusulinafuszformissubzone
      3. Pseudofusulina vulgaris subzone
    Lower Member
      2. Monodiexodina longsonensis zone
      1. Zellia nunosei zone
Iwaizaki Stage Yabeina zone
                     Neoschwagerina zone
Kattisawa Stage Parafusulina zone
Kabayama Stage Pseudofusulina zone
Kawaguch Stage Pseudoschwagerina zone
             based on the presence or absence
               whereas these fossils are absent
              '
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The lower Sakamotozawa (Sakamotosawa) Member corresponds to the Kawaguchi
Stage of MiNATo et al., and the Upper one to the Kabayama Stage.
    Reviewing thoroughly the occurrences offusulinids inJapan, ToRiyAMA (1967)
recentiy emended his former division of the Japanese Permian, and classified the
Permian into the following stages and species zones:
    Upper Permian
      Kuman Stage
        Yabeinaglobosazone==(Lzeaipbie{.OnilnsahirOtr9waeMnsailZzOonnee
Middle Permian
      Akasakan Stage
        Neoschwagerina margaritae zone
        Neoschwagerina craticultfera zone
      Nabeyaman Stage
        Neoschwagen'na simPlex zone = Parafusulina kaerimizensis zone
    Lower Permian
      Sakamotozawan Stage
        Pseudofusulina ambigua zone
        Pseudofusulina vulgaris zone
        Pseudoschzvagerina morikawai zone
    One of the unsettled problems is the correlation of the lower Kanokura Series
(Kanisawa Stage) with the fusulinid zones. The lower Kanokura is represented by
sandstones containing many brachiopods (the so-called Llttonia fauna=Leptodus),
and bivalves. An associated fusulinid is a cylindrical form, Monodiexodina matsubaishi
(FuJiMoTo).
    The upper Kanokura (Iwaizaki limestone) is characterized in the upper part by
Yabeina shiraizvenst's OzAwA, and in the lower half by Codonofusielta sp., Pseudo-
fttsulina paramotohashii MoRiKAwA, Schwagen'na Paraguembeli MoRiKAwA and others
(MoRiKAwA et al., 1960). Although MiNATo and KATo (1965) correlate these
beds with the Neoschwagerina zone, the genus IVeoschwagen'na has not yet been found
here. These beds are underlain conformably by Monodiexodina-bearing sandstones
and shales.
    The lower half of the lwaizaki limestone is roughly correlated with the IVeo-
schwagerina zone (N. craticult:frera and IV. margan'tae zones of ToRiyAMA), and the
upper half with the lower Yabeina gtobosa zone, that is, Yabeina shiraiwensis zone.
Monodiexodina is considered here as a facies fossil. In Kamiyasse, Monodiexodina-
bearing sandstone is directly overlain by Yabeina-bearing limestone (MuRATA, 1964).
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We consider it highly probable that the upper half of the Kattisawa stage (or more
correctly the lower Kanokura Formation) in places overlaps part of the lower
part ("Neoschwagerina" zone) of the lwaizaki Stage.
    Another problem in Permian correlations is the stratigraphic position of the
Yabeina-Lepidolina zone.
    KANMERA (1951) proposed a LePedolina tori amai-Yabeina-ptasubaensis zone above
the Yabeina globosa zone, which had been previously considered as the highest
fusulinid zone. This view was once adopted by ToRiyAMA (1963) who thought
that the Toyoma Series beionged in this zone. The Lepidolina-Yabeina fauna
commonly is found in the shelf deposits throughout Japan. This assemblage of
fusulines generally lacks IVeoschwagere'na* and contains the most advanced fusulinids,
such as Lepidolina tons' amai.
The Lepidolina- Yabeina assemblage contains :
**LePidolina tori 'amai KANMERA
  L. kumaensis KANMERA
  Yabeina.vasubaenst's ToRiyAMA
  Y. shiraiwenst's OzAwA
  Y. columbiana (DAwsoN)
  Y. gubleri KANMERA
  Pseudodoliolina gravitesta K.
  Schwagerc'na Pseudocrassa K.
  Codonofusiella cuniculata K.
    In the southern Kitakami massif, Lepidolina gigantea ToRiyAMA and L. spp. are
found directjy above Neoschwagen'na-bearing limestones and their correlatives.
Consequently, the LePidolina zone is considered synonymous with the Yabeina zone
by MiNATo and KATo (1965, pp. 21 22), and YABE (1966).
    On the other hand, HANzAwA and MuRATA (1963) insisted that the LePidolina
zone is lower than the Yabeina globosa zone, correlating the former with the IVeo-
schwagerina-Verbeekina limestone of Akasaka. Unfortunately, it is not yet possible
to determine the stratigraphical relations between the species Lepidotina tori amai
and Yabeina globosa. It is quite possible that there are two independent phylogenetic
 * In the Maizuru belt one individual of Neoschwagerina cf. margaritcva was reported in association
   with the LePidolina fauna (NoGAMi, 1958).
** LePidolina multisePtata (DEpRAT), type species of the genus Lepidolina, is considered to be in-
   separable from Yabeina by some experts (HANzAwA and MvRATA, 1963; IsHii and NoGAMi, l964)
   in which case LePidolina would be a subjective synonym of Yabeina. But YABE (1964) insisted
   on retaining LePidolina as a subgenus distinguished by a Iarge proloculus. In any case, we be-
   lieve that LePidoina tori amai is more advanced, phylogenetically, than species commonly classed
   in Yabeina s.s.
Cart 1. Correlation chart of fusulinid zones of the Permian.
Standard division by fusulinids
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series (IGo, 1960; IsHii, 1966):
    2Veoschwagcirna margan'tae-Yabeina katoi-Y. globosa, and IVeoschwagen'na douvillei-
Yabeina asiatica-Y. multiseptata-•Lepidolina ton2' amai. These two series apparently are
never associated with each other.
    In the Kuma Formation in Kyushu, the type of the Kuman of ToRiyAMA,
Lepidolina ton7' amai-YabeinaJasubaensis assemblage is found above Y. ptasubaensz's-Y.
columbiana horizon bearing no Lepidolina (KANMERA, 1953). In the Maizuru Belt
L. tori amai-Y. yasubaensis-Y. shiraiwenst's assemblage is in the same horizon with
Palaeofuslina cf. sinensis, Reichelina matsushitai and Colaniella sp. or sti11 higher horizon.
The Iatter faunule is comparable with that of the Lopingian in South China (SHENG,
1963) and the Pamirian in Pamir (LEvEN, 1967).
    We think that it is improbable that the L. tonl amai zone is older than Yabeina
globosa. We are inclined to consider that the Lepidoliua zone (Yabec'na shiraiwensz's
zone and Lepidolina tonl' amai zone combined) is roughly contemporaneous with the
Yabeina globosa zone, but ranges higher than the latter as presumed by ToRTyAMA
(1967). Correlation of fusulinacean zonation is given in chart 1. The Guada-
lupian Series of Texas, characterized by PotJdiexodina, is correlated here with the
2Veoschwagerina zone. Yabeina texana from the top of the Capitanian (Upper
Guadalupian) is so primitive in the genus that can hardly be considered to represent
the Yabeina zone ofJapan and China.
    The Yabeina zone in South China containing Yabec'na gublen', Y. hayasakai,
IVeeschwagerina doubillei, etc., may be correlated with the lower part of the Lepido-
lina zone, that is, Yabeina shiraiwensis zone.
                        Stratigraphic Classification
    Since most of the Permian bivalves are found in miogeosynclinal and shelf
facies, it is convenient to adopt a stratigraphic division proposed by MiNATo et al.
(1954) for the bivalve faunas, that is, a three-fold divison, Sakamotosawa (P 1),
Kanokura (P 2) and Toyama Series (P 3) in ascending order. The terms Lower,
Middle and Upper Permian are not used, because these terms involve disparate
usage by various authors and are also confused with the terms ofa two-fold division
employed in some countries.
    The Sakamotosawa Series is divided into two stages, Kawaguchi below, and
Kabayama, above. The Kanokura Series is divided into the Iwaizaki Stage, above,
and Kattisawa Stage, below. These roughly correspond to the IVeoschwagen'na
craticuli era zone to the LePidolina-Yabaina zone above, and the IVeoschwagentna
simPlex-Parafusuiina kaerimizensis zone, below, of ToRiyAMA (1967), respectively.
    In this paper, a somewhat different division is used. The lower Kanokura
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(P 21) Formation includes the sequence from the Parafusulina kaen'mizensis zone
to the Neoschwagen'na margaritae zone, inclusive. The Upper Kanokura (P 2u)
corresponds to the Yabeinaglobosa or Y. shiraiwensis-LePidolina tori amai zone. In the
main fossil localities it is not certain whether the fossil horizons of the Lower Kan-
okura are correlated with the Parafusulina kaerimizensis zone, the IVeoschwagerina cra-
ticutz:f7era, or the IV. margaritae zone.
    The upper part ofLePidolina-Yabeina zone in Maizuru Belt and Kuma Forma-
tion of Kyushu may extend as high as the Toyoma Series as stated above.
    Faunas ofthe Tenjinnoki and Shigejizawa units are of lower Kanokura (P 21)
age; those of the Maizuru and Mizukoshi units are included in the upper
Kanokura (P 2u), and the Gujo fauna is roughly correlated with the Toyoma
fauna of post-Yabeina (P 3) age.
    The Kashiwadaira fauna of the Takakurayama Group is similar to that of lower
Kanokura, but according to MuRATA (1964), Yabec'na multisePtata is found below the
bivalve fossils and a nautiloid, Tainoceras abukumaensis HAyAsAKA associated with
pelecypods is from the Yabeina zone, at Iwaizaki. This fauna is here tentatively
placed in the upper Kanokura.
    The stratigraphic position of the Katsura fauna is uncertain. It is most
similar to the Gujo fauna of the Toyoma Series. Costatoria katsurensis and 2Veo-
schizodus (Neoschizodus) koba7ashii are very similar to C. koba"ashii and N. (N.) Permicus
of the Gujo Formation, respectively. Actinodo'ntoPhora cÅí katsurensis occurs in the
Gujo, represented by one individual.
    On the other hand, the last named species was collected by KoizuMi from
the lower Kanokura Formation where it is associated with Costatoria sp. at Om-
otematsukawa, Kesennuma City. Since the Katsura fauna contains no fusulinids,
brachiopods or corals, its placement is uncertain. We tentatively place it with the
Toyoma Series.
            Stratigraphy of the most Important Localities
                         of Permian Bivalves
    Permian strata are widely distributed throughout Japan making the basement
rocks of most of the younger geologic systems. Fossil bivalves, however, are
quite rare and are mainly limited to the following areas (see index map, fig. I and
chart 2).
    !. Southern Kitakami massif, northeastJapan.
    2. Abukumamassif, northeastJapan.
    3. Akasaka limestone, centralJapan.
    4. MaizuruBelt,westJapan.
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5. Katsura Formation, Shikoku Island, westJapan.
6. Mizukoshi Formation, Kyushu Island, westJapan.
                        Southern Kitakami Massif
    In most cases, the Permian rocks ofJapan are composed of eugeosynclinal
sediments ofsomewhat altered shales (argillites, slates), cherts, basic or intermediate
volcanic tuffs and lavas with subordinate sandstone and limestone. Southen
Kitakami massif is exceptional in the great development of sandstones, shales and
limestones of miogeosynclinal and shelf sea deposits ranging throughout the Per-
mian System. They are also noteworthy for the common occurrence ofbrachipods
and molluscs. Many geologists have made detailed surveys extending over a long
period of time. Among the most notable contributions are those of MiNATo,
ONuKi, and their collaborators, who have elucidated the stratigraphy and geologic
structure and history of this province. The main occurrences of bivalves are found
around Kesennuma City and Maiya, in Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture.
                            Kesennuma Area
    According to ONuKi (1956) and MuRATA (1964b) the Permian sequences of
this area may be described as follows in descending order:
  3. ToyomaFormation
    This stratigraphic unit is composed mainly of black shales with sporadic con-
glomerate sandstones with an aggregate thickness of about 500 meters.
  2. KanokuraFormation
    Chayazawa Member
        This member consists of alternating sandstone and shale with conglo-
    merate layers in the upper part. The entire unit measures about 130 meters.
    Representative fossils include Yabeina muttiseptata (DEpRAT) and KahlerinaPachJ-
    theca KocHANsKy-DEvmE.
    Shigejizawa Member
        This unit consits mainly of sandstones and conglomerate at the base, with
    thin limestone at the top, the whole being about 100 meters thick. It is very
    fossiliferous. -
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  1. SakamotosawaFormation
    Tateishizawa Member*
        Alternation of predominant sandstone and subordinate shale with in-
    tercalated limestone lenses, totalling about 200 meters in thickness. The
    chief fossils include Monodiexodina matsubaishi (FuJiMoTo), "Parafusulina" sp.
    Hosoozawa Limestone Member
        This member consists cheifly of limestones totalling 200 to 250 meters in
    thickness. The chief fossils are Michelinia multitabulata YABE and HAyAsAKA,
    Monodiexodina matsubaishi (FuJiMoTo), "Parafttsutina" sp.
    Minamisawabe Member.
        The lower half consists mainly of sandstones and conglomerates and the
    upper halfofshales and sandstones, The total thickness is about 150 meters.
    Most of the bivalves and brachjopods are found in the middle part of the Shige-
jizawa Member of the Kanokura Formation. All the materials described in this
paper were collected by NAKAzAwA. MuRATA (1946) reported that fusulinids
taken from a limestone lens near the top ofthis member belong to the genus Yabeina,
and the main part of the member was correlated by ONuKi and MuRATA, with the
2Veoschwagerina zone. Presumably, our pelecypods were derived from the 2Veo-
schwagerina zone.
    The main fossil localities are Shigejizawa (K) in Kamiyasse, Kesennuma City,
Miyagi Prefecture, and Imo (I) in Yahagi, Iwate Prefecture. The bivalve species
previously reported, and those described in this paper (indicated by asterisks),
are as follows: (The following abbreviations are used: VR, very rare; R, rare; C,
common; A, abundant).
    *Parallelodon cÅí longus MAsLENNiKov VR (K)
    "P. cÅí tenuistriattts (MEEK&WoRTHEN) VR (K)
    *AviculoPinna rectangularis (HAyAsAKA) VR (K)
     AviculoPecten hataii MuRATA R(K) ,
    "A. cÅí hataii MuRATA R(K)
    "A. sp.a R(K)
    "Ha2asakaPecten sasakii (MuRATA) C (K)
    "EtheriPecten? hayasakai (MuRATA) C (K & I)
     AcanthoPecten sPinosus HAyAsAKA VR (I)
     AcanthoPecten onukii MRuATA C(K&I)
     A. cf. coloradoensis (NEwBERRy) R(K&I)
    *Strebtopteria sp. R(K)
* Judging from the contained fossils this member is correlated with the Lower Kanokuran
  (Kattisawa Stage) of MiNATo, et al.
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    "S.?sp. VR (K)
    "C2rtorostra cÅí tunwalensis (REED) VR (K)
     Euchondn'a ?kesennensis (HAyAsAKA) VR (I)
     Annuticoncha kitakamiensis MuRATA R (K & I)
    *Schizodtts tobai (HAyAsAKA) C(K&I)
    "Astartella?sp. VR (K)
    'Sanguinolites sp. VR (K)
    *S. kami assensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. VR (K)
    "Witkingia sp. VR (K&I)
    * WaagenoPerna (PermoPerna) hayamii NAKAzAwA
     and NEwELL, n. subg. and n. sp. VR (K&I)
    In addition to these species, the following species were obtained by KoizuMi
from approximately the same horizon at two other localities.
    WaagenoPerna (PermoPema) iha!ami NAKAzAwA and N. EwELL, n. subg. and n.
sp. from Omotematsukawa in Kesennuma City, *Actinodontophora katsctrensis
IcmKAwA and Costaton'a sp., from Nabekoshi-yama in the same city. HAyAsAKA
(1967a,b) described Aviculopecten hiemalis SALTER and Edmondia sp. from Om-
otematsukawa, Allorisma [= Wilkingia] sp., "M7oconcha" sp. and Edmondia sp. from
Kamiyasse. The associated fossils from the Shigejizawa Member are as follows:
   Brachiopods (HAyAsAKA, 1960b)
       Derb2ia magnz:tica LicHAREw, Meekella gigantea HAyAsAKA, Productus (Dic-
    t2oclostus) semireticutatus MARTiN, P. (D.) gratiosus WAAGEN, P. (Horridonia)
   horridus SowERBy, ProducteUa Patuta GiRTy, LePtodus richthofeni (KEysERLiNG),
   SPirtfer? l2ra KuToRGA, Martinia spp., SPin:ferrina cristata ScHLoTHEiM and
    NeosPin:f7erfasciger (KEysERLING).
   Fusulinids
       Menodiexodina matsubaishi (FuJiMoTo)
   Cephalopods (HAyAsAKA, 1940, 1954, 1960a, 1963)
       Paraceltt'tes aff. etegans GzRTy, ProPinacoceras aff. galilaei GEMMELLARo,
   Agathiceras aff. sttessi GEMMELLARo, Cibolites cf. uddeni PLuMMER, Tainoceras
   kitakamienst's HAyAsAKA, Foordiceras aki!amai HAyAsAKA, Foordiceras? sp.
       According to MuRATA (1964b) Agathiceras aff. suesst' came from the
   Chayazawa Member and the rest are from the Shigejizawa Member.
   Trilobite
       PseudoPh21tiPsia sp.
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                              Maiya Area
                                             tt
                                      tt
    The Permian system in the Maiya area has been divided into five formations
as follows, in descending order (ONuKi et at., 1960; CHisAKA, 1962) :
  5. ToyomaFormation
        Mostly composed of black shales and intercalating thin layers of sandstone
    and sandy shale, the lower part interfingering with conglomerates of the
    Yamazaki Formation. This formation is characterized by Bellerophon, the
    whole being more than l200 meters thick.
  4. Yamazaki Conglomerate Formation
        Massive or thick-bedded conglomerates, interbedded sandstones, shales
    and limestones, O to 800 meters thick. It is characterized by Yabeina ha!a-
    sakai OzAwA, Y. shiraizvenst's OzAwA. Pseudodoliolina PseudolePida (DEpRAT)
    WaagenoPhLJ,tlum indicum (WAAGEN and WENTzEL), Wentzelella timorica (GERTH),
    etc.
  3. TenjinnokiFormation
        Alternations of sandstone and shale and thin intercalations of limestone,
    280-330 meters thick. The unit is characterized by Monodiexodina matsubai-
    shi, LePtodus and many pelecypods.
  2. RodaiFormation
        The upper halfis represented mainly by Iimestones, the lower half by
    alternations of sandstone and shale, aggregating 210 meters thick. It is
    characterized by Michelinia multitabulata YABE and HAyAsAKA, "Parafusulina"
   j'aPonica (GUMBEL), Pseudofusulina kraffti (ScHELLwiEN), Nankinella discoides
    (LEE), etc., and so-called Rodai flora containing SPhenoPhltlum, Gigantopteris,
    TaenioPteris, Cordaites, and others.
  1. Nishikori Formation
        Composed mostly of limestones, intercalated with sandstone and black
    shale, aggregating 50-80 meters thick. It is characterized by Pseudofusulina
    vulgaris globosa (ScHELLwiEN), Pseudoschtvagerina schellzvieni HANzAwA, Zellia
    nunosei H., Triticites cf. simPtex (ScH.), etc.
    From the Rodai Formation ONuKi et al. reported the following bivalves:
        Actinodontophora katsurensis IcHiKAwA, AviculoPecten sp., and Deltopecten sp.
    We have identified Prom!tilus sp. and LePtodesma sp. from the north end of the
    town of Maiya, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture.
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    The Tenjinnoki Formation yields abundant brachiopds and bivalves. Our
collections were obtained by NAKAzAwA and SHiMizu of Kyoto University from
Tenjinnoki (Tj), east of Maiya, and from Teranosawa (Tr) at its southern outcrop.
The following bivalves are discriminated in this paper:
    Edmondta sp.
    Sanguinolites sp. .
    PromL)ititus mai ensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp.
    LePtodesma (LeioPteria) sp.
    TozvaPteria nipPonica NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n.
      gen. and n. sp.
    Waagenoperna (PermoPerna) ha2amii NAKAzAwA and
      NEwELL, n. subg. and n. sp.
    Ensiptert'a onukii NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen.
      and n. sp.
    AviculoPecten cf. hataii MuRATA
    A. sp.
    Ha2asakaPecten shimizui NAKAzAwA and NEwELL,
      n. gen. and n. sp.
    Acanthopecten onkuii MuRATA
    Streblopteria sp.
    PernoPecten sp.
    LoPha ? teranosawensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL,
      n. sp.
    Neoschizodtts (IVeoschizodtts) kitakamiensis NAKAzAwA
      and NEwELL, n• sP•
    Netschaj'ewia sp.
    Stutchburia ? sp.
    ONuKi et al. (l960) listed the occurrence ofMonodiexo
LePtodus richthofeni (KEysER), Martinia toPingense's
WAAGEN, Producttts gruneLvaldti KRoTow, Richthofenia '
cristata ScHLoTHErM, Ph]lliPsia sp., Anisoplge sp., etc.
a nautiloid species, StenoPocerasjaPonicum NAKAzAwA.
    In the collections from the Toyoma Formation at
following species are identified:
                 '
    M]alina (M2alina) sp.
    AviculoPecten sp. .
    PseudopermoPhorus uedai NAKAzAwA and NEwELL? n• sp•
                                        dina matsub
                                         (GRABAu),
                                            jatPonlca
                                           NAKAzAWA
                                        Nagahat




R (Tr), VR (Tj)
C (Tj), R (Tr)
R (Tj)
             '











     aishi (FuJiMoTO),
    Marginifera t2Pica
' MABuTi, SPin:f7erina
     (1960) described
      (N), Towa-cho
VR (K)
VR (K)
C <N), R (K)
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Aletschaj'ewia cÅí elongata (NETsaHAJEw)




    Miogeosynclinal Permian sediments similar to those of the southern Kitakami
massifare distributed along the Pacific coast of the Abukuma massif. The Permian
strata of this region are included in the Takakurayama Group which is classified
into three formations by YANAGisAwA and NEMoTo (1961) and YANAGisAwA (1967),
in descending order:
  3. KashiwadairaFormation
        Composed predominantly of shales, with subordinate sandstones and
    conglomerates. Many fossils. The whole is 420-530 meters thick.
  2. MotomuraFormation
        Alternations of sandstone, conglomerate and shale, 70-170 meters thick,
    yielding Parafusulina ? sp., Pseudofusulina cÅí ambigua, Ps. cf. vulgaris, Wentzellela
    minor EGucHr (MS), LoPhoph]llum cf. pendulum GRABAu, Liebea cÅí maPingensis
    GRABAu, bryozoans and algae.
  1. Iriishikura Formation
        Composed mainly of shales with thin beds of sandstone and limestone
    in the middle part. The whole is 90-l70 meters thick. It has yielded
    Gerthia kebi amai (MS), Spiri er sp., Bellerophon sp., and Paraceltites aff. elegans
    GIRTy.
    The Kashiwadaira Formation is quite fossiliferous. KoBiyAMA (1961) de-
scribed eight bivalves from it, e. g., Sanguinolites cf. plicatus PoRTLocK, Lima takakura-
2amana KoBiyAMA, M7oPhoria cÅí subelegans WAAGEN, MloPhoria [==Schizodus] j'aPonica
HAyAsAKA, IVuculites cf. kimurai HAyAsAKA, SotenomorPha elegantissima HAyAsAKA,
AviculoPecten interstitialis PHiLLips and Acanthopecten sPinosus HAyAsAKA. Only the
first three of these species were illustrated. Judging from KoBiyAMA's illustrations,
M2oPhon'a cÅí subelegans suggests Undulomla. Recently YANAGisAwA (1967) described
the following bivalves from the same formation together with brachiopods, cepha-
lopods, gastropods and others :
    AcanthoPecten cÅí carbont:f7erous STEvENs, Anthraconeilo aff. taOiana GiRTy, Astartelta
    cÅí Permocarbonica TAcHERNyscHEw, AviculoPecten cf. hataii MuRATA, Conocardium
    kansuensis CHAo, Lima cÅí retz:f7era ScHuMARD, Limi ecten cf. burnettensis MAxwELL,
    IVucula aff. subnuda d'ORBiGNy, IVucula sp., Solemya aff. costeltata M'Coy, and
    Sterbtochondria cÅí stantonensis NEwELL,
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All these species need further examination. Paralletodon cf. multistriatus GRiTy is
described in the present paper.
    HAyAsAKA (1957, 1965) described several cephalopod species from this for-
mation: Tllonautiluspermicus HAyAsAKA, Tainoceras abukumaense H., T. aff. unkles-t
bali MiLLER & YouNGguisT, ProPinacoceras spp., Medlicottid?, Paraceltites aff. elegans
GiRTy, Pseudogctstn'oceras? sp., Agathiceras cf. sttessi GEMMELLARo, Stacheoceras aff.
grunewaldti G., PoPanoceras sp., and Waagenoceras cf. dieneri richardsoni MiLLER &
FuRNisH. According to MuRATA (l964b), fusulinids obtained from the lower part
of this formation include Yabeina multisePtata (DEpART) and Yabeina sp.
                           Akasaka Limestone
    Akasaka is a classic locality for fusulinids following the studies ofDEpART (1914)
and OzAwA (I927). HAyAsAKA (1925) described the following bivalves from the
fusulinid beds :
    AviculoPecten minoenst's HAyAsAKA [=HayasakaPecten] Upper Dairi Zone
    A. reticutaris HAyAsAKA [==Ha]asakaPecten] Upper Dairi Zone
    Liebea sinensis FREcH [== WaagernePerna (PermoPerna) sp.] Kuro Zone
    M2oPhoriaj'aPonica H. [= Schizodus] Kuro Zone
    Parallelodon obsoletzformis H. Kuro Zone
    SolenomorPha elegantissima H. Kuro Zone
    The Upper Dairi Zone is correlated with the Yabeina globosa zone. The Kuro
Zone is considered to range from the IVeoschwagerina margaritae zone to the Yabeina
globosa zone, inclusive, and, according to OzAwA (1927), the above-mentioned
bivalves occur in the Yabeina globosa zone.
                             Maizuru Belt
    The Permian System in the Maizuru tectonic belt is collectively called the
Maizuru Group. It has been studied in detail by NAKAzAwA and his collaborators
(195tl--1959) and summarized by SHiMizu (1962). This group is divided into three
formations as follows in descending order:
  3. UpperMaizuru
        Composed predominantly of black shales alternating with sandstones and
    conglomerates; fossiliferous in thesandy and conglomeraticparts. It is more
    than 500 meters thick.
  2. MiddleMaizuru
        Lithologically, this is divided into two facies; the southern part of the
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Maizuru Belt contains a shaly facies characterized by monotonous shales in-
tercalated with sandstones, conglomerates and limestones. The northern half
is characterized by a graded-bedding facies with thin, flysch-type alternations of
shale and sandstone and minor conglomerates. Fossils are mainly found in
the limestone and coarse-grained sandstone. The whole is 500-600 meters
thick.
  1. LowerMaizuru
        This unit js composed mainJy of basic tuffs and Iavas and intercalated
    shales, aggregating more than 500 meters thick. It is almost lacking in fos-
    sils. The only fossils found from the Lower Maizuru are LophoPhlllidium? and
    some bryozoans contained in an agglomeratic tuff at Matsunoodera, in
    Maizuru City.
    SHiMizu (1961) described several brachiopods which he included in his Taka-
uchi faunule. These were collected from limestone in the middle part ofthe Middle
Maizuru at Takauchi, Yakuno-cho, Kyoto Prefecture. They include: LePtodecs
richthofeni, Sguamutaria indica, S. elegantula, Streblorynchus ke"seri, Martinia elegans,
Kiangsiella deltoidens, and Neospirzfer sp. Limestones of the upper part of the Middle
Maizuru contain the Palaeofusulina-Reichelina faunule characterized by P. cÅí sin-
ensis SHENG and Reichetina matsushitai NoGAMi (NoGAMi, 1958). From the same or
upper horizon but in coarse-grained sandstone, the LePidolina-Yabeina assemblage is
commonly found. The main fusuline species are LePidolina kumaensis, L. tori amai,
L. tori amai maizurensis, Yabeina columbiana, Y.lasubaensis (=shiraizvensis?), Pseudodotio-
lina gravitesta, Codonofusiella cuniculata, etc.
    Two species ofbivalves were collected by NAKAzAwA from shale several meters
above a limestone in the upper part of the Middle Maizuru south ofMatsunoodera
Station, in Maizuru City. They are Palaeoneito ? sp., and Phestia (Pol2devcia) ? sp.
Guizhoupecten sp. was obtained from shale at nearly same horizon as Palaeofusulina-
bearing limestone, in Mikata-machi, Hyogo Prefecture.
    The Upper Maizuru is characterized by the Lepidolina-Yabeina faunule in
coarse-grained sandstones and conglomerates. The contents of this faunule are
identical to those of the upper part ofthe Middle Maizuru. Abundant brachiopods
constituting the Kawahigashi faunule (SHiMizu, oP. cit,) occur in coarse-grained
sandstones at several places in association with bivalves, but fusulines are lacking.
The brachiopods are as follows :
    Derb)ia attestriata, D. cLf: grandis, Chonetina substroPhomenoides, Chonetina matsushitai,
Lissochonetes bipartita, L. morahensis, Productus (DictJoclosttts) gratiosus, Linoproductus
kiangsiensis, Hustedia indica, Eol"ttonia nakazawai, etc.
    The bivalves collected by NAKAzAwA and others from the Upper Maizuru
Group are as fQllQws;
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Kuwanoe Pass, Monobe, Ayabe City, Kyoto Prefecture (KP 14)
    Edmondia sp.
    Paralleiodon cf. tongus
Katsuradani, Oe-cho, Kawahigashi, Kyoto Prefecture (KP 5)
    Astartella sp.
    PernoPecten sp. (not described)
Nomaru, Kawahigashi, Oe-cho, Kyoto Prefecture (KP 7)
    Aviculopecten cÅí shiroshitai n. sp. (not described)
    Astartella sp.
                            Gujo Formation
   •This is an interesting formation in lithofacies as well as in its faunal constituents.
The Gujo Formation is very limited in distribution occupying only a small outcrop
area of about 600 meters by 1000 meters. The geologic sturcture is very com-
plicated, and a complete section probably cannot be determined. Thc Permian
Maizuru Group, the Gujo Formation and the Lower to Middle Triassic Yakuno
Group lie in complicated sequence in which the boundaries lie along fault contacts,
as shown in the geologic map (Figure 2).
    The Gujo Formation is composed of alternating conglomerate, sandstone and
greenish black shale with a total thickness of about 250 meters. Conglomerate
beds containing subangular pebbles of various kinds of rocks attain a maximum of
50 meters in one bed, but these change laterally into sandy facies. Sandstones and
shales are rather well-bedded and seemingly less disturbed than the surrounding
Permian strata. NAKAzAwA collected Meekoceras sp. at about 200 m. higher than
the lower boundary of the Yakuno Group, where it is in fault contact with the
Maizuru Group. The basal conglomeratic member is lacking there. The lower
limit of the Yakuno Group must be older than the Meekoceras horizon, probably
pre-Owenitan in age. About 5 km to the south ofGujo, the Yakuno Group overlies
the Maizuru Group with angular unconformity, indicating a crustal movement at
the close ofthe Permian or the beginning ofthe Triassic. According to SHiKr (1959,
1961, i962), sandstones of the Maizuru Group correspond to greywacke ofPETTiJoHN
(1949), or KRuMBEiN and SLoss (1951), and their sedimentary structure indicates
deposition by turbidity currents. Sandstones of the Upper Triassic Nabae Group
are arkosic.
    Sandstones of the Yakuno Group have rather a wide range from arkose to
greywacke, showing an intermediate character between the Maizuru and Nabae.
On the other hand, the extreme greywacke tendency of the sandstones and the poorly
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sorted texture of sandstones and conglomerates of the Gujo Formation suggest
short transportation and rapid deposition, Probably they accumulated at the foot
of rising mountains (SHiKi, 1962). Some fossils in greenish black shale are coated
with iron sulfide (pyrite) suggesting a reducing condition after or during deposition.
    It is known that the Permian Maizuru Sea initially was an open sea in which
submarine volcanism occurred. It then changed into an inland sea during the late
Permian orogeny. From these conclusions it is reasonable to consider that the
Gujo Formation represents a relict of the Maizuru Sea, in other words, the final
stage of Permian geosynclinal development.
    Productid brachiopods and other fossils are found in shales at several horizons
but fusulines have not been discovered. Most ofthe described species were obtained
from a fossiliferous bed exposed at a small cliffjust behind Kawanishi Primary
School at Gujo, Oe-cho, Kyoto Prefecture (Loc. "a" in fig. 2). The Gujo fauna
consits mostly of bivalves and far fewer brachiopods and gastropods. These
.fossils are tabulated below:
    Bivalves :
Edmondia spp.




Bakevetlia (Bakeveltia) guj'oensis NAKAzAwA
TowaPteria sp.
Tombanella gwfoensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n.
  gen. and n. sp.
AviculoPecten shiroshitai NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp.
Leptochondria ? spp.
PernoPecten sp.
Lopha ? murakamii NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp.
Neoschizodus (IVeoschizodus) Permicus NAKAzAwA
Costatoria kobaL7ashii (KAMBE)
Gnjocardita ovi ormis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen.
  & n. sp.
PermoPhorus tenuistn'atus NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp.
ActiondontoPhora cÅí katsurensis IaHiKAwA
ChaenomLJ,a (Vacunella) rostrata NAKAzAwA and NEwELL,
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    Brachiopods (Shimizu, 1961b):
        SPinomargini era niPPonica SHIMIzu R
        ScheltLvienella ruber (FREcH) C
        S. regulan's HuANG R
        Orthotetina sp. R
    In addition to these fossils gastropods (Bellerophon sp., Euphemites sp., Worthenia
spp., and others), trepostomatoid bryozoans and plant fragments are also found.
                           Katsura Formation
    The geologic sturcture around the fossil locality of the Katsura Formation in
Shikoku is so complicated that the stratigraphy is not yet satisfactorily known.
The formation is composed of black shales accompanied by limestones and cherts.
Bivalves are contained in coarse-grained to granular, muddy, sandstone in the upper-
most part of the formation. Most specimens are fragmentary and small. IcHiKAwA
(1951) described the following molluscs:
    Palaeoneilo sp.
    Nucula sp. [=IVIuculoPsis sp.]
    NuculoPsis orientalis IcHiKAwA
    N. sp.
    Edmondia ? spp.
    Schizodus kobayashii IcHiKAwA [= IVeoschizodus (Neoschizodus) kobayashii]
    Schizodus ? radiata IaHiKAwA [=Costatoria katsurensis NAKAzAwA]
    Actinodontophora katsurensis IcHiKAwA
    M2atina ? sp.
    Dentalium (Laevidentalium) cf. Pn'scum MtiNsTER, in HAyAsAKA '
    Straparollus ? sp.
In addition, AIucalites ichikawai, n. sp. is described in this paper.
                          Mizukoshi Formation
                         .
    The Mizukoshi Formation lies south ofKumamoto City, central Kyushu, where
it was studied and divided into two members by YANAGiDA (1958).
  2. UpperMember
        The basal part of the division consists of coarse-grained sandstone about
    40 meters thick, and the rest is composed of shales, sandstones and con-
    glomerates with thin limestone lenses containing a LePidolina-Yabeina fauna.
    The total thickness is about 500 meters.
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  1. LowerMember
        The lower member consists ofmonotonous alternations ofblack shales and
    fine-grained sandstones, about 900 meters thick.
    Near the top of the Upper Member, about 300 meters higher than the fusuline
horizon, YANAGiDA reported the following fossils from a muddy conglomerate:
    IVeosPirzY7er cf. fasciger (KEysERLrNG)
    SPiri erella sp.
    Productus sp.
    Acanthopecten cf. sPinosus HAyAsAKA
    PIeurotomaria sp.
NAKAzAwA collected Euchondria sp. and Astratella sp. from the same locality.
                        The Bivalve Assemblages
                         Sakamotosawa Series (P 1)
    In the early Permian rocks bivalves are poorly represented. From the lower
Sakamotosawa (Kawaguchi Stage) Aviculopecten sp. and Modiolus sp. are reported.
    From thc Rodai Formation, ONuKi et al., (I960) cited Acitnedontophera ka-
tsurenst' s, AviculoPecten sp., and Deltopecten sp., none of which is described. LeP-
todesma sp. and Prom2tilus sp., described in this paper, may have been obtained
from the lower part of the formation (Upper Sakamotosawan), but the materials
are too poor for significant analysis.
                           Kanokura Series (P 2)
    Bivalves were prolific in Japan during the early Kanokura and Toyoma epochs.
Forty-four species in twenty-nine genera are herein discriminated from the lower
Kanokura Formation. Aviculopectinids are represented by sixteen species. In
spite of the marked diversity, the number of individuals is small as compared with
the brachiopods, and the assemblage changes laterally in small distances. For
instance, only four species occur in common between the Tenjinnoki and lower
Kanokuran Shigejizawa faunas even though the lithofacies are similar and the
two fossil localities are near each other. The common species are ldIaagenoperna
(PermoPerna) halamii, n. subg. and rt. sp., AvicaloPecten cf. hataii, AcanthoPecten onukii
and Streblopteria sp. In comparison with foreign species, only C)rtorostra cf. Iunwalensis
(REED), Parallelodon cf. tenuistriatus (MEEK and WoRTHEN), and P. cÅí longus MAs-
LENNiKov are closely similar to forms of the Salt Range, the United States, and
Russia, respectively. Aviculopecten hiemalis SALTER appears to be identical with the
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Himalayan species. This is in marked contrast with the brachiopods which have
many species in common with those ofTethys. Some facts are noteworthy.
    Firstly, several genera of Mesozoic type appear in this fauna. IVeoschizodus
(Neoschizodas) and Costatoria flourished in the Triassic. Waagenoperna (PemioPerna)
appears to be ancestral to Waagenoperna ( PVaagenoperna) which ranges from the Upper
Triassic to the Lower Cretaceous, and species similar to Lopha occur here and in the
upper Permian ofJapan. This genus is elsewhere characteristic of Triassic and
younger rocks.
    Secondly, several groups with multivincular and alivincular ligaments appeared
simultaneously for the first time in this age. Examples are the multivincular
MIaagenoperna (PermoPerna) and TowaPteria, n. gen. and the alivincular EnsiPteria,
n. gen.
    In the upper Kanokura Formation bivalves decreased in number in the Kita-
kami massif because of unfaverable conditions. On the other hand, some bivalves
appeared in the Maizuru Belt and central Kyushu, but they are few in number as
compared with diverse brachipods. The Maizuru fauna has only two species
similar to the succeeding Toyoma epoch: Avicutopecten cÅí shiroshitai and Astartella
cÅí toyomensis. On the other hand, the Kashiwadaira fauna in the Abukuma massif
tentatively referred to this age is rather similar to the lower Kanokura fauna,
suggesting a somewhat lower horizon than the Maizuru fauna.
                           Toyoma Series (P 3)
    The Toyoma Series contains two rather distinctive faunas having aMnities
with those of older rocks. Both faunas are composed mainly of bivalves. Gas-
tropods are next in prominence. The brachiopods are quite rare, and there are
no fusulinids, trilobites or corals. This has important bearing on the great faunal
change between the Mesozoic and Paleozoic, because these faunas apparently re-
present the highest Permian and the pelecypod faunas of this age are very poorly
known anywhere in the world.
    The Toyoma fauna occurs in black shales, and pebble-bearing muddy sand-
stones ofa relict, inland sea (MiNATo, 1944). BelleroPhon sp. and other gastropods
are common recalling the Bellerophonkalk of the southern Alps. Besides Pseudo-
PermoPhours ptai, n. sp,, AstarteUa tolomu, n. sp., IVetschnjewia sp., M2alina sp.,
Avi'culopeeten sp., Pataeoneiio ogachiensis HAyAsAKA, and Nteculties kimurai HAyAsAKA,
described herein, the following fossils have been recognized.
        Edmondia sp., "IVttculana" sp., Allorisma sp., C2pricardinia sp., "Palaeolucina"
    sp., LePtodus richthofeni, LinoProductus? sp., SPinfer? sp., ramose bryozoans,
    and others.
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    In addition, Protoc2cloceras cÅí c2cloPhourm WAAGEN was described by HAyAsAKA
(1942), and a trace fossil, .IVotaculites to2omensi's was noted by KoBAyAsHi (1945).
As noted above, the bivalves are associated with a few brachiopods. Those brachio-
pods reported are all of Paleozoic rather than Mesozoic aspect, and the bivalves are
also of Paleozoic type. It is interesting to find Pseudopermophoras in this fauna which
heretofore has been known only in the Permian of the United States.
                          Gujo Fauna
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Fig. 2. Geologic map of the vicinity of Gujo in the Maizuru Belt, Southwest Japan
(simplified from NAigAzAwA and NoGAMi, 1962).
  1. Terrace gravel bed (D), 2. Lower to Middle Triassic Yakuno Group (Tr),
  3. Upper Permian Gujo Formation (Pg), 4. Permian Maizuru Group (Pm),
 5. sheared quartz-porphyry, 6. meta-gabbro, a-c. fossil localities (a. Lower
  Triassic molluscs, b. Gujo fauna, c. LePideliua-Yabein'a fauna), d. fault, e. campus
 of Kawanishi Primary School.
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Some shells are pyritized but by far the majority are preserved as molds. Some
species are found with closed valves in approximately life position. Most shells
evidently were distributed somewhat and transported to the present location.
However, they are considered to be essentially autochthonous. Twenty-three
species of bivalves and four species of brachiopods are distinguished. In addition,
EuPhemites sp., BelleroPhon sp., a murchisonid and ramose bryozoans are contained in
the same beds. Like the Toyoma fauna it lacks fusulinids and corals and is mainly
composed of bivalves.
    An outstanding feature of the Gujo fauna is the association of Paleozoic and
Mesozoic genera. Most genera belong to Paleozoic types. On the other hand,
Neschizodus (Neoschiuadus) Permicus and Costaton'a kobayashii recall genera that flour-
ished in the Triassic. Lopha (?) is also an included genus unknown elsewhere below
the Triassic. Guj'ocardita ovt:tTormis, n. gen. and n. sp., and Prom!tilus spp., which are
commonly found in this fauna, show intermediate characters between Permian and
Triassic relatives.
    Aviculopectinidae, which were most diverse in the Permian elsewhere, are
represented by only two species, Am'culopectsn shiroshitai n. sp., and Leptochondn'a? sp.
The latter genus is also known in the Triassic.
    In short, the Gujo fauna is composed ofa mixture of forms of Permian and
Triassic aspect. Evdently, it represents a transition between Paleozoic and Meso-
zoic assemblages.
    Dr. Roger L. BATTEN of the American Museum .of Natural History has ex-
amined a little collection of gastropods from the Gujo Formation. His report con-
firms the bivalve evidence of a Permian fauna containing precocious Triassic
elements as listed below.
    Triassic only of other regions
        Worthenia cf. toulai KiTTL
    Triassic and Permian of other regions
        Worthenia cÅí mtinsteri Ki'rTL
    Permian of other regions
        RetisPira sp.
        BetleroPhon sp.
        EuPhemites sp.
        H]Pselentoma sp. ?
        TrePospira sp. ?
    Another interesting fact is the occurrenge of P"ramus Planus, n. sp., and Chae-
nom2a (Vacunelta) rostrata n. sp., because these forms resemble species characteristic
of the Permian of Australia.
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Table 1 . Occurrence of the P ermian b ivalves.
Nuculidae
  IVIuculoPsis orlentalis IcHiKAwA
  IVI. spp., IcHrKAwA
Malletidae
 Aruculites kimurai HAyAsAKA.
  N. ichikawai NAKAzAwA & NEwELL, n. sp.
 Palaeoneilo ogachiensis HAyAsAKA
 P. sp., IcHIKAwA
 P.? sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
Nuculanidae
 Phestia (PolJdevcia )? sp.,.NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
Edmondiidae
 Edtnendia sp. a, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 E. sp. b, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 E. sp. c, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 E. sp., HAyAsAKA
 E.? sp. a, IcHiKAwA
 E.? sp. P, IaHiKAwA
Sanguinolitidae
 Sanguinolites cf. Plimtus PoRTLocK
 S, kami assensis NAKAzAwA & NEwELL, n. sp.
 S. sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 S. ? sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
  Wilkingia sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
  W. sp., (HAyASAKA)
 SolemomorPha elegantissima HAyAsAKA
Megadesimidae
 PpaamusPlantts NAKAzAwA & NEwELL, h. sp.
Parallelodonditadae
Paraltelodon obsoletij7ermis HAyAsAKA
P. cf. Iongus MAsLENNIKOv
P. cf. multistn'atus GiRTy
P. cf. tenuistriatus (MEEK & WoRTHEN)
Mytilidae
 PromltiltLs mai ensis NAKAzAwA & NEwELL, n. sp.
 P. sp. a, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 P. sp. b, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
Pinnidae
 AviculoPimaa rectangularis (HAyAsAKA)
 A. sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
Myalinidae
 Myalina (MJatina) sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 M.? sp., IaHIKAwA
 SePtim)atina sp,, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
Pterineidae •
 LePtodesma (LeioPteria) sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
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Table 1. (Continued)
Bakevelliidae
 Bakevellin (Bduvellia) gt/joensis NAKAzAwA
 B. (B.) sp., NAKAzAwA
  TotvaPteria niietPonica NAKAzAwA & NEwELL,
                        n. gen. & sp.
  T. sp.
Isognomonidae
  Waagenoperna (Permoperna) ha2amii N. & N.,
                        n. gen. & sp.
  Tambanella guj'oensis N. & N., n. gen. & sp.
Pteriidae
 Enst'Pteria onttkii N. & N., n. gen. & sp.
Aviculopectinidae
 Aviculopteten hataii MuRATA
 A. cÅí hataii MuR.ATA
 A. shiroshitai NAKAzAwA & NEwELL, n. sp.
 A. cÅí shireshitai NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 A. hlemalis Salter
 A. sp. a, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 A, sp. b, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 Ha"asakaptcten shimizui N. & N., n. gen. & sp.
 H. sasakii (MuRATA)
 H. reticutaris (HALyAsAKA)
 H. mineensis (HAyAsAKA)
 Etheri'ptcten? ha7asakai (MuRATA)
 Acanthopecten sPinosus HAyAsAKA
 A. onttkii MuRATA
 A. cf. coloradoensi[s (NEwBERRy)
 Annuticancha kitakamlensis MuRATA
 LePtochendria? sp. aj NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 L.? sp. b, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
  Gtiizhoupacten mi amordensis (MuRATA)
  G. sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 StrebloPteria sp. a. NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 S.? sp. b, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
  C;yrtorostra cf. Iuntvalensis (REED)
 Euchondrin sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL




 LoPha? murtzkamii NAKAzAwA & NEwELL, n. sp.
 L.? tsranosatvensis NAKAzAwA & NEwELL, n. sp.
Limidae




 S. tobai (HAyAsAKA)
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Table 1. (Continued)
Pl P21 P2u P3 Locality
N. (N.) kobalashii (IcHiKAwA)
N. (N.) kitqkamde4sis NAKAzAwA & NEwELL,








 Gnjocardita oviformis N. & N., n. gen. & sp. C Gujo
Permophoriidae
 PermoPhonts temtistriatus NAKAzAWA & NEwELL,
                             n. SP.
 PsettdoPermoPhonts uedai NAKAzAwA & NEvvELL,
                            n. SP.
 NetschaJ'etvia cf. elongata (NETscHAJEw)
 IV. sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 Stutshburia? sp., NAKAzAwA & NEwELL





    Maiya
      fl
    Kesennurna
Family uncertain
 ActinodentoPhera katsttrensis IcHiKAwA
 A. cf. katsurensis IcHiKAwA
R  R Katsura.Kessen.VR Gujo
Astratidae
 Astartella topamensis NmaAwA & NEwELL, n. sp.
 A. sp. a, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 A. sp. b, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 A. sp. c, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL
 A.? sp. d, NAKAzAwA & NEwELL VR
 RVRVR
A Toyoma
   Maizuru
   Mizukoshi
   Maizuru







A. Abundant, C. common, R. rare, VR. very rare.
    The Katsura fauna, in Shikoku, also lacks fusulinids, brachiopods, and corals.
IcHiKAwA (1951) suggested a shelf sea environment for this fauna. As already
stated, this is comparable to the Gujo fauna, although it also has a resemblance
to the lower Kanokura fauna.
Comparison of the Pemianand Triassic Fauuas
The Lower Triassic Fauna in Japan
   The Lower Triassic in Japan contains two different kinds of faunas. One
occurs in the lower part of the Yakuno Group, in the Maizuru Belt, and in the
lower part of the Inai Group, in the southern Kitakami massif. The rocks of both
areas are composed mainly of sandstones, conglomerates and subordinate shales.
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The contained fauna is characterized by abundant and diverse bivalves.
    The second pertains to the outer (Pacific) side ofsouthwestJapan. The beds
there are composed oflimestones and shales much thinner than those of the former
area. The fauna is characterized by the Eumorphotis multtY7ormis-Pten'a ttssurica
))abei assemb!age, and, in some places cephalopods ofthe upper Eo-Triassic Owentian
(BANDo, l964).
    Pelecypods of the Maizuru Belt were described by KAMBE (1951, 1957) and
NAKAzAwA (1959, 1960, 1961) and thoSe ofthe outer side by YEHARA (1927), OsAKi
and SHiKAMA (1954), IcHiKAwA and YABE (1955) andKAMBE (1963). These fossils
are tabulated below.
    Maizuru Belt (Lower half of the Yakuno Group)
        Entotium cÅí discites (ScHLoTHEiM)
        E. cÅí microtis (BITTNER)
        E spp.
        EumorPhotis cÅí maritima KipARisovA
        E. cf. mutts:fTormis rudaecosta KipARisovA
        E. cf. tenuistriata (BITTNER)
        Claraia cf. decidens DiENER
        C. pulchella NAKAzAwA
        "jPecten" ussurt'ctts BITTNER
        "P." cf. sojatis WITTENBuRG
        "P." cf. amun'cus BITTNER
        Leptochondn'a minima (KipARisovA)
        L. ? cÅí virgalenst's WmENBuRG
        L. ? cÅí bittnerz' (lkpARisovA)
        M]sidioptera circulan's NAKAzAwA
        Promlatina minuta NAKAzAwA
        "P." spp.
        Pinna muikadaniensis NAKAzAwA
        Pteria cÅí murchisoni (GEiNiTz)
        Unienites cÅífasstzensis bittneri (FREcH)
        U. sp.
        Bakevellia (Maizuria) kambei NAKAzAwA
        B. (M.) kambai dannensz's N.
        B. (M.) oku]amensis N.
        B. (M.) narawarensz's N.
        B. (IVeobtrkevellia) tsuzuradaniensis N.
        2Veoschizodtts (IVeoschizodzas) cf. Iaevigattts (ZiETHEN)
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       N. (IV.) ? shikii NAKAzAwA
       IVtectana (Dacr2omla) nogamii NAKAzAwA
       N. (D.)Jakunoensis N.
       Phestia • spp.
       Palaenoneilo cf. elliPtica in KipARisovA
       P. cf. ovi ormis (EcK)
       P. spp.
       ,P. cf. ettilbticaPraecursor FREcH
       Nuculopsis spp.
   The Lower Triassic fauna of the Inai Group, in the southern Kitakami massif
has not been described yet, but is similar to that of the Maizuru.
    Pacific side of southwest Japan
       EumorPhotis multi ormis (BiTTNER)
       E. muttt:fTomais shionosawensis IcH:KAwA and YABE
       E. shikokuensis (YEHARA)
       Pteria ussun'ca.yabei NAKAzAwA
       Bakevellia (Aleobakevellia) rostrata YABE
       Entolium discites (SaHLoTHEiM)
       Chtam2s krlshtofozvichi KipARisAvA
       Leptochondn'a minima (KipARisovA)
       L. ? minima reticulata (KipARisovA)
        Unionites canatensis (CATuLLo)
        Unionites canalensz's bittneri (IaHiKAwA and YABE)
        Unionitesfassaensz's (WIssMANN)
    In addition to these, Streblopten'a sp. was collected by MATsusHiTA from the
Kurotaki limestone, in Kochi Prefecture of Shikoku.
    In spite of the marked contrast of lithofacies, the faunas of the two areas are
closely similar, a curious aspect that they share with the cosmopolitan Lower Triassic
marine faunas elsewhere in the world. Most genera and even species of the Pacific
side ofsouthwestJapan are also found in the Maizuru-Kitakami provinces. Many
fossils are cosmopolitan even at a specific level, for example, species of Entoliecm,
Eumorphotis, Unionites, and IVeoschizodus (IVeoschizodzts). Species belonging to
Claraia, LePtochondria, Bakevellia, Pataeoneilo, and "Pecten" are widely distributed, if
not world-wide. In considering a strong regional and facies differentiation of the
Permian bivalves, as already stated, the homogeneity of the Eo-Triassic forms
is quite striking. Strong diversification took place in late Triassic time, especially
in the Karnian, which includes 45 genera and l7e species in Japan. The regional
and facies differentiation was mostly at the specics level,
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    In all ofJapan there are found in the Lower Triassic only forty-five species and
eight subspecies ofpelecypods belonging to eighteen genera, including indetermina-
ble species. This number is small when we consider the extent of the Triassic
deposits and the seemingly suitable conditions of preservation.
    As already discussed, the Permian lower Kanokura fauna alone contains 39
species of bivalves belonging to 27 genera, in spite of the predominace of brach-
iopod fossils, and the Toyoma fauna has 41 species in 26 genera preserved, in rather
unsuitable facies. Furthermore, this estimate of the number of Permian bivalves
is too small. It will increase much more because many species are left undescribed.
    There are no species in common between the latest Permian and early Tri-
assic, but many of the Lower Triassic genera are also found in the Permian.
IVucloPsis, Pataeonetio, Phestia, Bakevellia, Leptochondn'a, Streblobten'a, and Neoschizodus
are examples. Lopha?, Costatoria, and Wagenoperna appeared in the Permian and
also occur in the Upper Triassic or later but early Triassic representatives have not
been discovered in Japan. IVucutana, Pinna, Prom)alina, Eumorphotis and Entolium
ofthe Lower Triassic are considered to be directly derived from the Permian Phestia,
Aviculopinna, Mlalina, Etha' pecten and Pernopecten (or "Pseudamttssium"), respectively.
    It is evident from the above that many Paleozoic genera became extinct during
Iate Permian time. Some representatives of Aviculopectinidae, Sanguinolitidae
and Myalinidae are outstanding examples. On the other hand, many nuculoids,
which are adapted to muddy sea bottom, and some pterioids and trigonioids,
survived the Iater Permian biological revolution (Chart 3).
    Clearly, marked changes occurred among the bivalve communities at the close
ofthe Permian. These changes are indicated more by extinction ofPermian genera
than by introduction of new genera in 'the early Triassic. After the Permian ex-
inctions a marked expansion did not take place until the late Triassic.
    As stressed by NEwELL (1963, 1967) and RuzHENcEv et al. (1965), a possible
cause of the extinctions in the late Permian was world-wide regression, decrease in
area of the epicontinental seas and remarkable changes in paleogeography, changes
which progressed through the Permian Period reaching a maximum at the Permo-
Triassic boundary.
    These paleogeographic changes evidently effected the bivalves less than the
other main constituents of the Permian faunas? bryozoanss brachiopods? corals7
trilobites and fusulinids, ,
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Chart 3, Range chart of bivalve genera from the later half of the
Permian to the early Triassic in Japan.
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             Systematic Description of Permian Bivalvia
                       Qrder Nuculoida DALL, 1889
                    Superfamily Nuculacea GRAy, 1824
                      Family Nuculidae GRAy, 1824
                       Genus IVuculoPst's GiRTy, 1911
    Type species: 2Vlucula ventricosa HALL 1850 (=2VuculoPsis gt'rtli ScHENK, new
name, l934, p. 30).
    Several generic groups of nuculoids are representcd in the Japanese Permian.
QuENsTEDT (1930) established Palaeonucula as a subgenus of IVucula. The type
species, 2Vucula hanvnen' (DEFRANcE) BRoNN is a Jurassic species. ScHENK (1934)
recognized its close resemblance to the upper Paleozoic 2Vuculopsis GiR ry and referred
to the former as a subgenus of Nuculopsis in his elaborate study of the classification
of nuculids. Since then, many authors followed ScHENK's classification. As
                                                                  'pointed out by him the only distinction between the Paleozoic and Jurassic species
seems to be in the degree of opisthogyration of the umbo and DRiscoLL (1965, p.
74) did not admit a subgeneric value in this character. We also prefer to treat
Palasonueuta as a synonym of NueuloPsis* until distinctive differences in shell structure
or in musculature may be demonstrated.
    Nuculanella TAscH, l953 (type species: 2Vucutanella Piedmontia, Pennsylvanian
of Kansas) is another nuculoid to be considered in connection with the Japanese
pelecypods. When TAsaH proposed this genus (TAscH, 1953, p. 395) he recognized
a close aMnity with 2Vuculana, but after reexamining the type specimens DicKiNs
(l963, p. 30) concluded that IVuculanetla is more closely related to NucutoPsis. He
classed Nueulanella as a subgenus of NuculoPsis and included in Nuculanella the fol-
lowing species: N. bangarraensis DicKiNs from the lower Permian ofWest Australia
(ibid., p. 31, pl. I, figs. 7-12), IVttcuta montiPelierensis GiRTy (l910, p. 38, pl. 4, figs.
1-3) from the lower Permian of the United States, 2Vttcuta ventricosa of WAAGEN
(l881, p. 251, pl. 19, fig. 20) from the Upper Productus Limestone, and IVucula
tn' viatis of WAAGEN (ibid., p. 253, pl. 24, fig. 8) of the upper Middle and Upper
Productus Limestone of the Salt Range. According to DrcKiNs, Nuculanetla is
distinguished'from Nuculepsis s. s. by subtrigonal profile and more or less upright
* DicKiNs (1963, p. 28, p. 30) roferred to Palasonucula as distinct from NticuloPsis because of the
  absence of chondrophore tooth in the latter, evidently holding a view that Pataeonucttta has a
  chondrophore tooth as in Ntictda s.s. But QuENsTEDT (op. cit. p. 112) stated clearly in his
  diagnosis of Palaeonucula that "Hinter der Bandgrube, zwischen Bandgrube und Hinterabschnitt
  der Zahnreihe, weder Bandgrabenzahn noch ein ebenes VerbindungsstUck der Schlossplatte."
  Futhermore, his figure (oP cit., pl. 2, fig. 9) exhibits neither chondrophore tooth nor hinge-plate
  connecting anterior and pesterior rows of denticles.
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beaks turned slightly inward and toward the rear. The presence of a distinctly
marked lunular area in some species was also considered to be a diagnostic feature
by him.
    CiRiAaKs (1963, p. 38) recognized two groups of IVuculoPsis in the Permian of
the Middle Rockies, in the United States. Group I includes more elongate, subrect--
angular forms, with posteriorly located beaks, and Group II is characterized by
smaller, subtrigonal forms, with more centrally placed beaks. The type species
of IVucutopsis is undoubtedly included in Group I, while 2V. montiPetierensis is in
Group II. The latter group is more comparable to IVuculanelta. However, we
find no merit in separating Nuculanella as a genus or subgenus because there are
intermediate forms connecting the two forms as shown by CiRiAcKs. It seems to
us to be preferable at present to consider the two groups as members ofa single
genus, NuculoPsis. .
    Three species of nucu!oids have been described from the Permian ofJapan.
AII are from the Katsura Formation in Shikoku:
    Nuculopst's (Palaeonucula) orientalis IcHiKAwA (1951, p. 322, pl. 1, fig. 1)
    IV. (P.) sp., IcHiKAwA (ibid., p. 323, pl. 1, fig. 2)
    "IVuculd' sp., IcHiKAwA (ibid., p. 321, pl. 1, fig. 14)
The first species exhibits an intermediate form between Group I and II. The
second species is correctly referred to Group I., while the third species is very
similar to bangarraensis DiaKiNs and montiPelierensz's (GiRTy).
                   Superfamily Nuculanacea MEEK, 1864
                 Family Malletiidae H. & A. ADAMs, 1858
                      Genus Nucutites CoNRAD, 1841
    Type species: Nuculites oblongattLs CoNRAD, 1841 (subsequent designation by
MiLLER, 1889, p. 496).
    The characteristic feature of 2Vuculites which distinguishes it from the similar
genus Palaeoneilo is the presence of an internal myophoric buttress starting from, or
in front of, the beak and running ventrally to or near the pallial line. The buttress
is variable in both strength and direction. The genus IVuculites is generally con-
sidered to be limited to the Silurian and Devonian Systems, but HAyAsAKA described
.IVuculites kimurai (1924, p. 49, pl. 6, figs. 4-7) from black shale ofthe upper Permian
Toyoma Formation in Kitakami massif, northeastJapan, more than forty years ago.
The second occurrence of Nuculites described below from the upper Permian in
Shikoku confirms the view that the genus survived until the Permian Period inJapan,
Thus far, it is unknQwn anywhere from thÅë CarbQniferous,
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           2Vuculites ichikatvai NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                           Plate 1, Figures 1, 2
    Material.-Two left valves, one, represented by an internal mold, and the other
  by internal and imperfect external molds.
    DescriPtion.-Shell of medium size, oval, elongate posteriorly; length attaining
a little Iess than twice the height, modcrately inflated; ventral margin broadly
rounded without sinuation ; antero- and posterodorsal margins nearly linear, making
a very obtuse angle under the beak; posterior margin rather acutely rounded; beaks
Iow, lying at about the anterior one-third ofshell length, and terminating with pro-
sogyrate beak; ligament external, opisthodetic, set in a very slender groove which
occupies about two-fifths of the posterodorsal margin; lunule and escutcheon lack-
ing; taxodont denticles not interrupted at beak, consisting of about thirty denticles
in posterior row and eight or nine stronger ones in-anterior row; a broad, strong but
short internal myophoric ridge runs vertica!ly between the beaks and anterior
adductor scars; posterior adductor scar weakly impressed close to posterior end of
the hinge; pallial line not seen; surface nearly smooth.









    Discussion.-In one specimen a small pedal retractor scar is preserved at the
tip of the umbonal cavity and in the other one there are indistinct radial muscle
impressions placed near the interior of the beak. These muscle scars are similar to
those of Devonian species of Nuculites. In the present species the myophoric buttress
is shorter and the radial pedal scars are closer to the beak than in the Devonian
species. The former character was also noticed in Nteculites kimuraz' by HAyAsAKA
(1924, p. 50) and this may be a characteristic feature of the Permian species. In
external shape, the present species is more like oblongatus than kimurai, but disny-
tiguished from the former by internal characters mentioned above. This species
is similar to IVucula prz'sca GoLDFuss (183tl-40, p. 163, pl. 124, fig. 7; BEusaHAusEN,
1895, p. 71, pl. 6, fig. 8, Ctenodonta) which apparently belongs to Naculites, but
differs in a more inflated and robust shell.
    Occurrence.-Rare in the upper Permian Katsura Formation (P 3), Shikoku,
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               Genus Palaeoneilo HALL and WHiTFiELD, 1869*
    Type species: Nuculites constn'cta Conrad, 1841.
    Synonym: Anthraconat'to GiRTy, 1911 (type species: A. taLO7ana GiRTy)
    GiRTy (1911, p. I32) distinguished Anthraconailo from Palaeoneilo in lacking
an external ligament and in ventral sinuation, but after examining well preserved
topotype specimens of the type species, Anthraconcilo taLOiana GiRTy we find that a
ligament groove extends posteriorly from the beak occupying a little less than a half
of posterodorsal margin, and the shell is slightly gaping at that place. A chon-
drophore apparently is absent. GiRTy considered the genus to be more extended
anteriorly, and placed it in Nuculidae, but this is obviously erroneous, because the
external ligament is set along the longer dorsal margin**. The degree of ventral
sinuation of Palaeoneilo is variable, and some species are almost lacking in sinuation.
So there is no distinct criterion for recognition of Anthraconeilo.
    Ctenodonta SALTER, 1851 (type species: TellinomLJ,a nasuta HALL=Ctenodonta
logani SALTER) is also similar to Paltteonat'lo, but the typical forms are distinguished
from the latter genus in more central position of the beaks and in medially located
ventral sinus and treated here as a distinct genus (see DiRscoLL, 1965, p. 67;
McALEsTER, 1964, p. 16).
    Two species of Palaeoneilo have been described from the Permian ofJapan.
These are: P. ogachienst's HAyAsAKA (1924, p. 51, pl. 6, figs. 8-12) from the upper
Permian Toyoma Formation in Kitakami massif and P. sp. (IcHiKAwA, 1951, p.
320, pl. I, figs. 3a-b) from theupper Perrnian Katsura Formation in Shikoku. The
third species described below is unusually large and elongate for the genus, and the
generic position is somewhat questionable.
                             Pataeoneito? sp.
                            Plate 1, Figure 3
    Material.-An incomplete, internal mold of a right valve, a posterior part of
which is missing.
    Description.-Shell medium in size, strongly elongate, and nearly cylindrical;
umbo indistinct, hardly salient above hinge-margin and Iying at less than one
third of shell-length from anterior end; dorsal and ventral margins almost parallel;
anterior margin acutely rounded; posterior not preserved; dentition consisting of
 *
**
On the validity of this name the reader rofers to SiNcLAiR's (1951, p. 411) and McALEsTER's
(1962, p. 16, footnote) papers.
GiR vy hirnself (1911, p. 132; 1914, p. 113, footnote) suspected the presence of pallial sinus and
stated "If a sinus is really present, the orientation here employed should be reversed",
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eight anterior denticles and more than twenty-eight posterior denticles, arranged
in nearly straight linear series; muscle scars and pallial line not preserved; surface
unknown.
    Measurements in mm.-Estimated length, ca. 50; height, 16; preumbonal length,
13; convexity of single valve, 6.
    Discussion.-This specimen has been mechanically deformed and its reference
to Palaeoneilo is somewhat questionable, The elongate form of the Japanese
specimen is reminiscent of Pseudarca TRo}aiLiN and LEBEscoNTE, 1875 (type species :
P. trommeri) but the former differs in lacking a myophoric butterss.
    Occurrenee.-Obtained from black shale. of the upper member of the Maizuru
Group (P 2u) near Mabsunoodera Station in Maizuru City where it was associated
with ? Phestia (Potidevcia) sp., bellerophons, crinoids and bryozoans.
                 Family Nuculanidae H. & A. ADAMs, 1858
                     Genus Phestia CHERNysHEv, 1951
    CHERNysHEv (l951) proposed two generic names for Carboniferous "Nuculana"
from the Soviet Union, Phestia* (type species: P, inLt7att:frortrtis CHERNysHEv from
Donetz Basin) and Polidevcia* (type species: P. karagandensz's CHERNysHEv from
southwest Siberia). They are both distinguished from Mesozoic and Cenozoic
Nuonlana in having an internal ridge staring from near beaks and extending ventrally.
According to CHERNysHEv, Polidevcia differs from Phestia in the strongly elongate
ferm and absence of a chondrophere. ELiAs (1957, p. 750) and Dsc-Ns (1963,
p. 36) expressed strong doubts about the absence of the chondrophore in Polidevcia,
and DicKiNs considered the genus to be a synonym of Phestia. LuTKEvrcH and
LoBANovA (1960, p. 18) placed both under IVuculana as subgenera. According to
them Phestia is represented by short shells at relatively shallow marine deposits,
Polidevcia has an elongate shell with a straight umbonal keel, and is found in re-
latively off-shore, deeper sea sediments. KurvfpERA et at. (1967, p. 17) examined
Polidevcia in detail and concluded that it has a chondrophore and no external
ligament. They erected a new subfamily Polidevciinae founded on Potidevcia.
The main distinction of Phestia from Polidevcia is as follows: "Escutcheon• and
lunule are shallow to indistinct. In case ofthe escutcheon being distinct no special
lanceolate area spearated by the rib is visible in it, which is typical of Polidevec'a."
They also noticed the common association of these genera in the sarne deposits and
confessed that it is not easy to separate the two forms. In this paper Polideveia is
treated as a subgenus of Phestia following ELiAs. Phestia is not limited to the
* For the English translation of the generic diagnosis the reader refers to ELiAs' (1957) and
  KuMpERA et at. (1960) papers.
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Paleozoic, but is found also in the Triassic as illustrated by Nuculana (Dacr2onaya)
sp. of NAKAzAwA (1961, p. 270, pl. 14, figs. 5-7) from the Lower Triassic in the
Maizuru Belt, southwestJapan, which we now believe to be a true Phestia s. s.
                         ? Phestia (Polidevcia) sp.
                         Plate 1, Figures 4 a, b
    Material.-A single, univalved specimen, represented by internal and external
molds.
    Descri tion.-Shell small, falcate, strongly elongate, more than four times as
long as high ; posterior half tapering backward and curving gently upward ; anterior
part much shbrter than the posterior, with acutely rounded extremity; umbo
moderate, orthogyrate and incurved, slightly behind the anterior one-third of the
shell length ; lunule and escutcheon distinct, escutcheon marked by a sharp carina ex-
tending from the umbo to the posterior extremity ; ligament external, opisthodetic, set
in a rather wide and deep furrow along halfofthe posterodorsal margin. Dentition
and muscular impression not preserved; surface covered by regular, closely set,
concentrlc costae.
    Measurements in mm.-Length, 21.5; height, 4.8; preumbonal length, 5.4; con-
vexity of single valve, ca. 2.7.
    Discassion.-The specimen is considered to be strongly deformed, and it is almost
impossible to interpret the original shape. Although the dentition is not preserved,
it is probable that the present species belongs to Phestia (Polidevcia) judging from the
slender, arcuate form, distinct lunule and escutcheon. Furthermore, a trace ofa
depression is recognized near the umbo of the internal mold, which is suggestive of
Phestia.
    Occurrence.-Middle Maizuru Group (P 2u), south of Matsunoodera Station in
Maizuru City.
                    Order Praecardioida NEwELL, 1965
                   Superfamily Edmondiacea KiNG, 1850
                     Family Edmondiidae KiNG, 1850
                    Genus Edmondia DEKoNiNcK, 1841
    Type species.-Isocardia uniont:f;ormis PHiLups, 1836 (original designation).
Two doubtfu1 examples of Edmandia were described by IaHiKAwA from the upper
Permian Katsura Formation in Shikoku:
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    Edmondia? a sp. (IcHiKAwA. 1951, p. 324, pl. 1, fig. 9)
    Edmondia? 6 sp. (ibid., p. 324, pl. 1, fig. 8)
We found three occurrences of Edmondia but specific determination is impracticable
because of secondary deformation and poor representation.
Edmondia sp. a
                          Plate 1, Figures 6 a, b
    Materiat.-Many specimens were obtained from the upper Permian Gujo
Forrnation in Kyoto Prefecture, most of which are deformed articulated valves.
    Descri tion.-Small, inequilateral, fairly inflated, elongate and quadrangular-
ovate in shape; umbo prominent, slightly prosogyrate, very anterior; two rounded
ridges start near beaks and run along both sides ofthe strongly inflated umbones to-
wards antero- and posterodorsal margins, fading away in a short distance; ventral
and dorsal margin subparallel; posterior margin gradually curving upward and for-
ward, intersecting dorsal margin at a very obtuse, reunded angle; anterior margin
is nearly upright; lunule and escutcheon absent; hinge edentulous; internal hinge
plate characteristic of the genus relatively short and projecting ventrally; muscle
scars and pallial line not shown; surface covered by concentric irregular wrinkles
and close-set, fine, concentric growth lines; shell margin closed; granular texture
of the shell surface very minute without regular arrangement, counting about ten
granules in each linear mm.































    Disucssion.-Some specimens were found in a position with the plane of comm-
issure vertical to the bedding plane, and in this case the hinge axis forms an angle
of thirty to fifty degrees with the stratification. These individuals are considered
to have been buried in the living position. Other bivalved individuals may have
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also been buried near where they lived.
    All specimens have been secondarily strongly deformed. Some show very elon-
gate form, while other ones are extended vertically. The laterally compressed, tall
form is very similar to Allorisma si'milis LuTKEviaH and LoBANovA (1960, p. 83, pl.
10, figs. 6-8) from the upper Permian of Taimur in Russia, and the lateraliy el-
ongated form is much like Edmondia acciPiens (SowERBy) (HiND, 1889, p. 331, pl. 18,
figs. 8-16) from the Carboniferous in England, but these similarities are superficial
and are caused by secondary crushing. The species is considered to have an in-
termediate form between the two, and is more similar to E. transversa HiND (oP, cit.,
p. 317, pl. 32, figs. 12-16), but the umbonal slope is more rounded and the umbo is
more robust in the latter species. The present form possibly represents a new
species, but the poor preservation makes this possibility very uncertain.
    Occarrenee.-Common in the Gujo Formation, Kyoto Prefecture, west Japan.
    There are several specimens of Edmondia similar to the preceding, but differing
in the development of fairly regular concentric wrinkles. It is not certain whether
this modification is an effect of faulty preservation.
Edmondia sp. b
Plate 11, Figure 7
    Maten'al.---There are three left, one right, and one bivalved specimens in ad-
dition to several questionable ones. All are incompletely preserved.
    Descn'Ption.-Shell medium in size, suboval; length about one and a half the
height; not so inflated; umbo robust, nearly orthogyrate, beak lying at about anterior
one-third of the shell length; lunule and escutcheon absent; internal plate similar
to the preceding species; surface covered by strong, regularly arranged, concentric
wrinkles which become obsolete near the posterodorsal margin; muscle and pallial
impression not preserved.
    Discasst'on.-This form is readily distinguished from the associated Edmondia
sp. a described above in ovate outline, more posteriorly located umbo, more regular
concentric sculpture and less convex shell. It is similar to Edmondia tschern!schewiana
FREDERiaK described by LicHAREw (1939, p. 131, pl. 31, figs. 17 a, b) from the lower
Permian of the Urals, but differs in more regular ornamentation and more posterior
position of the beak.
    Occurrence.-Rare in the upper Permian Gujo Formation (P 3) in Kyoto Pre-
fecture, west Japan. Two questionable specimens have been procured from the
Upper Member of the Maizuru Group (P 2u) at Kuwanoe pass, Ayabe City, Kyoto
Prefecture.
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                            Edmondia sp. c
                         Plate 1, Figures 7, 8
    Maten'al.-One left, one right and a matched pair of valves are at our disposal,
all of which are represented by molds, and more or 1ess mechanically crushed.
    Descnl tion,-Shell small, rounded quadrate, somewhat inequilateral, mod-
erately inflated; umbo strong, salient above hinge margin; beak incurved and
directed forward, lying at about anterior two-fiftks of the shell length; umbonal
ridge blunt, running• from the beak to the posteroventral extremity; anterior and
ventral margins making semicircular curve and suddenly rising up to the arcuate
posterior margin; hinge edentulous; internal plate occupying about a hlaf of the
shell length and projecting ventrally; muscle scars and pallial line not observed;
                                             'surface covered by concentric costae, which are relatively sharp and distinct near
                                                               'the anterior margin becoming obscure on flank and posterior areas; lunule and
escutcheon absent.















    Discussion.-In external shape this species is similar to the Upper Carboniferous
Edmondia rudis M'Coy described by HiND (1899, p. 302, pl. 27, figs. 15,, 15a; pl. 28,
figs, 8-14; pl. 32, figs. 1, 3-6) from England and E. nebrascenst's (GEiNiTz) described
by YAKowLEv (1903, p. 22, pl. 1, figs. 21), MAsLENNiKov (1935, p. 98, pl. 6, figs.
3a, b) and by LuTKEvicH and LoBANovA (1960, p. 78, pl, 8, figs. 14-17) from the
                                              'Permian in the Soviet Union. The latter species is somewhat different from the
Carboniferous Arnerican nebrascenst's in sculpture and probably is not conspecific
with it. The Japanese species is distinguished from these in a somewhat taller
outline and different ornamentation which is distinct near the anterior margin and
obscure over the main part of the shell. The latter feature is remindfu1 of the
diagnostic character of Sedgeze'ickia M'Coy (1844, p. 61 ; HiND, 1899, p. 277), but the
presence ofinternal plate makes it more reasonable to refer the species to Edmondia.
    Occurrence.-Rare in the Tenjinnoki Formation (P 21), at Tenjinnoki and
Teranosawa, Maiya, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture, northeastJapan.
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                          Family Sanguinolitidae
                      Genus Sanguinolites M'Coy, 1844
     Type species: Sanguinolites discors M'Coy, 1844 (subsequent designation by
 STouczKA, 1871).
                              Sanguinolites sp.
     Material.-An internal and an external molds of articulated specimen which
 are considered to suffer from slight secondary deformation.
     Description.-Shell inequilateral, subquadrangular, posteriorly extended,
 41.3 mm long, 21.4 mm. high with heightllength ratio ofnearly 1/2 measured on the
 internal mold; convexity about two-thirds of shell-height; umbo subdued, with
 slightly prosogyrate beak, lying at less than one-fourth ofthe length from the anterior
 margin; dorsal margin nearly straight; anterior margin rounded, curving uniformly
 into a straight ventral margin which is parallel to the dorsal margin; ventral margin
 abruptly rising up and forward into truncated posterior margin with a slight gape
. near dorsal margin; umbonal ridge rounded, prominent, defining a triangular pos-
 terodorsal slope; midumbonal depression anterior to the umbonal ridge very shallow
 and wide leaving no ventral sinus ; Iunule and escutcheon deep and wide ; ligament
 external, extending along more than one half of the posterior hinge margin; ap-
 parently edentulous; posterior surface with a few radiating costellae which die out
 dorsally; muscle scars and pallial line unknown.
     Discussion.-This species recalls the Carboniferous S. stn'ate-granalosus KoNiNaK
 (1885, p. 84, pl. 15, figs. 14, 15, tn:costatus; HiND, 1900, p. 303, pl. 42, figs. 16-22)
 from Belgium and England and the Permian S. ? sp. of CiRiAaKs (1963, p. 73, pl. 14,
 figs. 12, 13) from the Park City formation in the Middle Rockies. It is distin-
 guished from the former in lacking radial carina in the posterodorsal area, from the
 latter in less elongate form, and from the both in more strongly developed granular
 texture on the surface. This probably is a representative of an unnamed species.
     Occurrence.-Very rare in the fine-grained sandstone of the lower Kanokura
 Formation (Shegejizawa Member) (P 21) at Kamiyasse, Kesennuma City, Miyagi
 Prefecture, northeastJapan.
        Sanguinolites kami ,assenst's NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                          Plate 11, Figures 3, 4
    Material.-A single, left internal mold with a fragment of the external mold
is available for study, The specimen retains original shape, judging from the
associated fossils.
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    Descrtl tion.-Shell medium in size, very inequilateral, elongate-subquadran-
gular in outline, 50.3 mm long, 18.5 mm high with H/L ratio ofO.37; umbo moder-
ate, lying at about one-fifth ofshell-length from anterior extremity, terminating with
prosogyrate and slightly incurved beak; dorsal and ventral margin slightly convex;
anterior margin semicircular; posteroventral margin rising abruptly upward and
forward into truncated posterior; prominent umbonal ridge running from umbo to
posterodorsal extremity defining a depressed posterodorsal area; posterodorsal area
a little inflated and provided with two radial carinae, upper of which dies out
posteriorly; hinge edentulous; escutcheon long and narrow, lunule small and in-
distinct; muscle scars and pallial line unknown; surface nearly smooth except for
weak concentric rugae, papillate texture not observed.
    Discussion.-The strong umbonal ridge and two radial carinae on the postero-
dorsal area are distinctive. In this respect this species is similar to the Lower Car-
boniferous Sanguinotites sttbPticattts KiRBy described by KoNiNaK (1885, p. 80, pl. 15,
figs. 5, 6) and S. tricostatus PoRTLocK of HiND (1900, p. 391, pl. 42, figs. 11-15, non
KoNiNcK, 1885), but differs from the former in less expanded posterior part, more
tumid umbo, and from the latter in the more acute umbonal ridge and nearly
straight ventral margin. Among Permian species this one is somewhat like S.
modiomerPhoides GRABAu (1931, p. 318, pL 31, figs. 4a, b) from Mongolia, but
readily distinguished by its much longer outline.
    Occurrence.-Very rare in the Shegejizawa Memger (lower Kanokura For-
mation) (P 21) at Kamiyasse, Kesennuma City, Miyagi Prefecture, northeastJapan.
Sanguinolites? sp.
Plate 1, Figure 11
    Material.-A single, external mold of a right valve represents this form.
    DescriPtion.-Shell roundly quadrangular, elongate posteriorly, 38.4 mm long
and 18,O mm. high, H/L ratio of O.47; very inequilateral, umbo subdued lying at
about one-fourth of shel1 length from anterior end; dorsal margin nearly straight;
anterior part ofshell somewhat tumid, anterior margin rounded curving uniformly
into broadly rounded ventral margin, which rises abruptly to the truncate posterior
margin; posterior margin meets dorsal margin at a very obtuse angle ; blunt, rounded
umbonal ridge runs from the umbo to the posteroventral end; posterodorsal area
sculptured by four obscure radial carinae; general surface covered by close-set, fine
growth lines; lunule, escutcheon and hinge unknown.
    Discussion.-This form recalls S. tn'costatus (PoRTLAND) but the radial carinae
are more obscure and the anterior pqrt is a little more tumid than the latter. Ex-
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ternally Atlorisma dubium WAAGEN (1881, p. 196, pl. 17, fig. 7) fromthe Upper
Productus Limestone of Salt Range resembles the present species, but is more
inflated and lacks radial carinae.
 . Occurrence.-Very rare in the Tenjinnoki Formation (P 21) at Tenjinnoki,
Maiya, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefercture, northeast Japan.
                              Wilkingia sp.
                           Plate IO, Figure 6
    Material.-Incomplete, internal and external molds of a single right valve
are at hand. They have been strongly crushed and compressed dorsoventrally.
    DescriPtion.-Shell large, subcylindrical, more than 98 mm long and 33 mm
high, H/L ratio approximately 1/3: strongly inequilateral; umbo robust, a little
salient above hinge margin; beak orthogyrate, lying behind the anterior margin
approximately one-fifth ofthe length ofshell; dorsal and ventral subparallel margins
curving slightly upward; anterior margin rounded, continuing gradually into
broadly rounded ventral margin; posterior margin truncated, apparently gaping;
rounded obscure umbonal ridge running from umbo to posteroventral direction;
surface covered by faint growth lines and somewhat irregular concentric wrinkles;
granular texture of exterior surface very minute, about ten granules in one linear
millimeter; lunule and esctucheon reflected on the intemal mold; muscle scars
and pallial line not observed.
    Disucssion.-The specimen has suffered some crushing and the original shape
cannot be accurately known. Sanguinolites lunulatus (KEysERLiNG) described by
MAsLENNiKov (1935, p. 97, pl. 5, fig. 9) from the upper Permian ofNorthern Region
of USSR is similar to this species, but is less elongate. Witkingia waageni (REED)
(l944, p. 298, pl. 56, fig. 1) from the lower Middle and upper Lower Productus
Limestone is another allied species, but is distinguished by more anterior position
of the umbo and less angulated posteroventral corner.
    Occurrence.-Very rare in the sandstone of the lower? Kanokura Formation
(P 21) at Imo, Iwate PreÅí, northeast Japan, collected by KoizuMi.
                    Family Megadesmidae VoKEs, 1967
                        Genus P!ramus DANA, 1847
    Type species: iPLJ,ramus mL7i ormis DANA (subsequent designation by NEwELL,
1956).
    The type species of Plramus and of AIotom]a are so similar that they have been




students as congeneric or even conspecific (NEwELL,
. We are, therefore, treating the latter asa subjective sy
 1956;
nonym
             Plramus Ptantts NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                         Plate 1, Figures 5, 9, 10
    Material.-There are ten nearly complete external molds and two internal
molds in our collection.
    Description.-Shell medium sized, equivalve; a little inequilateral, ovate, longer
than high with height/length ratio' approximately 111.7; a little inflated; umbo
subdued, orthogyrate, Iocated anterior to the middle; antero- and posterodorsal
margins nearly straight ; anterior margin well rounded, continuing to slightly arcuate
ventral margin; posterior halfis somewhat tumid comp4red with anterior half, and
sometimes obscurely truncated posteriorly; surface covered by numerous, fine, close-
set growth lines and rugae which are variable in strength and in arrangement;
granular texture ofgenus not okserved; ligament opisthodetic, elongate; lunule and
escutcheon weak or absent; hinge consisting of an obscure triangular tooth and
linear, weak depression anterior to the tooth in the right valve, with corresponding
socket and projection in the left; oval pesterior adductor muscle scar impressed near
the posterodorsal margin; anterior scar not clearly seen, but !ocated near the
anterodorsal border; pallial line distinctly sinuated under posterior adductor scar.












































    Discussion.-The hinge of the speclmens in our collection is incorrrpletely pre-
served. Apparently, it consisted ofa weak subtrigonal cardinal tooth and posterior
socket in the right valve and a cQrresponding socket and tQQth in thc left, Thus,
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the basic pattern coincides with that ofP2ramus. The presence ofa pallial sinus and
the lack of distinct lunule, escutcheon and umbonal ridge in the Japanese speci-
mens likewise conform to P!ramus, a genus which characterizes the cold-water
of the eastern Australian Permian.
    From the Australian examples of Prramus theJapanese species is distinguished
by shorteroutline, weaker dentition and somewhat more indented pallial sinus.
    Occurrence.-Fairly common in the Gujo Formation (P 3) at Gujo, Kyoto
Prefecture, west Japan.
                  Subclass Pteriomorphia BEuRLEN, l944
                     Order Arcoida SToLiazKA, 1871
                    Subfamily Arcacea GoLDFuss, 1820
                   Family Parallelodontidae DALL, 1898
               Genus Parallelodon MEEK and WoRTHEN, 1868
              Type species: Macrodon rugosus BucKMANN, 1845.
                  Paratlelodon cf. Iongus MAsLENNiKov 1935
                           Plate 1, Figure 12
    Maten'al.-There are five incomplete specimens collected from several localities.
    Descn'Ption.-Shell small, elongate, more than twice as long as high, sub-
quadrate, strongly convex; umbo robust, not salient above hinge margin, lying at
about anterior one-fourth of shell length; dorsal and ventral margins parallel with
each other and nearly straight; posterior margin truncate, intersecting dorsal
margin at obtuse angle; anterior part tumid; umbonal ridge strong and well
rounded, defining posterodorsal area which is relatively narrow and steeply inclined,
dorsally; hinge consisting ofseveral small anterior denticles and long one or two
slender posterior teeth nearly parallel with hinge margin; anteriormost three or
four teeth curving up and forward becoming nearly horizontal, the succeeding
denticles gradually changing their axis to a posteroventral direction; ]igament area
narrow and not well shown; surface nearly smooth excepting faint growth lines;
muscle scars and pallial line not shown.
    DisctLssion.-One specimen (from the Kanokura Formation of Kitakami
massif) shows eight anterior denticles, diverging dorsally; anterior individuals of
which curve upward and forward, tending to run parallel with cardinal margin,
while the remainder dips downward. In another specimen collected from Monobe,
Kyoto Prefecture, three anterior denticles and a long, slender posterior tooth are
preserved. In a specimen from Oe-cho, Kyoto Prefecture, a circular anterior
adductor scar is impresscd close to the anterodorsal corner,
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    These specimens are characterized by elongate shape and smooth shell surface
without radial ornaments. In these respects the species is comparable to P. tn'-
muenst's REED (1944, p. 288 pl. 54, fig. 13) from the Lower Productus Limestone
of the Salt Range, P. politus GiRTy (1908, p. 424, pl. 9, fig. 25) from the middle part
of Capitan Formation in Texas, P. obsoletus (MEEK) (1875, p. 334, pl. 19, fig. 9;
KEyEs, 1894, p. 120, pl. 46, fig. I, Macrodon) from the Upper Carboniferous in
Kansas, and P. obsoletz:frormis HAyAsAKA (1925, p. 18, pl. 8, figs. 15, 16) from the
middle Permian in Japan. This species is distinguished from obsoletus, timuensis
and obsoteti ormis in the much smaller size, an obscure radial depression in the middle
part of the shell, and from Potitus in the narrower posterodorsal area and lack of
a posterior auricle. The species most resembles P. Iongus MAsLENNiKov (1935,
p. 114, pl. 3, figs. 7, 8) from the upper Permian of northern part of USSR. But
materials are insuMcient for close comparison.
    Occttrrence.-Rare in the Upper Member of the Maizuru Group at Kuwanoe
pass, Monobe, Ayabe City, Kyoto Prefecture, and at Nomaru, Oe-cho, Kyoto
Pretecture (P 2u). Rare in the lower Kanokura Formation (P 21) at Kamiyasse,
Kesennuma City, Miyagi Prefecture, and in the Tenjinnoki Formation (P 21) at
Tenjinnoki, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture.
                     Paratlelodon cf. multistn'atus GiRTy
                            Plate 2, Figure 1
    Material.-Two pairs of valves and a questionable left valve are in our col-
lections. They are more or less mechanically deformed.
    Descri tion.-Shell small, moderately infiated, elongate, subtrapezoidal, HIL
ratio varying between O.33 and O.41 ; umbo prominent, salient above hinge margin,
terminating in orthogyrate beaks which are located at about one-fourth of shell
length behind anterior margin; dorsal and ventral margins straight, Subparallel,
anterior extremity somewhat tumid; posterior margin truncated, intersecting
dorsal margin at a very obtuse angle ; anterior denticles are- as in the species described
above, posterior teeth consist of three long, parallel teeth which ventrally become
shorter; umbonal furrow absent; surface sculptured by faint radial suiae which
become obsolete posteriorly; muscle scars and pallial line unknown.
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    Discusst'on.-In general outline the present species resembles the preceding
species but is shorter and easily distinguishod by presence of very faint, elose-set
radial striae. In this respect theJapanese form is much like the Permian P. mulltL
striatus GiRTy (1908, p. 423, pl. 31, figs. 13, 14), but the radial striae in the present
species are narrower than the interstices and become obscure posteriorly, while
those of multistriatus are wider than interstices and uniform in strength over the
whole surface.
    Occurrence.-Rare in sandy shale of the Kashiwadaira Formation, Takakura-
yama Group (P2u) at the northern slope of Takakurayama near Tamayama, Yotsu-
kura-machi, Fukushima Prefecture, northeast Japan.
            Paralletodon cf. tenuistriatus (MEEK and WoRTHEN), l866
                            Plate 2, Figure 2
    Material.-A single inconiplete, external mold of a right valve occurs in our
collection.
    Descnl tion.-Shell small, elongate, subquadrangular; 24 mm long and about
12 mm high; umbo prominent, salient above hinge margin; beak not preserved but
presumably lying at about anterior one-fifth of the shell length; dorsal and ventral
margins straight, subparallel except for a faint indentation of the pedal area under
the umbo; anterior margin slightly curved; posterior margin almost straight, inter-
secting dorsal margin at a right angle; umbonal ridge obscure, defining a relatively
broad, depressed, triangular posterodorsal area; hinge, ligament area and mus-
culature unknown ; surface ornamented by growth lines and radial striae ; some ofthe
growth lines are developed into lamellose concentric sculpture; radial striae very
weak, wider than interstices and almost limited on the posterodorsal area.
    Discussion.-This species is quite similar externally to Paraltelodon tenuistriatas
(MEEK and WoRTHEN) from the Upper Carboniferous of the United States. The
former differs in lacking radial ornament over most of the flank, while in the latter
species radial striae become obsolete on the flank but are still discernible. Further
comparisons oftheJapanese material are impracticable because ofpoor preservation
                                            'of the material. '
    Occurrence.-Very rare in fine-grained sandstone of the lower Kanokura
Formation (P21) at Kamiyasse, Kescnnuma City, Miyagi Prefecture, northeast
Japan,
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                    Order Mytiloida FERRusAc, 1822
                 Superfatnily Mytilacea RAFiNEs2uE, 1815
                   Family Mytilidae RAFiNEs2uE, 1815
                    Subfamily Modiolinae KEEN, l958
                     Genus Prom2tittts NEwELL, 1942
     Type species: Prom!tilus annesus NEwELL, 1942 (original designation).
          Prem]tilus matlvensi's NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                         Plate 2, Figures 5, 6
    Matert'al.-Many specimens in our collection are referred to this species. All
have been more or less crushed, secondarily.
   Descn] tion.-Shell small, obliquely elongate, length slightly exceeding height
by a ratio of about 1.l2-; dorsal margin slightly convex, dorsally, continuing uni-
formly to a broadly arcuate posterior margin and well-rounded.posterodorsal
margin; dorsal margin bears a slender ligament groove similar to that of recent
Modiolus extending along about two-thirds or three-fourths of hinge margin; an-
terior margin distinctly sinuated below relatively small but well marked lobe; umbo
terminal or subterminal, hardly salient above hinge margin, umbonal carination
rather strong with an umbonal angle of about 60 degrees at late growth; surface
covered by faint growth lines, and sometimes one or two strong imbrications; oval
anterior adductor scar found in the interior of anterior lobe, posterior scar not
observed.













































































     dl: length ofdorsal maigin, hl: length oflegament groove, D: umbonal length,
     a: umbonal angle in degree.
    Discussion.-Although most specimens have been somewhat mechanically de-
formed, the mean value of measurements is considered to approximate the original
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form. In well-preserved specimens the ligament area tapers forward and terminates
at the anterior end, and in several specimens it is provided with a slender ligament
ridge or nymph that extends the whole length of the hinge. The prominent um-
bonal carination and consequently the strong inclination of the anterior slope of the
shell, and small but sharply defined anterior lobe are the characteristics which
distinguish theJapanese species from other species of the genus such as the Upper
Carboniferous P. Priscus NEwELL (1942, p. 40, pl. 1, figs. 1, 2, 5-7) or P. swattowi
(McCHEsNEy) (NEwELL, ibid., p. 37, pl. 1, figs. 8, 13). "Modiola" megaloba (M'Coy)
described by HiND (1896, p. 60, pl. 2, figs. 5-IO, especially figs. 5 and 9) is similar
to this species in the feature of anterior lobe, but the shells are more obliquely
elongate, and the anterior lobe is Iarger and the umbonal ridge is more rounded.
    There are found two associated variants of the Japanese species. One has a
nearly straight anterior margin and more obsoletely defined anterior lobe. This
is very similar to Prom7tilus mai ensi's? described below, but has a less oblique outline.
The other one is represented by small shells having more robust, quadrate shape,
and gentle anterior slope.
    There are several examples which preserve the imprint of radial prismatic
structure in the external molds. These probably indicate fibrous shell structure of
the ectostracum (OBERuNG, l964) similar to that of the Pennsylvanian PromJvtitus
swallotvi NEwELL (1942, p. 33). The large diameter of the "fibers", attaining to
50 microns, is surprising, because in the case of swattowi the diameter is less than 2
microns. This disparity might be an effect of diagenetic recrystallization in the
Japanese forms. '
    Occurrence.-Common in the Tenjinnoki Formation (P 21) at Tenjinnoki,
Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture, northeastJapan.
Prom)tiltts sp. a
Plate 2, Figures 7, 8
    Material.-Numerous crushed fragments.
    Description.-Shell small, obliguely elongate, umbo anterior but not terminal;
dorsal margin nearly straight or slightly convex ; umbonal carination distinct, round-
ed, nearly straight, separating steep anterior slope and anterior lobe, umbonal angle
about 40 degrees; anteriQr iobe well developed but not clearly separated from
anterior slope; nearly linear with weak or absent sinuation ; ligament groove occupy-
ing nearly whole hinge margin; anterior adductor scar relatively small, elongately
oval; posterior adductor scar and pallial line not observeds surface cQvered by weak
growth lines,
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   Discussion.-Judging from the growth linos, anterior sinuation is distinct in the
early growth stage becoming obscure later. This species recalls Modiotus in having a
projected anterior lobe anterior to the beak, but some individuals have nearly ter-
minal umbones and a prominent umbonal ridge close to the anterior margin. This
is unusual to Modiolus. Thus this species possesses some of the attributes of both
Modiolus and Prom!tiltLs. This form is similar to R mai ensz's described above, but
differs from the latter in the more oblique shell, longer ligament, non-terminal umbo,
and nearly straight anterior margin. It is more similar to the early Permian
Modiolus koneckii Dic"Ns (1963, p. 61, pl. 8, figs. 6-11, text fig. 9) from Western
Australia. From that species it is distinguished in a less oblique outline and more
pronounced umbonal carination. TheJapanese shells may represent an unnamed
species, but the preservation is too poor to infer the characters of the living popula-
tion to which they belonged.









































    Occurrence.-Common
Prefecture, westJapan .
in the G ujo Formation (P 3) at Gujo, Oe-cho, Kyoto
          ?Promltilus mai ensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                           Plate 2, Figure 9
   Discussion.-This form is represented by two specimens in association with the
preceding species in the Gujo Formation. It is distinguished by a less oblique shell
and smaller, but well demarcated anterior lobe. It is similar to one of the var-t
iants of P. mai"ensis, but differs in the larger size, more posteriorly located umbo,
and less prominent umbonal carination.
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Prom2tilus sp. b
Plate 2, Figure 10
    Discussion.-A single internal mold of a right valve was collected from the
Rodai Formation of the Maiya Group (P lu), at Maiya, Towa-cho, Miyagi Pre-
fecture, northeast Japan. It is 27 mm long and 18.1 mm high, with a maximum
dimension of28 mm, and an umbonal angle of45 degrees. It is distinguished from
P. mai ensis in less pronounced umbonal ridge and larger anterior lobe. In these
respects it is similar to P. swallotvi (McCHEsNEy) and P. Priscus NEwELL. In con-
sidering the deformation of associated crinoid stems, the specimen is considered to
have been stretched antero-posteriorly by tectonic forces. Probably the original
shape was less oblique and Iess slender.
                    Superfamily Pinnacea LEAcH, 1819
                      Family Pinnidae LEAcH, 1819
                      Genus AviculoPinna MEEK, 1864
    Type species: SotenPinnaeformis GEiNiTz (original designation)
    When HiND discussed Pteronites M'Coy (I844, type species: P. angustatus
M'Coy, subsequent designation by STouczKA, 1871) he stated, "I have little or no
hesitation in considering Aviculopinna of MEEK as a synonym of Pteronites. He
founded this genus of pinniform shells with non-terminal umbones and a sinuous
posterior border, both ofwhich characters are well shown in his type A. americana."
(1901, p. 6). But americana is neither the type species of AviculoPinna nor the usual
form ofthe genus. The type species,Pinnaeformis, as well as many other species ofthe
genus, is strongly extended posteroventrally and the dorsal margin does not coincide
with the shell length except in the questionable species, A. Peracuta SHuMAD (MEEK,
1872, p. 198, pl. 6, figs. 11a, b; KEyEs, 1894, p. 116, pl. 45, figs. 2a, b). The
posterior margin ofAviculopinna is, in most cases, nearly straight, rising upward and
forward from the ventral margin, making an acutely rounded posteroventral angle;
the shape is much more elongate than that ofPteronites with a small "apical" angle,
even in amert'cana. Thus, Avicutopinna is treated here as a distinct genus. The genus
may have been derived from Pteronites through some intermediate form like americana,
and, in turn, may have given rise to Pinna or Atrina*.
* As pointed out by TuRNER and RosEwATER (1958), Atrina has a simpler undivided nacreous
  layer and is more primitive than Pinna. Many of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic species of Pinna
  may be transfered to Atrina, but in most cases there is no observation concerning the nacreous
  layer.
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    It is interesting that the Japanese Permian Am'cutoPinna sp., described below,
and A. timanica MAsLENNiKov, from the late Permian in the northern region of the
USSR havea terminal umbo, as Pinna or Atn'na. It seems to be desirable to
separate them subgenerically from AviculePinna in which the umbo does not reach
the anterior end. More materials than we have are needed to solve this problem.
 Avt'culopinna sp.
Plate 3, Figure 1
    Materiat.-There are two specimens in our collection from the Gujo Formation.
One is incomplete but well preserved, retaining an apical portion, The other is
nearly complcte, but severely crushed and its relationship to the former is uncertain.
. Description.--Shell of medium size, equivalve, posteriorly very extended,
acutely trigonal in shape with an apical angle of 16 to 25 degrees; umbo indistinct,
terminal; median transverse ridge rounded, starting from the umbo and running
above midheight in the middle part of shell, then gradually shifted ventrally, and
flattened; the most inflated medial part forming a rhomboidal cross sectign with
sharp edges of straight dorsal and ventral margins ; posterior margin truncate, inter-
secting the dorsal margin at an obtuse angle, and making an acutely rounded angle
with ventral margin; surface covered by weak, regular, close-set growth lines over
the dorsal side above the medial ridge, and by growth wrinkles below : ligament area
narrow, grooved by several, faint thread-like transverse furrows; radial, narrow
depression starting from near anterior end, running posteroventrally, and separating
an inflated anteroventral marginal portion which corresponds to the anterior lobe
of mytiloids.
    Discussion.-The terminal umbo and sharp medial ridges distinguish this form
from other Paleozoic species, such as the Carboniferous A. amen'cana, pinnaefomais
and Peracuta. Aviculopinna timanica MALsENNiKov (1935, p. 38, pl. 4, figs. 14) from
the late Permian ofTiman is similar to this species. Both are intermediate in form
between Aviculopinna and the Mesozoic Pinna or Atrina. The present species differs
from timanica in a less acute umbonal angle and the anterior lobe is inflated, being
bounded by a ra(lial furrew, while that of timanica is depressed and defined by radial
ridge.
    Occurrence'.-Rare in the Gujo Formation (P 3) at Gujo, Oe-cho, Kyoto Prefec-
ture, west Japan.
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                  Avicutopinna cf. rectangularis (HAyAsAKA)
                            Plate 3, Figure 2
    Matere'at.-A single, incomplete, bivalved specimen was found in the lower
Kanokura Formation at Kamiyasse, Kesennuma City, Miyagi Prefecture, northeast
Japan.
    Discussion.-Conularia rectangularis was first introduced by HAyAsAKA (1920,
p. 1, text figs. 1-4) from the Kanokura Formation in Kamiyasse. SuGiyAMA (1942)
placed it in his new genus Neoconulan'a by unusual characteristics for Conulan'a.
Recently, HAyAsAKA (1963a, p. 475, text figs. 1 a-d) examined new materials
and stated, "Thus, it seems plausible to suppose that Conulan'a rectangularis, that
is, Neoconutan'a, might stand outside the limits of Conularia, and perhaps of Conulari-
idae." We think that this species is regarded as AviculoPinna. Our specimen is
probably identical with rectangntaris, but the material is too fragmentary, and
flattened secondarily for exact comparison.
                      Order Pterioida NEwELL, 1965
                 Superfamily Ambonychiacea MiLLER, 1877
                     Family Myalinidae FREcH, I891
                     Genus M7alina DEKoNiNK, 1842
            Type species: M!alina goldfussiana DEKoNiNcK, 1842.
                          M2alina (M2alina) sp.
                            Plate 2, Figure 4
    Materiat.-One incomplete, internal mold of a left valve with fragment of the
external mold was procured.
    Descrel tien and discussion.--Shell medium in size, more than 25 mm high and
more than 22 mm long, prosocline with an umbonal angle of about 70 degrees;
moderately inflated; umbo terminal; anterior lobe obscure; ligament area narrow,
provided with three strong grooves, which intersect the lower margin of the area at
a very acute angle; small, shallow dental socket observed at the interior of anter-
odorsal extremity; muscle scars and pallial line unknown.
    Apparently, this shell was covered by distinct but not foliated growth lines.
The posterior margin is not alate. In these particulars the species is similar to
M!alina tt2, omingensis thomasi NEwELL (1942, p. 51, pl. 14, figs. 15, 16) from the upper
Permian of Wyoming, but a significant comparison is not practicable.
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    Occurrence.-Very rare in black, gritty shale of the Toyoma
at Kitazawa, Toyoma-cho, Miyagi Prefecture, northeast Japan.
Formation (P 3)
                     Genus Septim7alina NEwELL, 1942
                  Type species: M!alinaPeratenuata MEEK.
                             SePtim)'alina sp.
                            Plate 2, Figure 3
                                  '
                                        '
    Materiat.-A single, imperfect, internal mold of a left valve and its fragmen-
tal counterpart were collected.
    Descnl tion.-Shell of medium size, moderately inflated, prosocline, about
as long as high; posterior margin nearly straight; anterior margin slightly curved
with concave side. forward, but as a whole running subparallel with posterior mar-
gin; ventral margin rather narrowly rotinded; urnbo terminal, directed forwrd;
umbonal angle, about 65 degrees; posterodorsal angle, about 125 degrees; ligament
area, moderately broad and striated transversely by fine, numerous grooves;
umbonal septum provided with a shallow slender dental socket; surface nearly
smooth, ornamented only by faint growth lines; musculature unknown.
    Discussion.-The outline of the adult shell is inferred from growth lines over the
younger stages, so it is not certain whether the mature shell was auriculate. Appa-
rently, this shell is somewhat similar to S. burmai NEwELL (1942, p. 67, pl. 12, figs.
1-6) from the Wolfcampian of North America in general shape, but is distinguished
by a nearly smooth shell without prominent growth lamellae.
    Occurrence.-Very rare in the Gujo Formation (P 3) at Gujo , Oe-cho, Kyoto
Prefecture, west Japan.
                     Superfamily Pteriacea GRAy, 1847
                     Family Pterineidae MiLLER, 1877
                       Genus LePtodesma HALL, 1883
    Type species: Leptodesn2a Potens HALL, 1883 (subsequent designation by
MILLER, l889).
    When HALL proposed the genus LePtodesmas he distinguished it from the very
similar in'oPten'a HALL (1883, types species: L. dekapi HALL) by the nasute and
acute anterior ear in the former instead of auriculate and rounded ears in Let'oPterz'a.
The Devonian LePtodesma common]y is more prosocline than LeioPteria. In the
Permian and Carboniferous species are found that are intermediate so that generic
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placement has been arbitrary. For example, some species are like Leptodesma in
general shape, but have an anterior lobe like that ofLeioPteria. HiND (1901, p. 9)
considered Leptodesma as possibly a synonym of Leiopteria.
    In this paper LeioLPteria is treated as a subgenus of LePtodesma, following ELiAs
(1957, p. 759) and the intermediate forms are simply classed as Leptodesma.
                             LePtodesma sp.
    Maten'al.-Eight specimens were obtained, all ofwhich were severely crushed.
    Descnl tion.-Shell small, inequilateral, inequivalve, right valve less convex than
left, pteriiform, extended posteroventrally, moderately inflated; anterior auricle
relatively small, roundly trigonal; not sharply defined from the body; pesterior wing
depressed and projected posteriorly at posterodorsal corner; ligament area with
several, chevron-shaped, transverse grooves below beaks; hinge consisting of one
cardinal tooth and a posterior lateral in left valve, and two of each in right valve,
all subparallel with hinge margin; surface covered by regular, lamellose, concentric
sculptures and weak growth lines.
    Comparison.-This species is similar to the Capitanian Pteria guadaluPensis
GiRTy (1908, p. 426, pl. 9, figs. 20, 20a) in shaPe and ornamentation, but differs
in taller and less prosocline outline. The lower Permian L.? corrandibbiensis DicKiNs
(1957, p. 30, pl. 4, figs. 13-17, text'fig. 4) from West Australia is also very similar
to this in shpae and in ornamentation.
    Occurrence.-Cornmon in calcareous shale associated with limestone ofthe Rodai
Formation (lower Permian, P lu) of Maiya Group, where it is associated with
Parafusulina sp., and Michelinia, north of Maiya, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture,
northeast Japan.
                        Leptodesma (Leiopteria) sp.
                          Plate 3, Figures 3, 4
    Maten'al.-There are ten specimens more or less deformed secondarily, in
our collections.
    Descni tion.-Shell small, pteriiform, prolonged posteroventrallys subequi-
valve, not so inflated, considerably longer than high; umbo subterminal, salient
above hinge margin, with prosogyrate beaks; anterior auricle small, roundly
trigonal, sharply defined from main body by a sulcus, that ofleft valve provided with
distinct radial depression anterior to the margin of main body; posterior aurcle
extended, wing-shaped, with pointed extremity and well marked by posterodorsal
umbonal ridge; ligament area very narrow, shorter than shell length, longitudinal
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ligament grooves not observed; surface marked by weak growth lines; hinge con-
sisting ofone lamellar posterior lateral tooth parallel with cardinal margin, in left
valve, and two in the right; cardinal tooth not observod;a small circular anterior
adductor muscle scar occurs in the interior of the anterior auricle.
    Discussion.----This form resembles LePtodesma in the strongly prosocline shape
but the anterior lobe recalls that ofin'opteria. A radial, broad furrow of the anterior
auricle of the 1oft valve recalls some Devonian shells of la'oPtsrt'a, such as the type
species L. dekaL),z' HALL (1884, p. 164, pl. 90, figs. 16-18). 'In the elongate shape the
present species is similar to "Ptert'a" guadaluPensz's GiRTy and "P" longa (GEirgrrz)
(LicHAREw, 1931, p. 34, pl. 3, figs. 12, 13) but distinguished from the former by
lacking distinct concentric sculpture.and from the latter by the distinct lobation of
the anterior ear. "Pten'a" richardosoni GmTy (1909, p. 427, pl. 28, fig. 14) from
Delaware Mountain Formation is another allied species, but it is said to possess
closely arranged, squamulose concentric lirae which are absent in this species.






























    Occurrence.-Rare in sandy shale of the Tenjinnoki Formation (P 21) at
Teranosawa, Maiya, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture, northeastJapan.
                     Family Bakevelliidae KiNG, 1848
    One of us (NAKAzAwA, 1959, p. 196) had suppesed that the origin ofBerkevellia
KiNG was in some ancestor similar to Pteria and that Pten'a had diverged from a
duplivincular "Pterioid" stock such as LePtodesma. NAKAzAwA illustrated (op.
cit., p. 196, text fig. 1) an example of Pten'a s. 1. from the Tenjinnoki Formatkon.
After further examination of bettcr specimens it is now recognized that the Tenjin-
noki form possesses a multivincular ligament of the Bakeveltia type. This is herein
described as TowaPteria niPPonica, new genus and species.
    Pterioids with an alivincular ligament have not previously been reported in the
Paleozoic and Ensz' Pten'a NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen. apparently is the first
such pterioid to be recognized in Permian rocks.
    Species ofBakevellia, of course, pass through a Pterz'a stage (NAKAzAwA, ibid.,
p. 195) during ontogeny. In the higher Permian ofJapan there are several genera
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with a multivincular ligament, e. g., Bakevellia, TowaPteria n. gen., WaagenoPerna
(PermoPerna) n. subgen. and Tambanella n. gen. As discussed below, the last two
genera belong most probably to the Isognomonidae. Thus the multivincular
grade of ligament appeared in different stocks apparently independently but at
about the same time near the close of the Paleozoic.
    STEpHENsoN (1952) has described the Creatceous Phelopteria which reduced
ligament pits to only one in number during ontogeny. Thus it is possible that the
Triassic Pteria was derived from Bakevellia by reduction in number bf ligament pits.
Discovery of Ensz' pteria n. gen, from the Tenjinnoki Formation has some bearing on
this problem. It is quite similar in shape to the multivincular Angustella WAAGEN
(1907, p. 170, type species: Gervillia angulata MuNsTER) and the Carboniferous to
Permian duplivincular Monopteria MEEK and WoRTHEN (1866, type species: Ger-
villia longispina Cox), but has an alivincular ligament. From circumstantial fossil
evidence it appears that both multivincular and alivincular ligaments developed
independently and nearly simultaneously from duplivincular ancestors as suggested
below.
                                                         --Pterineidae
    ActinoPteria .
    Leptodesma .
    Leptodesma .
    Leptodesma .
Monopteriidae
    MomoPten'a .
Myalinidae







    In the Permian ofJapan there are two species ofBakevell
Gujo Formation, that is, Bakevellia (Bakevellia) gwfoensz's NAKAzAwA
pl. I, figs. 5-8; text fig. 3) and B. (B.) sp. (NAKAzAwA, oP.
9 a-c)
    TowaPten'a n. gen. described below is superficially like
Devonidn Actinopten'a or Pt))chopterz'a and also Triassic Pterz'a.












  ia described from the
        (1959, p. 198,
 cit., p. 199, pl. 1, fig.
  some species of the
  Towapteria tentatively
   as discussed below.
    Type
Japan.
   Genus
   tspecles :
TotvaPten'a NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new genus
Towapteria nipPonica n. sp., middle Permian (P 21) in northeast
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    Diagnost's.-Shell small, pteriiform, inequivalve, inequilateral; left valve more
inflated, ornamented by strong radial costae; anterior not lobate, but bounded by
strong, broad radial furrow running from the anterior part of the umbo antero-
ventrally; right valve less convex, ornamented by relatively broad weak radial
costae and concentric sculpture, anterior ear lobate, set off by a weak radial
furrow; hinge consisting of one or two short cardinal teeth parallel with the hinge
margin, and one slender, long, posterior lateral tooth in each valve also parallel
with the hinge margin; ligament multivincular, ligament area straight and narrow,
provided with several weak trigonal ligament pits.
    Discttssion.-The anterior part, which is demarcated by a broad radial furrow
in the left valve, nearly but not quite complements the anterior lobe of the right
valve. This furrow starts'from the beak as do other radial ornaments. This genus
recalls ActinoPterz'a in the developement ofradial ornamentation, external shape and
posterior lateral dentition. A cardinal tooth is said to be lacking in ActinoPteria, but
the allied genus LePtodesma has a cardinal tooth similar to that of the present genus
as exemplified by Leptodesma (SPn'ngeria) EuAs, 1957 (type species: L. (S.) natheri
ELiAs). Some radially sculptured Mesozoic species referred to Ptert'a are also very
similar to this genus excepting for ligamental differences. The multivincular
ligament in this genus recalls Bakeveltia, but the shell exterior in the latter genus is
smooth.
        TotvaPten'a nipPonica NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen. and n. sp.
                           Plate 3, Figures 5-8
1959. Pteria sp., NAKAzAwA, p. 196, text fig. 1
    Materiat.-There are many specimens at hand, ten of which are nearly com-
plete and used for description.
    Descnp' tion.-Shell small, inequivalve, inequilateral, pteriiform, strongly
extended posteroventrally, longer than high with H/L ratio ofabout 2/3 ; moderately
inflated, the left valve being more convex and bearing rather prominent and
salient umbo above hinge margin; beak slightly prosogyrate curving inward and
•forward ; dorsal margin long and straight, a little shorter than shell length ; posterior
ear depressed, sharply defined from vaulted body, alate, projecting posteriorly;
anterior ear of the right valve small, roundly trigonal, or semicircular, slightly
infiated, marked off from main body by shallow radial furrow and with weak
auricular sinus; anterior ear of left valve poorly differentiated, limited behind by
a deep radial furrow extending downward from the beak ; ligament area of both val-
ves narrow, diverging at a very wide angle, multivincular and provided with two
to four, very weak, trigonal ligament pks; dentition consisting ofa nearly horizontal,
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subtrigonal cardinal tooth and a slender, lamellar, posterior lateral tooth in the right
valve, two cardinals and a lateral in the left valve; the dorsal cardinal rudimentary,
the ventral tooth curving downward and continuing to a weak myophoric buttress;
surface of left valve sculptured by variable radial costae of two or three orders and
concentric fila over shell body and posterior wing, and more uniform bver the
anterior part; radials more or less scaly or nodose at intersections with concentric
fila ; surface of right valve covered by weak, relatively broad, costae in the posterior
part of the shell body but becoming obsucrue anteriorly and without radial
sculpture over anterior ear; ornamentation of posterior wing of the two valves
similar; muscle scars and pallial line not observed





























    Discussion.-The ligament area of this species is very narrow and ligament
pits are weak, so it is diMcult to precisely describe the ligament character. One
of us (NAKAzAwA, 1959, p. 196, text fig. 1) misinterpreted it as alivincular ligament
and referred the species as Pten'a s. 1. After examining more material we have
found several specimens with distinct multivincular ligament, with several weak
ligament pits. Radial costae of the body of the left valve are fairly varible, the
primary costae vary in number between seven to eleven, the secondaries are in some
cases absent in the posterior part ofthe shell or may become as thick as the primaries.
In other examples tertiaries are inserted. The posterolateral tooth ofthe right valve
lies below that of the left.
    Externally this species is similar to the Devonian ActinoPteria muricata HALL
(1883, p. 187; 1884, p. 108, pL 17, figs. 1-3), but the former differs in being more
numerous, differentiated radial costae, and in possessing a multivincular liganient.
Avicula (Ox2toma) wahneri described by KiTTL (1903, p. 687, pl. 22, figs. 9, 10) from
the BelleroPhon Limestone in Saraj,evo is similar in the radial ornament and presence
of a broad anterior furrow. However, the Yugoslav species is distinguished from
this in having a distinctly separated trigonal anterior ear.
    Occurrence.-Common in sandy shale of the Tenjinnoki Formation (P 21) at
Tenjinnoki, and rare at Teranosawa, Maiya, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture; rare in
the lower Kanokura Formation at Kamiyasse, Kesennuma City, Miyagi Prefecture;
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questionable specimens are scarcely found in the Gujo Formation at Gujo, Oe-cho,
Kyoto Prefecture, westJapan.
                 Family Isognomonidae WooDRiNG, l925
                  Genus Waagenoperna ToKuyAMA, 1959
    Type species: Edlentula latsplanata WAAGEN, !907 (original designation)
           Synonym: Edentula WAAGEN, 1907 (non NiTzscH, 1820)
         Subgenus PermoPerna NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new subgenus
    Type species: WaagenoPerna (PermoPerna) hayamii NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n.
subg. and n. sp.
    Cox (1954) introduced Cunet'gervillia as a new genus with the Lias Germ'llia
hagenozvi DuNBAR as the type. Edentuta WAAGEN, 1907 (type, E. IatsPlanata WAAGEN,
U. Triassic) non N!TzscH, l820, was regarded by Cox as a subjective synonym of
Cunet' gerviltia' and an invalidjunior homonym. Consequently, Cunei'germ'llia is not a
replacement name for Edentula since the two genera are based on different type
species. WAAGEN had considered his Alpine Triassic species as closely allied with
Perna (=Isognomon) but Cox placed Cunez'gervitlia in Bakevelliidae because the type
species passes through a Bakevetlia stage during ontogeny.
    After an examination of the Japanese Upper Triassic Edentula triangutaris
(KoBAyAsHr and IcHiKAwA, 1952, p. 268, text figs. 1, 2; ToKuyAMA, 1959, p. 153,
pl. I6, figs. 8-15) ToKuyAMA came to the same conclusion as WAAeJEN that the
Triassic forms in question are more akin to Isognomon than to Btzjkevellia because they
do not have a Bakevettia stage in ontogenetic development. ToKuyAMA proposed
a new name Waagenoperna for the preoccupied Edentula, designating E. Iateplanata
as type. He ipcluded the genus in Isognomonidae.
    Recently, HAyAMi (l960, p. 327, text fig. 6) called attention to the occurrence
of an Isognomon-like bivalve in the middle Kanokura Series near Kesennuma in
Kitakami massif where it is associated with Monediexodina matsubaishi (FuJiMoTo).
NAKAzAwA obtained several specimens of the same species from an equivalent
horizon at Tenjinnoki.
    This species is very similar to Triassic Waagenoperna but suMciently clifferent
that it is referred here to a new subgenus Permoperna, as discussed below. Our ob-
servations support the conclusion of WAAGEN and ToKuyAMA that WaagenoPerna
is phylogenetically independent of Bakevellia.
    Diagnosis.-Shell cuneiform, nearly acline at fu11 growth, inequilateral, iriequi-
valve, left valve more inflated than right; umbo weak, subdued, prosogyrate with
subtcrminal beak; anterior ear very small, posteriQr wing not wcll diffcrÅëntiated;
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ligament area long and slender, becoming somewhat obscure at the posterior end,
provided with several, subquadrangular ligament pits; hinge consisting of a weak,
rudimentary posterior lateral tooth in each valve; muscle scars and pallial line
unknown.
    Discusst'on.-This subgenus is closely related to the Mesozoic WaagenoPerna
s. s. in the multivincular ligament, nearly edentulous hinge, subterminal umbo,
rudimentary anterior ear and large but obscrurely defined posterior wing. It is
distinguished from the latter in having a rudimentary posterior lateral tooth and
less prosocline shape. vaaagenoperna s. s. is said by ToKuyAMA to have no hinge
tooth through ontogeny, but NAKAzAwA has collected a few Triassic specimens of
Ml. (W.) tn'angulan's that have an obsolescent posterior lateral tooth. PermoPerna
differs from the Permian Bakevellia s. s. in lacking cardinal teeth, less developed
anterior auricle and larger size. WAAGEN considered the origin of WaagenoPerna
in Mlalina, but it may not be so, because none of the Myalinidae has lateral
tee' th. Waageneperna s.s. more probably was derived from Pterineidae through
Permian PermoPerna.
  WaagenoPerna (PermoPerna) ha2amii NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. subg. and n. sp.
                          Plate 3, Figures 9-11
1925. Liebea sz'nensis, HAyAsAKA. p. 14, pl. 8, figs. 11, I2, 13?. not Liebea sinensis
      FREcH (1911, p. 115, pl. 16, figs. 1 a-b)
1960. "Isognomon" n. sp., HAyAMi. p. 327, text fig. 6.
    Materiat.-Two complete right valves and three left valves are available.
    Descn'Ption.-Shell relatively small, cuneiform, nearly acline, a little inflated,
left valve more convex than the right; higher than long, hinge margin straight,
shorter than shell length; posterior margin slightly arcuate; ventral margin well
rounded, and anterior margin fairly sinuated below the anterior auricle; umbo
weak, almost terminal, not salient above the hinge margin; anterior auricle very
small, distinctly separated from main body by a furrow; posterior wing not well
differentiated; ligament area narrow becoming obscure near rear margin, provided
with three to five ligament pits, among which the first is slender and subtrigonal,
and the others are broad, quadrangular and shallows cardinal teeth absent, a
weak, short, posterior lateral tooth originates near the last ligament pit and runs
posterQventrally; pallial line and musclc scars unknQwn,
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    Discussion.-When WAAGEN (1881, p. 292) established Liebea [type, L. sguamosa
(J• de C. SowERBy), subsequent designation by Cox, 1936], he described the genus
as having mulitip!e lingament pits on the ligament area. NEwELL (1942, p. 73)
scrutinized the genus in detail, and clarified that it had a myalinid ligament.
    According to FREcH (oP. cit.) Liebea sinensis from the Lopingian in China has
several linear ligament grooves on the ligament area similar to Liebea, but the
ligament grooves are parallel to the hinge margin. Furthermore, the species has
five to six denticles below the ligamentarea. Ifthis is true, Liebea st'ma's is quite
different from type Liebea, which has a sort of "dysodont" dentition. Liebea sin-
enjis reported by HAyAsAKA from southern Kitakami massif has one or two, true
ligament pits near the anterior end of ligament area, and the rest of the ligament
area is not preserved. Undoubtedly, the Japanese specimens are identical with
Waagenoperna (PermoPerna) ha"amii n. sp. described above.
            Genus Tambanelta NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new genus
    Type species: Tambanelta guj'oenst's, new species, Gujo Formation, westJapan.
    Diagnosis.-Shell small, ovate-myaliniform, nearly equivalve, strongly inequi-
lateral; umbo terminal; anterior ear absenti posterior wing usually not differen-
tiated ; dorsal halfofanterior margin strongly inflexed in the byssal region; ligament
area very narrow, provided with several quadrate ligament pks; hinge consisting
of a strong, oblique, prosocline cardinal tooth and twro, slender, lamellar posterior
lateral teeth, in the right, and a cardinal socket and one posterior lateral tooth in
the left; posterior adductor muscle scar large and bval lying in the posterodorsal
part ofshell, anterior muscle scar absent or very small, ifpresent; pallial line entire.
    Diseussion.-In external shape this genus resembles Selenimpalina NEwELL (1942,
p. 63, type: M2alina meteni ormis M. and W.) or species of M"alina such as M.
(M)alinelta) but is distinguished in having a multivincular ligament and posterior
lateral teeth. It also differs from Btrkevellia which has multivincular ligament, in
lacking anterior auricle, in a single cardinal tooth and less differentiated posterior
wing. It seems tp be more allied to Wuageneperna (Permeperna) described above,
although distinguished in thÅë absencc, pf an antÅëriQr aurple qnd in having a cardinal
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tooth in the right valve. On the other hand it cannot be overlooked that there is
similarity with the Devonian M2tilarca (!869, type: Inoceramus chemungensis CoNRAD)
in general outline and in dentition. This suggets some phylogenetical relation
between the two genera. It is dithcult to decide the relationship of this genus.
Tentatively it is placed in Family Isognomonidae by the reason of superficial
simiality with PermoPerna and Isognomon. At any rate the genus is an endemic, short-
lived off-shoot which has not left any descendents in the Mesozoic.
        Tambanella gtu'oensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen. and n. sp.
                           Plate 4, Figures 4-9
    Materiat.-We have four complete, two incomplete and several fragmental
specimens from the Gujo fauna. Although they have been crushed by crustal
movement, an adequate description can be given.
    DescriPtion.-Shell small, thin-walled, nearly equivalve, inequilateral, proso-
cline, obliquely ovate, elongate posteroventrally; umbo terminal, weak with an acute
beak pointing forward and downward; nearly as long as high; a little inflated;
dorsal margin straight, shorter than shell length; anterior and posterior margins
nearly parallcl with each other ; posterior and dorsal margins intersect at a rounded
obtuse angle; anterior ear lacking; anterior margin strongly inflexed near the beak
.apparently leaving a byssal gape; ventral margin well rounded; posterior wing
usually not differentiated; ligament area very narrow provided with three or four
subquadrangular ligament pits; right hinge consisting of forward inclined slender
cardinal tooth below the beak, and two, lamellar posterior lateral teeth; and in the
left, one cardinal socket and one lateral tooth ; posterior adductor muscle scar large,
oval, lying at posterodorsal part of the shell; two very small muscle pitg. situated at
the tip of the umbonal cavity (anterior adductor scar and pedal muscle scar?);
pallial line entire; surface nearly smooth excepting weak growth lines.





















    Disctession.-The lateral sockets are relatively wider than the corresponding
teeth. In most individua!s, the posterior wing is not clearly marked from the rest
of the body, but one specimen shows a distinctly depressed posterior wing bounded
by umbonal ridge, and the posterior margin is thickned at the boundary.
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    Occurrence.-Rare in the Gujo Formation (P3) at Gujo, Oe-cho, Kyoto
Prefecture, west Japan.
                      Family Pteriidae GRAy, 1847
            Genus Ensz'Pteria NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new genus
    Type species: Ensz'Pteria onukii, new species, Tenjinnoki Formation (P 21) in
northeast Japan.
    Diagnost's.-Shell medium-sized, nearly equivalve, ensiform, strongly elongate
posteriorly; umbo terminal, only slightly salient above hinge margin; anterior
auricle very small, lobate, clearly separated by a furrow from main body; posterior
wing large, depressed; ligament area very narrow, subuigonal, provided with large,
very broad, triangular, striated ligament pit at the anterior end; main body nearly
parallel sided, slightly concave dorsally; hinge consisting of several radial cardinal
teeth and one or two slender pesterior lateral teeth subparallel with hingc margin;
small internal buttress present just in front of the umbonal cavity; surface nearly
smooth ; muscle scars and pallial line unknown.
    Dicussion.-The shape of the species reminds one of the Upper Triassic An-
gtustella WAAGEN (l907, p. 170, type: Gervillia angusla MVNsTtER) orJurassic Cultn'oPsis
CossMANN (1904, p. 510, type: C. falct:trormis CossMANN), but it is readily dis-
tinguished by quite different ligament characters. The upper Paleozoic MonePteria
MEEK and WoRTHEN (1866, type: Gervt'ltia longisPina Cox) is another similar genus
but the latter is not so elongate, and possesses a duplivincular ligament.
         EnsiPten'a onukii NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen. and n. sp.
                         Plate 3, Figures 12-14
    Matert'al.-Three complete and several incomplete specimens.
    Deson'ption,----Sheli of medium size, nearly equivalve, ensiform, horizontally
very elongate; umbo terminal, slightly salinet above hinge margin; anterior auricle
very small, lobate, marked off from rnain body by furrow; posterior part of hinge
wing-shaped, about as long as one-third ofshell length, slightly sinuated posteriorly;
ligament area occupying entire length ofdorsal margin, very narrow, provided with,
broad, shallow, triangular, horizontally striated ligament pit near the anterior
end; the cardinal area ofeach valve behind the resilifer diverges outward at a very
obtuse angle, striated parallel to the ventral margin of ligament; hinge consists of
several, small, radiating cardinal teeth and a lamellar lateral tooth in the right valve,
two laterals in the left ; hinge plate supported by a septum-like inner ridge delimiting
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anterior margin of umbonal cavity; muscle scars and pallial line unknown.

















    Discttssion.-This species is similar to Gerviltia (Angttstetla) Praeangusta FREcH
(1911, p. 113, Explanation of plate 19, fig. b) from the Permian Loping Beds in
China but the latter is relatively shorter. Pten'a longa var. Iongiss'ima LicHAREw ( 1 93 1 ,
p. 10, pl. 3, figs. 13, 15) from the upper Permian in northern Russia is externally
much like this species. Close comparison with these species is impossible because
of lack of knowledge of the interior characters.
    Occurrenee.-Common in the Tenjinnoki Formation, Tenjinnoki and Terano-
sawa, Maiya, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture, northeastJapan.
                 Superfamily Pectinacea REFiNEsguE, 1815
             Family Aviculopectinidae MEEK and HAyDEN, 1864
            Subfamily Aviculopectininae MEEK and HAyDEN, 1864
             Genus AviculoPecten M'Coy, 1851, em. NEwELL, 1938
    Type species: A.Planoradiattts M'Coy (subsequent designation by HiND, 1903,
p. 66).
AviculoPecten shiroshitai NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                Plate 4, Figures 1-3
    Material.-Many specimens were collected from the Gujo Formation, among
which left valves are predominant.
    Descn'ption.-Shell of medium size, inequivalve, inequilateral, acline with
subcircular disc, nearly as long as high; left valve fairly convex, right valve slightly
infiated or almost flat; hinge margin straight, shorter than shell length ; anterodorsal
'margin of disc somewhat concave dorsally, posterodorsal border straight or only
slightly concave and longer than anterodorsal border; ventral margin well rounded,
making angulation with posterodorsal margin; anterior auricle rounded triangular,
shorter than posterior auricle, separated from body by distinct sulcus or depression;
posterior auricle large, wing-shaped, well sinuated posteriorly with pointed postero-
dorsal corner; right anterior ear bounded below by a deep byssal notch; ligament
area narrow, provided with a shallow, wide, obtuse-trigonal ligament pit extended
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posteriorly; main body of left valve with numerous radial ribs of as many as five
orders; primaries prominent, round-topped, eight to eleven in numger; secondaries
starting from very near the beak, alternating with primaries, and in a few cases
becoming as strong as primaries ; weaker radials of lower orders inserted alternately
in flat interspa6es between the higher orders; the two ears similarly sculptured by
radial ribs of two orders, attaining six to twelve in the anterior ear and twelve to
nineteen in the posterior; the whole surface is covered by distinct, close-set, con-
centric growth lines, projecting adapically on the first and second order radials
and making a somewhat scaly appearance on the third and fourth radials; surface
of right valve sculptured by approximately ten, flat, weak, radial ribs separated by
shallow, narrower interstitial grooves, increasing in number by bifurcation and at-
taining to more than thirty in number in adults; muscle scars and pal!ial line not
observed.


































    Discussion.-In shape and differentiated radial ornamentation this species, es-
pecially the holotype specimen, is similar to the Upper Carboniferous A. gradicosta
NEwELL (l938, p. 53, pl. 6, figs. 1, 2) from Kansas but our holotype specimen is'
slightly deformed secondarily and the original shape of the shell probably was more
symmetrical. Rib scales are less pronounced than in A. gradicosta. Also, A. mu-
                     'tabilis LicHAREw (1927, p. 72, pl. 5, figs. 7=10) from the Upper Carboniferous ofthe
Ural is another similar form, but it is distinguished by 1ess regular ribbing of the
lower orders, in the more acutely sinuated posterior auricle, and in the relatively
          tt                                                                 'large anterior ear. The new species.is also similar to the Japanese Permian 4.hataii MuRATA (1960, p. 221, pl. 34, figs. 10 a-d) in ornaments, but the former
differs in lacking prominent spinosity .on the radials.
    Occurrence.-Common in the Gujo Formation (P3) at Gujo, Oe-cho, Kyoto
Prefecture, westJapan.
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                      Aviculopecten cf. hataii MuRATA
                           PIate 5, Figures 1-3
    Discftssion.-There are several specimens collected from the Tenjinnoki For-
mation at Tenjinnoki, and the Kanokura Formation (Shigejizawa Member) at
Kamiyasse, Kesennuma City in Miyagi Prefecture, which are similar to and were
contemporaneous with A. hataii MuRAi'A. The radial costae consist ofthree, rarely,
four orders, and there.are eight to nine primaries. Intercalating costae of the
second, or rarely the third, order become as strong as the primaries, at maturity.
Thus, the present species presents the illusion ofhaving more numerous, and stronger
costae than does hataii. This may be an effect of infraspecific variation and the
population needs numerical analysis of more material to warrant a conclusion.
Judging from internal molds the right valve is sculptured by numerous radial costae
of nearly equal strength (pl. 5, fig. 2)















   7+
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                            AviculoPecten sp. a
                            Plate 5, Figure 5
    Maten'at.-Four incomplete and several fragrnental specimens are in our coll-
ection; all are left valves.
    Descn'ption.-Shell small, nearly symmetrical excepting auricles, fairly convex;
length nearly equal to height; uinbo not prominent, a little salient above hinge
margin, with orthogyrate beak situatedjust in front ofthe middle of the shell; hinge
line straight, slightly shorter than the shell length; hinge area narrow, triangular;
resilifer not observed; anterior ear subtrigonal, smaller than the posterior ear,
sinuated below; posterior auricle comparatively small, wing-shaped, the postero-
dorsal extremity not reaching the posterior end ofthe shell; surface of the shell body
sculptured by ten or eleven, strong, keel-like primary ribs, which extend over the
shell margin and are separated by wide, fiat interspaces; alternating secondaries
are introducÅëd some thrcc or four millimeters from beak and usually are con-
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spicuously weaker than the primaries, but rarely some sccondaries become as strong
as primaries and tertiary ribs are delayed unti1 maturity; anterior ear provided with
three to five radial ribs, and the posterior wing with six radials ; concentric ornamen-
tation lacking.
    Ddscussion.-This form is characterized by simple, alternating radial ribs of
two orders excepting rare tertiaries. It is similar to the Upper Carboniferous A.
altermatoPlicatus CHAo (1927, p. 29, pl. 3, figs. 8, 9) in ornarnentation and shape,
but seems more equilateral in outline and the teniary riblets are less developed.
The Upper Carboniferous A. eaglenst's (PRicE) (NEwELL, 1938, p. 54, pl. 4,
figs. 15, 16) of North America and the Permian A. tenuicellis (DANA) (1849, p. 705,
pl. 9, figs. 7, 7a; DrcKiNs, 1957, p. 45, pl. 6, figs. 6, 7; 1963, p. 82, pl. 11, fig. 5; pl.
               -IS, figs. 12-17; pl. 16, fig. 1) of Australia are also similar to this species, but the
former species has more inequilateral outline and more distinct concentric lines,
and the latter has more numerous radials, distinÅët concentric sculpture and dif-
ferent outline.
    Occttrrence.-Rare in the lower Kanokura Forrnation (P 21) at Kamiyasse, and
common in the Tenjinnoki Formation at Tenjinnoki, Miyagi Prefecture, northeast
Japan.
                            AviculoPecten sp. b
                            Plate 5, Figure 4
    Disczcssion.-A single incomplete left valve, represented by internal and ex-
ternal molds, was collected from black shale oftheToyoma Formation (P 3) at Kita-
zawa] Toyoma-cho, Miyagi Prefecurte. The specimen has been mechanically
compressed. This species is characterized by a relatively large anterior ear,
truncated posterior ear and very weak radial ornamentation which consists ofeight,
weak primaries and four to eight faint intercalated costillae of variable strength
in each interspace. Concentric sculpture relatively distinct, making a latticed
appearence with the radials. In addition, several weak concentric folds are seen.
An obtuse, triangular ligament pit is well preserved.
           Genus HayasakaPecten NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new genus
    Type species: HayasakaPecten shimizui, new species, mid-Permian, northeast
Japan (P 21).
    Diagnosis.-Shape and ligament as in Aviculopecten, acline, inequilateral,
subequivalve; left valve a little more inflated than right; nearly equal or greater
than height; posterior ear alate, larger than the anterior; both valves ornamented
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by simple, uniform radial ribs; concentric sculpture usually becoming stronger on
ribs producing a scaly or tuberculose appearance and on the interspaces extended
ventrally with spinose projection as in Acanthopecten.
    Discussion.-The most characteristic features of this genus are subequivalved
shells in ornamentation as well as in convexity and simple radial sculptures, which
do not increase their number by bifurcation nor by insertion. In simplicity of
ornamentation this genus resembles Dettopecten but is quite different in ligament
structure. The former had a ligament of the Aviculopecten kind while the latter does
not have a distinct resilifer. So the similarity is superficial. On the other hand the
ornamentation of the left valve of AcanthoPecten is comparable with that of this genus.
Both genera are ornamented by simple radial ribs and the concentric scuSpture
is more or less scaly with ventrally directed spines in the intersticial grooves.
Hayasakapecten, however, does not possess the regular, periodic raised fila ofAcan-
thopecten and is less circular in shape.
    The right valve of AcanthoPecten is nearly flat, almost smooth, ornamented by
widely spaced, slender radial costae. But there is an undescribed species collected
from the Word Formation in Texas, of which right valve is identical with the left
in ornaments and differs only in less convexity of the shell. tlviculopecten derej'atensis
WAAGEN (1887, p. 304, pl. 23, figs. Ia, b)" from the Middle Productus Limestone of
Salt Range belongs to the same group.
    It seems to us desirable to separate this group as a new genus related to Acan-
thoPecten.
    AticuloPecten sasakii MuRATA (1964, p. 218, pl. 34, figs. 1, 2) reported from
the mid-Permian of Kitakami massif in Japan belongs to Hayasakapecten. A. reticuta-
tus HAyAsAKA (1925, p. 6, pl. 8, fig. 2) and possibly A. minoensis HAyAsAKA (ibid.,
p. 5, pl. 8, fig. 1) from the "upper middle" Permian (Yabeina zone) Akaska Limestone
in central Japan is most probably referred to this genus. A. exPotictLs REED, A. rukl-
ensis REED and A. regularis REED have ornamentation similar to that of Hayasaka-
Pecten, but the shells are relatively taller and seem to be extended anteriorly.
These species probably bclong to GaizhouPecten, as will be discussed later.
  Hayasakapecten shimizui NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen. and n. sp.
                     Plate 5, Figures 6, 8, 9
Material.-Seven nearly complete and several fragmentary specimens were
* WAAGEN illustrated the species as lacking the byssal sinus but this may be in error. The actual
  specimen, as examined by NEwELL, is too incomplete to determine this. The same is true with
  AviculoPecten subexots'ctts WAAGEN (oP. cit., p. 31 1, pl. 23, figs. 6a-c) which belongs rnore probably
  to CLyrtorostra. '
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examined. Among these, five are right valves.
    Descri tion.--Shell relatively small, subequivalve, inequilateral, acline, sub-
circular except for auricles; left valve moderately inflated, right valve slightly
flatter than the left; length nearly equal to or a little.greater than height; umbo not
prominent, salient above hinge margin; beak subcentral and orthogyrate; hinge
margin straight, a little shorter than shell length; ligament of AviculoPecten type,
ligament area very narrow, provided with forward directed triangular resilifer pit;
posterior auricle larger than the anterior, wing-shaped not so sharply defined from
the body as the anterior ear; right anterior ear subquadrate, deeply sinuated below;
left anterior ear subnigonal with convex anterior margin and a slightly incised
anteroventral part; anterodorsal margin of the body slightly concave dorsally;
posterodorsal margin almost straight; the rest of the shell margin regularly rounded ;
surface of the body covered by uniform, simple, round-topped radial ribs, 21-24
in number, which are separated at an early growth stage by broader concave
interstitial grooves; with growth the ribs become stronger and slightly wider than
the interspaces; posterior wing sculptured by radial ribs which are narrower than
interspaces and increase in number by insertion, attaining fourteen to fifteen near
the margin; anterior ear provided with five to six radials; whole surface ornamented
by close-set, weak, concentric fila, which become scaly on the radial ribs, and on
interstitial grooves pointed adapically as with Acanthopecten; muscle scars and pallial
line not observed.






























    Discussc'on.-The described species is similar in ornamentation to Aviculo-
Pecten regulan's REED (1944, p. 305, pl. 54, figs. 2, 2a) from the Middle Productus
Limestone of Salt Range, butjudging from the figures the latter species has a smaller
apical angle, taller profile and is extended anteriorly. HalasakaPecten sasakii
(MuRATA) is a more closely related species as regards both extenal shape and
ornamentation but the radial ribs are angular, not rounded, as in the present species.
AviculoPecten minoensz's HAyAsAKA and A. reticularis HAyAsAKA are also similar to the
present species, but the former species is distinguished by more orbicular shape,
larger apical angle and longer but narrower posterior wing. The latter species is
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characterized by the absence of radial ornaments on the posterior wing and by
stronger concentric suclpture.
    Occurrence.-Common in the Tenjinnoki Formation (P 21) at Tenjinnoki, and
rare at Teranosawa, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture, northeastJapan.
                      Ha"asakapecten sasakii (MuRATA)
                          Plate 5, Figures 7, 10
1964. AviculoPecten sasakii, MuRATA. p. 218, pl. 34, figs. 1, 2, text-fig. I.
    Discussion -There are three, external right valves under examination, col-
lected from MuRATA's type locality ofAviculoPecten sasakii. The specimens in our
collection agree with MuRATA's description very well except the holotype specimen
is longer than high, while the present materials display the reverse. This difference
apparently is caused by secondary deformation. As nearly as we canjudge, shells
of the species had nearly equal length and height. Right valves are moderately
inflated, and similar to the left in convexity. The species is characterized by the
roof-shaped, sharp, radial ribs bounded by roundly concave interspaces. The con-
centric sculpture is projected ventrally there making.V-shaped spines or scales.
                   Genus Ethen'Pecten WATERHousE, 1963
    Type species: E. stn'atura WATERHousE, upper Permian ofNew Zealand.
    According to WATERHousF, EtheriPecten is intermediate between AvicutoPecten
and Limipecten. In general shape and sculpture of left valve Etheri ecten resembles
Aviculopecten, but the radial ornaments of the right valve increase in number by
insertion not by bifurcation. In this respect the present genus is similar to Limi-
Pecten, but unlike Limipecten the shell is less orbicular, and the concentric sculptures
refiex apically in the interspaces. The Triassic EumporPhotis is considered to be
intimately related to this genus, but the latter is distinguished by more symmetrical
shape.
                     Ethen'Pecten ? hayasakai (MuRATA)
                         Plate 6, Figures 1 a-c.
1925. AviculoPecten interstitialis (PHiLups), HAyAsAKA, p. 7, pl. 8, figs. 3-5
1964. Aviculopecten hayasakai, MuRATA, p. 219, pl. 34, figs. 3-5
    Discussion.-The ornamentation ofthis species is noteworthy. In the left valve,
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ornamentation is of the Aviculopecten type, but the strong primary ribs are plications
rather than costae. In the right valve, low, broad plications are sculptured by
finer costae, as with Fascicttlopecten. The generic position ofthis species is uncertain,
and it is placed in EtiimI ecten tentatively because the finer radials of the right valve
are similar to those of Etheri' pecten rather than Am'cttloPecten, and the anterior ear is
relatively large as in the former genus.
                     Genus LePtochondria BiTTNER, 1891
    Type species: Pecten (LePtochondria) aeolictts Brr"rNER, (original designation),
Norian of Anatolia, Turkey.
    Discussion.-Jxptochondira was established as a subgenus of Pecten. It was
founded on the Upper Triassic, small, inequivalved species, Pecten aeolicus BitTNER
(1891, p. 101, pl. 2, fig. 13; text fig.). The left valve is convex, nearly equilateral,
bearing very obscurely defincd, subequal ears, and sculptured by fine radial costae
of irregular strength. The right valve is flat, with a deeply sulcate byssal notch
and unlike the left valve is nearly smooth or sculptured by only weak radial ribs.
Leptochondn'a has an Aviculopedten-type ligament, but is distinguished from other
aviculopectinids in equilateral shape and obscurely defined, subequal ears. In
most cases the right valves are quite rare as compared with left valves.
    Pecten alberti GoLDFuss is a Middle to Lower Triassic representative of Lepto-
chondn'a. The Lower Triassic Pecten (VeloPecten) minimus KipARisovA, P. (V.) bit-
tnert'
 KipoRisovA in Siberia, Leptochondria? oku2amtmst's NAKAzAwA inJapan, Monotis?
tha2nesiana (GiRTy) in the United States all probably belong to this genus. As
noticed by CiRiAcKs (1963, p. 81) Monotis? thalnest'ana is closely allied to the Permian
M.? ianderensis (BRANsoN). The latter .species as well as Japanese Permian species
described below are referred to LePtochondria, althoug a definite conclusion must
be postponed until a right valve can be obtained.
                           Leptochondn'a? sp. a
                           Plate 6, Figures 4-7
    Matert'al.-Three complete and one incomplete left valves from the Gujo For-
mation ht Gujo are in hand, all of which are secondarily considerably deformed.
    Descnl tion.-Shell small, oval, nearly equilateral, acline or slightly proso-
cline, a little higher than long ; umbo subcentral, not prominent, only slightly salient
above hinge margin; ears subequal, not clearly defined from main body; dorsal
margin short and straight, equal to about one-half of shell length; anterior margin
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slightly sinuated at the boundary between anterior ear and the main body; poster-
ior margin nearly rectilinear; ventral margin regularly rounded; ligament area
obtusely trigonal and narrow, provided with triangular resilifer pit; surface covered
by numerous, fine, radial costae of two orders; primaries round-topped, twenty-
six to thirty-three in total, somewhat irregular in strength; one or two rarely three,
weaker secondaries inserted between the primaries, in general more developed near
the anterior margin; radials on ears weaker and more closely set in anterior than in
posterior ear; concentric growth lines well developed on both ears and on umbonal
half of main body.
    Discussion.-The present species is like Triassic species of the genus LePto-
chondria in symmetrical shape, subcentral umbo, subequal, obscurely defined ears
and numerous, weak radial ornamentation and AviculoPecten-type ligament. The
right valve was not observed.
    LePtochondria sp. a is similar to the Permian Monotis? tangerensis (BRANsoN)
(1930, p. 48, pl. 12, figs. 2, 3; CiRiAcKs, 1963, p. 51, pl. 6, fig. 8) fr6m the Middle
Rockies, the Lower Triassic M? tha2nesiana (GiRTy) (1927, p. 440, pl. 3, figs. 27, 28;
CiRrAcKs, op. cz't., p. 81, pl. 15, fig. 16), LePtochondria? virgalensz's (WiTTENBuRG)
(1909, p. 8, pl. 3, fig. 4; NAKAzAwA, 1961, p. 261, pl. I2, figs. 18 a, b) and L. alberti
(GoLDFuss) (1834, p. 138, pl. 120, fig. 6).
    The Japanese species differs from the first two in less numerous but more dif-
ferentiated radial costae, from virgalensis in taller shape and smaller ears, and from
alberti in more numerous radials. The material is too poor, however, for strict com-
   .parlson.
    Occurrence.-Rare in the Gujo Formation (P 3) at Gujo, Oe-cho, Kyoto Pre-
fecture, west Japan.
                           LePtochondria? sp. b.
                            Plate 6, Figure 8
    Discussion.-Only one specimen is avaliable for study, found in association
with the preceding species. The shell is more symmetrical, the ears are smaller,
and the secondary costae are much weaker than the primaries in comparison with
the preceding form.
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                Subfamily Streblochondriinae NEwELL, 1938
    The diagnosis of Streblochondriinae by NEwELL (19S8, p. 80) is as follows:
"Smooth or sculptured opisthocline shells having a relatively broad and long anterior
auricle, and a small or obsolete posterior one, ligament area similar to that ofAvicu-
lopecten, except that in some of the genera the obliquity of the resilifer is backward;
outer ostracum in most genera radial crossed-lamellar in both valves, prismatic
structure unknown; inner ostracum concentric crossed-lamellar in some genera;
both valves ofnearly the same convexity, the right one being only slightly flatter than
the left."
    He included Strebtochondn'a, Obliqui ecten, "Comptonectes" and StrebloPteria in
this subfamily. In addition, GuizhouPecten CHEN (1962) may be included in this
subfamily. The Triassic genus Pleuronectites SaHLoTHEmvr (1820, type species:
Pecten laevigatus v. ScHLo'i'HEiM) is also probably closely related to Streblopterz'a. It
has a fiatter right valve and more symmetrical shell, and its ligament characters
are not yet well known. CLrrtorostra BRANsoN (1930, p. 44) was first placed in
Pteriidae and later inadvertently in Monotidae (CiRrAcKs, 1963, p. 56), while the
synonymous genus Blanfordina REED (1944, p. 312) was originally included in the
Limidae. It might better be placed in Strcblochondriinae of Aviculopectinidae
because of its opisthocline shell, subequal convexity and ornamentation of the two
valves and the small, ill-defined posterior auricle.
    It should be noted that there are two groups in this subfamily separable by
ligament characters. The first group, containing Streblochondria and GuizhouPecten,
has a deep but narrow central resilifer pit ofa sort usual in aviculopectinids. The
ligament areas of both valves diverge at a large angle and the ligament is essentially
external.
    The resilifer pit of CJvrtorostra (see C. varicostata BRANsoN in CiRiAcKs, 1963, pl.
9, figs. 12, 13) is relatively shallow and wide, occupying almost whole width of the
ligament area. A very similar type of ligament is observed in well preserved
silicified examples of Texas Permian "ComPtonectes", ObliguiPecten and Strebtopteria
kept at the American Museum of Natural History. In some cases, the resilifer pit
is not clearly defined from the rest of the area. The two ligament areas diverge
at a very narrow angle and the ligament is subinternal. This type of ligament is
reminiscent ofDeltoPecten, on which DicKiNs established the Family Deltopectinidae.
"Pectinoid shell characterized by the presence of an elongated ligament area
without a distinctly marked-off central chondrophore as in the Aviculopectinidae
ETHERmGE Jr., 1906 emend. NEwELL 1937, or the chevron-shaped ligament grooves
characteristic ofthe Pterinopectinidae NEwELL, 1937." (DicKiNs 1957, p. 39).
    According to NEwELL (1938, p. 90, pl. 8, figs. 5a, b; text fig. 32), Oblicguipecten
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taevis HiND, the type species of Obtieuipecten from the Lower Carboniferous of
England has the usual AviculoPecten-type ligament. He (oP. cit., p. 88) also stated
"there is no question that the Pennsylvanian species (of Streblopterz'a) has hinge
structure like those of the Aviculopectinidae." On the other hand the Permian
species of Oblieuipecten, StrebloPten'a and "Camptonectes" from Texas as well as the
Permian StrebloPtenla of Japan have a broad, shallow resilifer pit covering the
nearly whole ligament area as mentioned above. This second type of ligament
of the Permian species may have been derived from the first type ligament, that
is, the Carboniferous aviculopectinid ligament.
    We do not have instructive examples of DeltoPecten, but according to DicKiNs
(op. cit.) the ligament is duplivincular, and the ligament area is provided with
distinct, parallel grooves. Ifso the group of StrebloPteria is quite different in origin
from DeltoPecten. StrebloPteria, Obliguipecten, "CamPtonectes" and possibly Pleuronectites
form a compact series. Permian representatives of this group are characterized
by a smooth or weakly sculptured shell and awide resilifer pit. In ornamentation
Cltrorostra constitutes another group. In conclusion, the subfamily Streblochondri-
inae is divisible into three gorups illustrated by Streblochondn'a, Streblopteria, and
C2rtorostra.
                     Genus GuizhouPecten CHEN, l962
    Type species: G. wangi CHEN (original designation), upper Permian of south-
west China.
    Discussion.-The genus is very similar to Streblochondn'a, but differs in stronger
radial ribs of both valves and bifurcated radials in the right. Aviculopecten gua-
daluPensis GiRTy, l908 (inclunding A. sp. a, GiRTy, 1908) and Streblochondria? maynci
NEwELL, 1955, are referred to the present genus. Streblochondn'a? tubicostatus
CiRiAcKs (1963, p. 54, pl. 8, figs, 16-22) is also classed in this genus. In this
species fine radial ribs are inserted between the bifurcated stronger radials. An
undescribed species from Texas is very similar to tubicostatus in possessing quite
variable ribbing in the right valve. In most individuals the radials increase in
number by insertion, in some cases there are no secondaries, and very rare specimens
increase by bifurcation. It is expected that the radial ribs of GuizhouPecten increase
by bifurcation or insertion and rarely are they represented by simple ribbing.
                   CuizhouPecten mi amon'enst's (MuRATA)
1964. Streblochondn'a mi amon'ensis, MuRATA, p. 229, pl. 35, figs. 14 a, b.
    This species is very similar to Streblochondria? tubicostata CiRiAcKs (1963, p. 54
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pl. 8, figs. 16-21) from Wyoming and both are more properly placed in Gut'z-
houPecten than in Strebtochondn'a. Mid-Permian, Hiryu-yama Formation, Iwate
Prefecture, Kitakami massif, northeastJapan.
                            Guizhoupecten sp.
                            Plate 6, Figure 9
    Maten'at.-A single incomplete right valve was collected from the Upper For-
mation of Maizuru Group, in Mikata-cho, Hyogo Prefecture, west Japan. The
specimen is severely crushed and distorted.
    DescriPtion.-Shell relatively small, fan-shaped, exclusive of the auricles ; slightlY
inflated, longer than high, prolonged anteriorly, opisthocline; anterior ear longer
and broader than posterior ear, delimited by a deep byssal notch; posterior ear
triangular, pointed at posterodorsal corner; anterodorsal and posterodorsal margins
of main body nearly straight; ventral margin regularly rounded; hinge margin
linear, provided with very narrow ligament area, ligament pit not observed;
surface of disc ornamented by twenty-five roof-shaped radials bounded by wider,
concave grooves; radial ribs provided with scaly projections which are arranged
concentrically and grow stronger toward rear margins; concentric sculpture weak;
anterior ear scu!ptured by several radial ribs and relatively strong concentric lines;
posterior ear ornamented only by concentric sculpture; muscle scars and pallial
line not preserved.
    Discussion.-In simp!e ribbing this form is similar to HqvastrkaPecten, but the
concentric sculpture does not project ventrally in the interstitials, and the anterior
ear is larger than the posterior. We do not know of any comparable species.
            ' Genus StrebloPtert'a M'Coy, 1851
    Type species: Meleagrina levevigata M'Coy (subsequent designation by MEEK
and WoRTHEN, 1866, p. 333).
    Discussion.-This is a poorly understood genus as our knoweldge of the type
species is still insuthcient. The type species has a rounded, opisthocline shell; the
posterior ear is broad and larger than the anterior, undefined from the rest of the
shell. HrND (1901, p. 48) thought that Strebtopteria should be limited to shells of that
form rejecting the broader interpretation of MEEK and WoRTHEN ,(1866, p. 332).
Later authors have used this name in various ways. Anteriorly expanded pectini-
form shells which are smooth or very weakly sculptured and have a small posterior
ear, such as Discites Pusz'tlus ScHLoTHEiM, Avicuea satcee(s VpRNEu# Qr AviculoPecten
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englehardti ETHERmGE and DuN, are variously classed by authors, as Pecten, Streblo-
chondria, Streblopten'a, Pseudamttst'um, Pleuronectites or Euchondria. Our examples should
not be referred to Pecten, Pseudamusium or Euchondria because of differences in hinge
structures. TheJapanese shells probably are most closely related to Streblochondria
or StrebloPteria. Although NEwELL (1938) referred such forms bearing weak radial
ornaments to Streblochondria with some question, the generic significance of such a
weak scupture remains uncertain. We have not suMcient material to illuminate
further this problem. We include here forms without radial ornaments in Streblo-
pteria as did NEwELL•
Streblopteria sp. a
Plate 6, Figures 2, 3
    Maten'al.-Three right valves are under examination. Two specimens from
the Iower Kanokura Formation are considerably deformed and the other, from the
Ten.jinnoki Formation, has been weakly deformed.
    DescriPtion.-Shell small, subcircular, moderately inflated, approximately as
long as high, extended anteriorly and a little opisthocline ; both auricles subequal in
length; posterior ear obtusely triangular, depressed, well defined with slight sinua-
tion; anterior ear subquadrate, inflated, deeply incised below, with dorsal margin
curving somewhat up; ligament area narrow; resilifer pit wide, elongate, obscurely
defined ; surface of main body almost smooth without radial ornament, anterodorsal
margin sculptured by distinct concentric lines vihich continue for only a short dis-
tance; anterior ear covered by strong concentric fila; muscle scars and pallial line
not observed.













    Discttss'ion.-The specimens are diversely deformed. Reconstructed figures
based on oval cross sections of associating crinoid stems sugget that all of these
belong to a single species. It is similar to Streblochondria? (or StrebloPten'a?) sen'ceus
(VEgeNEuiL) (1845, p. 321, pl. 20, fig. 15 and othcrs) from the Permian of Russia,
it differs in lacking radial ornamentation and subequal auricles.
    Occurrence.-Very rare in the lower Kanokura Formation at Kamiyasse,
Kesennuma City, and in the Tenjinnoki Formation at Tenjinnoki, Towa-cho,
Miyagi Prefecture, northeastJapan,
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                            StrebtoPteria?•. sp. b
                            Plate 6, Figure 10
    Material.-A single left valve is at our disposal. It was collected from sandy
shale of the Kanokura Formation (Shige.iizawa Member) at Kamiyasse, Kesennuma
City, Miyagi Prefecture.
    Description.-Shell of medium size, roundly subquadrangular, inequilateral,
prosocline, moderately inflated, 29 mm long and 28.2 mm high, depth 6.5 mm;
umbo prominent, highly salient above hinge margin with an orthogyrate beak
lying at about anterior one-third of the shell length; hinge margin straight, shorter
than shell length ; posterior margin nearly straight, slightly sinuated near the dorsal
margin; ventral margin broadly arcuate rising up suddenly to the slightly curved
anterior margin; anterior ear poorly developed; posterior ear broad, depressed,
not sharply defined from the body; surface almost smooth in the umbonal region and
marked by weak, concentric, growth lines over marginal areas; hinge and muscu-
lature unknown.
    DisctLssion.-This species recalls typical StrebloPteria in possessing a large and
ill-defined posterior auricle, but the anterior ear apparently is not developed and
the shell is posteriorly expanded. It resembles Rutotia obesa DEKoNiNcK (1885, p.
199, pl. 7, figs. 3, 4) from the Lower Carboniferous of Belgium, but differs in a more
anterior position of the umbo, and hence in a more inequilateral shape.
lup
                   Genus C2rtorostra BRANsoN, 1930
 Type species: C. varicostata BRANsoN, Phosphoria Formation
ian), the United States.
(lower Guada-
                      C;vrtorostra cf. Iuntvalensis (REED)
                            Plate 5, Figure 11
    Maten'al.-A single internal mold ofa right valve is at hand. Judging from the
cross-sections of associated crinoid stems the specimen has been slightly compressed
dorsoventrally.
    Descn'Ption.-Shell suboval, in plan, slightly higher than long, opisthocline,
moderately inflated ; umbo moderate, salient above hinge margin, terminating with
incurved, prosogyrate subcentral beak; hinge area short, low, resilifer pit not
observed; anterior ear quadrate, projecting anterodorsally and bounded by a deep,
broad byssal nQtqh b. clow ; posteriQr car Qbtusely triangular? not sharply defined frgin
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the rest of the body; anterodorsal margin of shell body short and concave upward;
anterior margin broadly curved making subrectangular angulation with dorsal
margin, but gradually continuing to well rounded ventral margin; posterior margin
incomplete; surface with ten, narrow, sharply rounded, primary ribs projecting dis-
tally beyond shell margin and separated by broad, low ribs or interspaces; muscle
scars and pallial line not preserved.
    Discussion.-This species is a characteristic member of qvrtorostra BRANsoN. It
has the cahracteristic ornamentation, shell outline and deep byssal notch. It differs
from the type species, C. vanlcostata BRANsoN (1930, p. 44, pl. 11, figs. 16-19;
CmrAcKs, 1963, p. 57, pl. 9,'figs. 1-14) from the upper Permian of Texas and
Wyoming in few,er ribs and more inflated shell. In these respects the Japanese
shell is akin to Blanfordina lunwatenst's REED (1944, p. 313, pl. 55, figs. 4-7) from
the top of the Middle Productus Limestone in the Salt Range, but exact com-
parison is diMcult because the avaliable materials from Japan and West Pakistan
are incomplete. Blanfordina is undoubtedly congeneric with C"rtorostra as pointed
by C!RiAcKs (1963, p. 57).
    Occurrence.-Very rare in Shigejizawa Member of the Kanokura Formation
(P 21), Kamiyasse, Kesennuma City, Miyagi Prefecture.
                  Subfamily Euchondriinae NEwELL, 1938
                      Genus Euchondn'a MEEK, 1874
    Type species: Pecten neglecttts GEiNiTz, Pennsylvanian ofNebraska.
                             Euchondria sp.
                          Plate 11, Figures 1, 2
    M'aterial.-There is only one left valve represented by internal and external
molds. It is strongly deformed, secondarily, and the exact shape cannot be
ascertained.
    Descn'ption.-Shell small, a little inflated, longer than high (14 mm. Iong and
10.5 mm high), fan-shaped excepting subequal ears; antero- and posterodorsal
margins nearly straight, making an apical angle of about 95 degrees ; ventral margin
broad and regularly rounded, gradually continuing to anterodorsal margin; pos-
teroventral corner somewhat angular; hinge margin straight, 9 mm long; ligament
area very narrow, provided with trigonal central resilifer pit and numerous, ver-
tical hinge denticles ; anterior ear roundly trigonal, sculptured by regular concentric
fila and four feeble radial costae; posterior ear wing-shaped, ornamented by con-
centric sculpture similar to that of the anterior;surface of the shell body covered by
seventeen slender radial costae separated by wide, slightly concave interspaces, very
weak secondary radials inserted in each interspace near the shell margin; entire
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surface covered by concentric lines which cross the radials making weak scaly
projection near the peripheral margin; muscle scars and pallial line not observod.
    Discussion.-The specimen is mechanically coinpressed, transversally. The
shellmustoriginallyhavebeensomewhattallerandmoreequilateral. Inornamen-
tation this species is similar to E negtecttLs (GErb/iTz) (1886, p. 33, p!. 2, fig. I7; MEEK,
1872, p. 193; pl. 9, figs. Ia, b; NEwELL, 1938, p. 105, Pl. I93 figs. Il 4) from the
Pennsylvanian, E. tveienst's WANNER (1940, p. 378, pl. 1, fig. 2) from the Permian of
Timor and E. call2tharrensi's DicKiNs (1963, p. 89, pL 14, figs. 2-8) from the Permian
of Australia. Permian species of the genus are distinguished from most Carbon-
iferous species in the more equilateral shape and subequal ears, as Pointed out
by DicKiNs. TheJapanese species is distinct from other Permian species in less
numerous radials.
    Oconrrence.-Very rare in muddy conglomerate of the Upper Member of Mizu-
 1ff•Sihg,9•ll//:I,/r.O.",.(.d,b.9"k.2.50.,Il'S',e,\,.a,b.O,X,e.th,'.,ke.P.idoiina-bearingiimestone),Ka-
                          Family Entoliidae
                   Genus PernoPecten SAIiNcHELL, 1865.
    Type species: Aviculopecten limaeformis WHiTE and WHiTFiEm, 1862
    There are four specimens in our collection provisionally assigned to PernoPecten.
One is from the Upper Formation of the Maizuru Group (P 2u), at Katsuradani,
Oe-cho, and one from thc upper Permian Gujo Formation (P 3) at Gujo, Oe-cho,
Kyoto Prefecture. The other two have been obtained from the Tenjinnoki For-
mation (P 21). These are too incomplete to be described.
                   Suborder Ostreina FERRusAc, 1822
                                   '
                 Superfamily Ostreacea RAErNEsguE, 1875
                                             '
                                                 '
                   Family Ostreidae RAFINEsguE, 1875
                       Genus I.oPha'RODiNG, l798'
                      '
                                 '
                                         '
             
    Type species: 2Lc(7tilus cristagalli LiNNE, 1758, recent.
   DisctLssion.-The genus Enantiostreon (type; E. hungan'cum BrTTNER) was proposed
by Bn'rNER (1901, p. 70) fbr the Triassic plicated oysters attached by the right valve.
Morphologically these are virtually identica1 with Lopha which, however, attaches
by the left valve. Thus'Enantiostreon is generally considered to be more closely
related to- Terguemia or Pticatula than to Lopha or ther ostreids. CoX- (1952, p. 67)
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reported examples of "]nantiostreon cristadifformis• (ScHLoTHEiM) which were attached
by the leftvalve, like "true'l oysters, and pointed the possibility that the Triassic
plicated oysters may have attached indifferently by either valve. He suggested that
the orientation Qf the attached valve might not be a fundamental criterion of classi-
fication. So the genus Enantiostreon might be treated as a subjective synonym of
                            'LoPha, or it covld be defined to include plicated oysters attached by either the right
valve or left valve. • .. .
    PIicated oysters found in ths upper Permian of Japan are too poorly preserved
for us to identify positively the orientation. Dr. Erle KAuFFMAN of the U. S.
National Museum regards our species as plicated oysters in which attachment was
apparently exc!usively by the left valve. Our sample is very small, and not adequate
to assert that right attachment did not also occur in some individuals. LoPha is
unusual among oysters in possessing opisthogyre to orthogyrq beaks, as apparently
doourspecimens. .. . .                    '
    NEwELL (1960) once considered the origin of the oysters in Pseudomonotis by
abrupt changes of several fundamental characters. But it now appears that
ancestry of at least the plicated oysters shpuld be searched for in equiva!ved, non-
attached shells. In this connection LoPha? teranosawensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL,
n. sp. from the middle Permian in Japan is worthy of note. This species has a
strong resemblance to some Enantiostreon and LoPha in external shape, and plication,
differs in having an internal ridge and an auricle (posterior?) ahd in the subequivalve
shell. In this form there is no evidence of an attachment area. Our material is
inadequate for further discussion.
            LaPha? murakamii NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                                                        '
                          t tt
                        Plate 7, Figures lul, 6-8
    Material.-There are many poorly preserved specimens collected from greenish-
black shale of the Gujo Formation. T'wenty fairly complete specimens served as
a basis for the following description.
    Deb'cn:btion.-Wide individual variation is observed in both configuration and
sculpture; shell small, inequivalve, generally subcircular in profile, more or less
extended anteroventrally, sometimes elongate oval; shell consisting of concave un-
ornamented umbonal part and plicated outer pii t in the attached or lower valve,
and convex, smooth umbonal part and plicated outer part in the free or upper valve;
shape 'of umbonal part variable in accordance to attached substances, but circular
or ovate to elongate making•a meridional depression or'rounded inflation; in the
upper valve strong constriction marking a boundary between smooth, convex part
and plicate, outer part of shell; plication rather strdng, radiating from the smQQth
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part, varying in number from twelve to thirty, increasing in number by insertion;
ligament area short, provided with a broad, shallow ligament pit, devoid of hinge
teeth or crenulation in the cardinal area; growth lines close-set, weak; posterior
muscle scar subcircular, 1ying at the posterior side of the midheight of the shell;
pallial line not observed.
    Discussion.---It is diMcUlt• fot us to determine the orientation of these shells.
Most of the specimens do not show the muscle scar and are subcircular in outline.
Butjudging from an internal mold preserving a posterior adductor muscle scar and
comparing the shell forms of plicated oysters, for instance, Impha bellaPlicata (SHu-
MARD) in KAuFFMAN, l965, the shell has a tendency to expand more or less antero-
ventrally. The fdllowing table indicates the estimated number ofupper and'lower
valves in a sample of twenty specimens:
                    Upper Lower
                  3+ 7? == 10 • 5+5? t• IO
    The collection is tantalizingly inadequate, but it seems clear that this species
is a true oyster related to the Triassic shells classed as LoPha and Enantiostreon. The
ovate shells are similar to the Triassic Enantiestreon cn'stadifformis (ScHLoTHEiM)
(GoLDFuss, 1838, p. 2, pl. I72, fig. 1) or E. hungan'eum BiTTNER (1901, p. 70, pl. 6,
figs. 2e-25) but the shell is much smaller and is more disdnctly differentiated into
two parts in the uppe,r valve. -The vertically elongate form (pl. 7, fig. 4) is quite
simi]ar to the Upper Triassic Lopha mediecostata WOHRMANN ( 1 889, p. 1 20, pl. 6, fig. 5)
from the southern Alps. But both species are too imperfect for confident com-
   .parlson.
                                                                          '
              tt                                                ttt    Occurrence.-Common in the upper Permian Gujo Formation (P3) at Gujo,
                                                         'Oe-cho, Kyoto Prefecture, west Japan.
            LoPha? teranosawensis NAKAzAwA and NEwEKz,, new species
                            Plate 7, Figures 5, 9
    Matert'al.-Four relatively complete and a few fragmentary'specimens from two
localities are in our collection.
    Description.----Sheil small, obliquely elongate, falcate, imequilateral, subequi-
valve, moderately infiated; umbo not prominent, lying a little anterior to the
middle ofthe hinge margin; ventral margin semicircular convex,• abruptly rising up
to concave opposite margin; hinge margin straight and short; marginal (posterior?)
ear depressed, marked off from main body by an umbonal ridge which runs• from
beak to pos.teroventral extremity ; body ofthe shell sculptured by somewhat irregular
radial plications diverging from umbonal ridge, seven to twelve in numberj liga--
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ment area narrow, provided with a relatively broad ligament pit; short internal•
ridge or buttress cuns from -under the beak to (posteroventral?) •margin; muscle scars•
and pallial line •'not observed.
  '' Discussion.-In the general outline this species recalls some falcate species
of Lopha. It is variable in shape, but we are unable to recognize a scar of at-
tachment. The plications of some specimens of Lopha? murakamii described above
(see Plate 7, Figure 6) resemb!e those of this species but general configuration is very
different. The lateral ear and internal ridge suggest a different generic position of
this species and it may•represent an entirely, different group of bivalves.
    Occurrence.-Rare in the middle Permian Tenjinnoki Formation, at Teranosawa,-
Towa-cho and in the Rodai Formation at Maiya, Towa-cho, .Miyagi Prcfecture,
northeast Japan.
                 Subclass Palaeoheterodonta NEwELL, 1965
                      Order Trigonioida DALL, 1889
                  Superfamily Trigoniacea LAMARcK, 1819
                     Family Myophoriidae Cox, 1952
    The classification of myophoriids has been considered by many investigators,
such as FREcH (1889, l904), WOHRMANN (1892), BEusHAusEN (1895), L. WAAGEN
(1907) and others. In recent years, Cox (1951) gave attention to this problem.
He reexamined the type species of Schizodus DE VERNEuiL and Mi]RcHisoN, 1844
(Axinus obscurus SowERBy) and concluded that the hinge teeth of Schizodus are
reduced in comparison with those of some other primitive Trigoniacea, consisting of
a single strong subumbonal tooth in the right and a strong, more or less, bilobed
subumbonal tooth in the left preceded •by another weak tooth. So •the dentition
is formulated by 3a/4a 2. At the same time he introduced the generic name Eo-
schizodus for Devonian smooth myophoriids having fu11 myophorian dentition, that
is, 3a 3b/4a 2 4b and Neoschizodus for'smooth Triassic representatives possessing
the same general dentition but also with a distinct myophoric buttress behind the
anterior adductor.
    However, other authors have atnibuted to Schizodus various species possessing
two cardinal teeth in each valve or even three in the left. To resolve this confusion
we have examined well-preserved specimens of several kinds of Schizodus- at the
imerican Museum ofNatural History, For example, the hinge oftopotype speci-
mens of• Schizodus han'i MrLLER (classed by Cox in Schizodus) bears two cardinal
teeth in each valve. In the right valve, subumbonal tooth 3a is large and stout,
medially ridged and subpyramidals posterior tooth 3b is shQrt and weak, fuscd to,.
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but defined from, a relatively strong nymph by a weak depression or furrow; in
the left 'valve, subumbonal tooth 2 is as strong as 3a but with a slightly concave
v, entral face, bordered on both sides by cardinal sockets receiving 3a and Sb of the
.opposite valve; anterior tooth 4a is slender and a little shorter than 2, and distinctly
separated from anterodorsal shell margin. This hinge may be expressed by
3a 3b14a 2. The right posterior tooth 3b is so srnal1 as to be easily overlooked.
Further, it may be notod that the nymph may be mistaleen for,a•tooth, especially
if only a single valve is observed.
    •Many species of collections of the Permian and Penmsylvanian Schizodus in
this Museum are quite similar to han'i in dentition and in the character ofthe nymph.
The only exceptions observed were S. bttidus and S. cf. •texanus both ofwhich have a
weak posterior tooth 4b in the left valve. In this case, 4b is very rudimentary com-
pared with that of Eoschizodus, discussed below. So the hinge structure of Schizodus
seems to have been rather constant through Carboniferous to Permian. SowERBy's
specimens of the type species, obscarus, are represe.nted by internal molds, and it is
not easy to interpret the hinge character.* However, it appears that the dentition
of Schizodus is most probably formulated as 3a 3b14a 2, and 4b is usually asbent;
wherever it is present it is very rudimentary.**
    In comparison with Schimodus the dentition of the type species of Eoschizodus
(type, Megalodtts trttncatus GoLDFuss) or .?Veoschizodtts (type, Tn'gonia taevigata ZiETHEN)
is clearly shown by illustrations in GoLDFuss (1838, pl. 132, figs. 10a, b) and
BEusHAusEN (1859, p. 126, pl. 9, figs. 13a-d) or ScHMmT (1928, p. 184, text figs. a-h).
The two genera differ from Schizodus not only in the number ofteeth but also in the
features ofteeth and nymph. In Eoschizodus and IVeoschizodas the posterior cardinal
tooth 3b in the right valve and 4b in the 1aft are lamellar and resemble lateral teeth.
    In most Permian and Triassic species the ridge in the left valve bordering the
ventral margin of the posterior cardinal socket is more or less well-developed
starting from the posterovental edge of subumbonal tooth 2, and in this case the
                                          ttnymph may be poorly developed.' ' ' ' ''
    Triassic Myophoriidae are of Eoschizodus type, as also is the upper Permian
 * Dr. A. LoGAN of the University of .Leods ,kindly examined the type specimens kept at Sedgwick
   Museum and informod us that S. obsourtts appears to have two cardinal teeth in each valve, but
   3b is not demonstrable, and may be ,too small to appeqr on the internal mold. He also sent us a
   squeeze impression ofS. scblotheimi (GEwnz) which has quite similar dentition to that of S. han'i
** Recently, DRiscoLL described,three,cardinal teeth in the left valve of S. restratzas (WiNaHELL)
   (DRisaoLL, 1965, p. 1O1, pl. 16. figs. 6-21) butjudging frorn his illustrations the "posteriortooth
   4b" is a nymph.. WiLsoN interprpted S. taiti (1962, ,p. 517, pl. 66, figs..2,4+28), based on two
   left valves, as having a cardinal tooth in the right and two in the lcft, and referred a "thicken-
   ing" ofposterocardinal margin to be a poor expression oftooth 4b, but the latter is most likely
   .to be a nymph and the species is considered to have two cardinals in cach valve. The left
   valve has two sQckets in the both sides of large toQ,th 2.
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Costatoria kobalashii (KAMBE) (NzKAzAwA, 1960, p. 52, pl. 6, figs. 10-20) from
Japan. On the other hand, North American species of Costatoria display the
Schizodus typeofdentition* although they cannot be distinguished externally from
Costaton'a. . So these American Permian species may be separated as a different
genus when they are fully described in the future.
  . Another interesting species is "Mlophoria" subelegans tobai HAyAsAKA from the
Permian of Japan. This externally resembles the Devonian genus Hefteria DAHMER,
1954 (type, Cardinia arnata RcJEMER, 1889) and the Triassic LJriomlophoria KoBAyAsHr,
1954 (type, LLvriodon elegans DuNKER, 1849) in concentric sculpture and strong
,umbonal carina, but the dentition is of the Schizodtts type. The dentition of
Hefteria is said to resemble that of ilf)oPhon'a. So future work may require a new
generic or subgeneric name for tobai, although tentatively it is placed here in
Schizodus.
    From the hinge structure mentioned above it is reasonable to classify the
Paleozoic Myophoriidae into two groups, 1) a group of Schizodus and 2) a group of
Neoschizedus. An interesting example of parallelism between the two groups is
shown in the next table,
    Group of lVeoschizodus Group of Schizodas
        Costaten'a (plicate) . . . . . . . . . ."Costaten'a" sexradiata
        Lln'om"ophon'a (concentric). . . . . . . .Schizodus tobai
        Heften'a (concentric)
        Neoschizodus (smooth)
        Eoschizodus (smooth) . . . . . . . . .Schizodus hare'i
Cox separated the Triassic IVeoschizodus as a distinct genus from the Paleozoic
Eoschizodus in having a distinct myophoric buttress. But typical Neoschizodus is
also found in the Permian ofJapan. The development of the myophoric buttress
has many grades and is considered here to have questionable phyletic value.
Provisionally, Eoschizodus is treated here as a subgenus of 2Veoschizodtts.
                               '
          '
    '
                          Grgup of IVeoschizodus
                     Genus Nesochizodus GiEBEL, 1856
                    Subgenus IVeoschizodus GiEBEL, 1856
              '
                                                '
         '
    Type speciesL' • Trigonia laevigata ZiETHEN 1830, Lower Triassic.
   .Synonym: Middal2aDic-Ns,1956 ' , '
 * There are at least two Permian sp'ecies of"Costatoria" in the collection ofthe American Museum
  of Natural History from Texas, one ofwhich is referred to "C." fexradiata (BRANsoN). -
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    Discussion.-DicKiNs (l956, p. 36) proposed a genus Middalla, with M. fohn-
stonei'
 (oP. cit., p. 36, pl. 6, figs. 1-7, text fig. 3), from the lower Permian (Kungurian)
ofWest Australia, as type. He placed the genus in the Family Astartidae assuming
aMnity with Astartella. The dentition of this genus was thought to consist of two
cardinal teeth in the left valve, one cardinal and one lateral in the right valve. But
judging from his description, figures and from an examination of latex easts of the
types at the American Museum of Natural History, the dentition is ideritical of
that qf IVeosehizodus in number and form of the teeth. The lateral tooth in the
right valve'mentioned by DiaKiNs is here considered to be a lamellar posterior
cardinal tooth, and the dorsal margin of the corresponding socket in the left valve
most probably refiects the third cardinal tooth of the opposite valve. The lack of
lunule, escutcheon and concentric lamellar sculpturei and the possession of a
strong myophoric buttress, strongly suggest that the genUs belongs to the Myopho-
riidae rather than to Astartidae.
   Neoschizodus (Neoschizodus) kitakamiensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new 'species
                           Plate 8, Figures 4-6
    Maten'al.-There are four complete and several fragmental specimens ob-
tained from the middle Permian of Kitakami massif. The interior is well perserved
in the internal molds.
    Descn'ption.-Shell relatively small, roundly quadrate, equivalve, inequila-
teral, moderately inflated, longer than high with H/L ratio of 1:1.2-1.3; umbo
located at anterior one-third to two-fifths of shell length, not prominent, termi-
nating with prosogyrate beak; anterior margin well-rounded, continuing rather
abruptly to broadly rounded ventral margin; posterior margin slightly arcuate;
umbonal carina obscure; hinge consists of typical myophorian dentition of formula
3a 3bf4a 2 4b;2 and 3b, stout and strongly projected; 4b and 3b, long and
lamellar, parallel to dorsal shell margin; 3a, lobate, not so projqcted as 2 and 4a;
myophoric buttress well-developed behind anterior adductor muscle scar; pallial
line entire; posterior adductor scqr usually npt impresscd; surface covered by very
fine regularly disposed, concentric fila or grvvoth lines which can be observed with
                                           'amagnifyingglass. •• .'• '-'
. . ,.Ddscussion.-Possession of myophorian dentition, myophoric buttress, proso-
          and nearly smooth shell the present species is properly referable togyate beak
ATeosdhizodus as defined by Cox. The only Permian species of Neoschizodtts heretofore
described is N. Permictts NAKAzAwA (1960, p. 55, pl. 4, figs. 4-9, text fig. 1) from
the upper Permian Gujo Formation, and intimately related N. kobayashii (IcmKAwA)
(1951, p. 325, pl. 1, figs. 5, 6) from upper Permian in Shikoku., The present
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species occurs in the middle Permian, hence the range of IVeoschizodas is lowered.
    In comparison with the Triassic Neoschizodus the myophoric buttress is wider
and lower, and the ventral margin ofposterior cardinal socket of the left valve is not
so developed as that of the upper Permian IV. Permicus or the,Lower Triassic IV. cf.
Iaevigatus in Japan. The present species is similar to "Schizodtts" Eubguadratus
GRABAu (1931, p. 311, pl. 31, figs. Ia-d), and "S." dubz:formis WAAGEN (1881, p. 238,,
pl. 19, figs. I5, l6) in roundly quadrate rather than trigonal shape, but the last,two
apparently lack the myophoric buttress. "M2oPhoria" Praecox WAAGEN (oP. cit.,
p. 243, pl. 19, figs. 16-l9) is close to the present species in haying a myophoric butt-
ress and weak concentric sculpture, but it is distinguished by a ,taller and more
inflated shell and more strongly angular umbonal carina. Externally, this species
is similar to Schizodus subovatus CiRiAcKs (1963, p. 60, pl. 10, figs. 1-6) from the
Permian of the Middle Rockies of Wyoming, but the latter lacks a buttress and
has different dentition. Most intimately related form is found in N. j'ohnstonei
(DicKiNs) mentioned above. The latter slightly differs fromJapanese species in a
little taller shape.





















(P 21) at Teransowa, Maiya,
   Type species:
NAKAzAwA, 1960).
   Genus Costatoria WAAGEN,
Donax costatus ZENKER, 1833
1907
 (subsequent designation by
                  Costaton'a katsurensis NAKAzAwA, 1967
                         Plate 8, Figures la-c
                                      '
                              '
      Schizodtts? radiatus, IcHiKAwA, p. 326, pl. 1, fig. 7, non M2oPhoria radiata1951.
'
                                      tt
     Loczi 1899, p. 155, pl. 9, figs. 21, 22. ' ' ' '
1967. Costatoria katsttrensis, NAKAzAwA, p. 170, pl. 6, fig. 11.
    Discttssion.-This species was established on a ,singlc internal mold ,of a left
valve. Subsequently, several specimens have been obtained from the type locality.
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Unfortunately, all excepting one nearly complete right valve are very small and
fragmentary. The.dentition of both valves is essentially like that of Costatoria
kobayashii (KAMBE)., The main part of the fiank is ornamented by eight, acute,
roof••like radial plications separated by broad, concave interspaces. The antero-
dorsal margin is covered by seven close-set, weak, radial costae. The siphonal area
is bounded by a strong umbonal carina and marked by two radial constae and one
intercalated secondary costa. These radial ribs are very similar to NAKAzAwA's
"type B" ornamentation of C. koba!asin'i (NAKAzAwA, 1960, p. 53, pl. 6, fig. 10).
The other five small specimens show the same type of ornamentation, too, but one
right valve bears "type A" ornamentation. So the ornamentation of this species is
somewhat varia.ble, as with C. kobalashit'. The two species have much in common.
The present form differs slightly in having a more acute umbonal ridge and the
posterior radial costae do not become obsolete towards the ventral margin in con-
trast to kobalashii. More and better specimens may reveal that the two species arc
distinguishable only subspectacally. As the specific name is preoccupied by C.
radiata (Loczi) (1899, p. 155, p]. 9, figs. 21, 22) from the Upper Triassic of China,
a substitution name, C. katsurensis was proposed by NAKAzAwA (1967).
    Occurrence.--Rare in coarse-grained sandstone of the KatsuraFormation (P3,
upper Permian) in Shikoku.
                       Group of Schizodus
         Genus Schizodus DE VERNEuiL and MuRcHisoN, 1844
Type species: Axinus obscurus SowERBy, 1821.
                       Schizodtts' tobai (HAyAsAKA)
                           Plate 8, Figures 2,3
1923. M2ophon'a subelegans var. tobai, HAyAsAKA. p. I90, pl. I5, figs. 4-8
1925. Myophon'a subelegans var. tobai, HAyAsAKA. p. 17
1960. MIPhoria subelegans var. tobai, NAKAzAwA. p. 51, pl. 6, figs. 2, 3.
    Ddscussion.---The dentition of this species was briefly interpreted by NAKAzAwA
(1960), but additional observations on the same specimens are given here. In
thc right valve there are two cardinal teeth, the anterior one (3a) ofwhich is trigonal,
directed forward and strongly projected outward ; the posterior one (3 b) is short and
weak, running subparallel to the dorsal shell margin. Posterior to 3b there is a
short, shallow furrow, bounded dorsally by a weak internal ridge. Anterior car-
dinal, 4a is trigonal, weak, small and united with the dorsal margin; the posterior
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cardinal, 2, is trigonal, strong, erect, and projected outward. Posterior to 2, and
separated from it by a deep, oblique socket (equivalent to 3b) there is a weak margin-
al thickening formerly regarded as posterior cardinal tooth, 4b. But, considering
the fact that there is no corresponding socket in the right valve and it does not pro-
ject beyond the commisure plane of the shell, this probably is not a tooth. So the
dentition may be represented by 3a 3b!4a 2 as in Schizodus and the general character
of the hinge conforms to shat of Schizodus.
    The slender trough behind the posterior cardinal tooth in each valve is consi-
dered here to be a posterior pedal retractor muscle scar. A similar incision, con-
sidered to be an anterior pedal muscle scar, is impressed near the anterior cardinal
tooth of each valve.
    The concentric scuipture and strong marginal carina of this species recalls
the Devonian Heften'a and Triassic LlriomJoPhoria, as mentioned above. But the
different dentition of the Permian species suggests a separate phylogenetic series.
It may belong to a new member of the Schizodus group, possibly a subgenus.
    S. tobai was first considered as a subspecies of "M2oPhoria" subelegans WAAGEN
(1877, p. 246, pl. 19, figs. 14aTe) from the Upper Productus Limestone, but it
differs from the latter in being Ionger in outilne, in possessing stronger and more
closely spaced concentric sculpture and in absence of an anterodorsal ridge. The
dentition of elegans is not known.
    Occurrence.-Rare in the lower Kanokura Formation (P 21), at Imo, Iwate Pre-
fecture, and at Kamiyasse, Kesennuma City, Miyagi Prefecture.
                   Subclass Heterodonta NEuMAyR, 1884
                 Order Veneroida ADAMs and ADAMs, 1858
                   Superfamily Carditacea FLEMiNG, 1828
                     Family Carditidae FLEMiNG, 1828
             Genus Gwfocardita NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new genus
    Type species: G, ovi ormis, new species, upper Permian (Gujo Formation),
Japan.
    Diagnosis.-Shell small, elongate-oval, equivalve, inequilateral, moderately
inflated; umbo very anteriorly located, prosogyrate, lunule small, ill defined;
escutcheon well developed, long and deeply excavated; hinge in right valve two
cardinal teeth and one posterior lateral; in the left, three cardinals and one lateral;
anterior cardinal of left vaive represented by marginal thickening of lunule, posterior
cardinal poorly developed, fused to nymph; posterior lateral of left valve lies below
that of right valve ; anterior adductor scar deep, bounded posteriorly by myophoric
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buttress extending from hinge plate; posterior adductor scar 1ying close to end of
the posterior lateral tooth; pallial line entire; inner shell margin not crenulated;
surface covered by radial costae.
    Discussion.-The dentition of this genus is represented by the formula: 3a 3b
III/(4a) 2 (4b) II. The dentition is closely comparable with that of the Triassic
genus Palaeocardita CoNRAD, l867 (type species: Cardium austriacum v. HAuER,
l853). According to Brr"rNER (1895, p. 36), Palaeocardita has three cardinals in the
left and two in the right, but the anterior cardinal of the left is usually not well
developed, represented by marginal thickening of the lunule. It seems that there
are two cardinals in each valve ofthe Triassic genus as in Gnjocardita. The posterior
cardinal, 4b, of the left valve of Palaeocardita is well developed, while that of Gnjo-
cardita is rudimentary and in many individuals cannot be observed; the anterior
cardinal tooth of the right valve of Gtg'ocardita is more developed than in Palaeocardita.
Furthermore, Guj'ocardita is distinguished from Pataeocardita in lacking marginal
crenulation of the shell and elongate ovate outline. The genus is somewhat similar
to some of Permophiidae, especially to Stutchburia which has relatively strong radial
ribs but differs in strong development of 3a and obscure 4b. Guj'ocardita may be
a transitional form between Stutchbun'a and Palaeocardita.
        Gwfocardita ovi orntis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen. and n. sp.
                           Plate 9, Figures 1-6
    Material.-Many specimens were obtained from the Gujo Formation, all of
which are more or less deformed secondarily.
    Description.-Shell small, elongate oval, about 1.7 times longer than high,
equivalve, inequilateral, moderately inflated;.umbo very anterior, with prosogyrate,
incurved beak; somewhat tumid anteriorly and a little extended posteriorly; vÅëntral
margin broadly arcuate withoqt ventral slnuation; most inflated axis running from
beak to posteroventral extremity; escutcheon long and deeply excavated; lunule
smal], deep, not clearly defined from the rest: ligament external, inserted on a
narrow, relatively long nymph ; hinge of right valve consists of two cardinals and one
posterior lateral; among these the posterior cardinal is trigonal, strongly projected,
and directed backward; anterior cardinal weak, lying close to the lunule; be-
tween the two cardinals lies a deep trigonal socket and above the posterior cardinal
a shallow slender socket; posterior lateral tooth •formed by marginal thickening of
shell margin; hinge ofleft valve consisbs ofthree cardinals and one posterior lateral;
anterior cardinal weak, represented by marginal projection of lunule, medial one
trigonal and strongly projected, posterior cardinal very weak, and slender, fused to
slender nymph, and in most specimens not well defined; posterior lateral tooth origi-
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nating behind ligament and bounding a lateral socket with the projected shell mar-
gin; anterior adductor scar oval, lying close to anterior shell margin, delimited
behind by strong buttrcss; posterior scar obscrue, larger than the anterior, situated
close to the posterior lateral tooth; pallial line entire; surface sculptured by radial
ribs except for the anterior part of the shell; radial ribs low, roof-shaped, twelve in
number.





































    Discussion.-Palaeoneilo? Parviradiatus CiRiAcKs (1963, p. 37, pl. 4, figs. 7-11)
from the Permian ofWyoming differs from Palaeoneilo in having a distinct escutcheon,
faint lunule and radial ornament, and is most probably a reprcsentative of GuJ'o-
cardita, n. gen. It differs from the Japanese species in character of the ribbing,
that is, the radial costae are stronger in the anterior part and grow weaker
posteriorly while those of G. ovt:fTormis grow weaker anteriorly. Pleurophortts
acuti ticattts WAAGEN (l881, p. 223, pl. 18, figs. IOa-e) from the top bed of the
Upper Productus Limestone in Salt Range and Stutchbun'a n. sp. E'rHERmGE (1919,
p. 190, pl. 30) from the Permian in New South Wales, are comparable in the
elongate-oval shape, distinct escutcheon, and radial ribs. These are al! dis-
tinguished from the Japanese species by stronger radial ornamentation. Further
discussion is impossible as the interior of these shells is unknown.
                Family Permophdridae vAN DER PoEL, 1959
                     (Pro Pleurophoridae DALL, l895)
               Subfamily Permophorinae vAN DER PoEL, 1959
                                                      '
                     Genus PermoPhorus CHAvAN, 1954
                   '
              Typespecies: Arca cestata BRowN, 1851, Permian.
              '
         PermoPhortes tenuistriatus NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                          Plate 9, Figures 7-9
    DescriPtion.-Shell medium sized, elongate, subquadrangular, iequivalve,
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strongly inequilateral, more than two and a half times !onger than' the height;
umbo subdued, prosogyrate, subterminal;•dorsal margin slightly convex; posterior
margin truncate; ventral margin weakly sinuate and nearly parallel with thc dQrsal
margin; umbonal ridge low and rounded, extending from beak to posteroventral
extremity, in front of which there is a weak radial depression; cardinal dentition
poorly preserved, in the left valve lies a very shallow, oblique, subtrigonal socket
below the beak bounded laterally by weak teeth; in the right valve, an oblique
cardinal tooth corresponds to the median socket of the left ; one posterolateral tooth
in each valve originates some distance from beak and runs parallel to the hinge mar-
gin, that of the Ieft valve being below the marginal thickening of the right; lunule
very small, escutcheon Iong and slender; ligament opisthodetic, set in slender nym- •
ph; surface sculptured by very feeble radial costellae on the posterodorsal area;
anterior adductor muscle scar strongly impressed near the anterior end, delimited
posteriorly• by myophoric ridge;,posterior scar not impressed; pallial line entire.
   , Discusst'on.-Although the cardinal teeth are not well •shown, but apparent!y
are appreciably reduced in size and, in this respect, recall Stutchburia, but the general
shape suggests PermoPhorus. Externally, theJapanese species is similar to the Upper
Carboniferous P. subcostatus (MEEK and WoRTHEN, 1866, p. 347, pl. 27, figs. 2, 2a;
FEDoTov, l932, p. 66, pl. 7, figs. 10-13), but the costellae are weaker and more nu-
merous. It may also be distinguished ffom the American Permian P. albeguus
longus (BEEDE) (1908, p. 162, pl. 6, fig. 9) in the sinuated ventral margin and rather
flattened anterior part of the shell. .
    Oconrrence.-Common in the upper Permian Gujo Formation (P3) at Gujo,
Oe-cho, Kyoto Prefecture.
Genus PseadopermoPhorus CiRiAcKs, 1963
    Type species: P. annettae CiRiAcKs, Permian, Montana.
    When CiRrAcKs introduced PseudoPe"nophorus, he indicated (1963, p. 69) that
"Characteristic differences are found in the dentition and anterior region of the
cardinal plate. PseudopermqPhortis possesses a slender, but well-defined, second car-
dinal tooth, 5b, on the right valve which is posterior to 4b of the left valve."
But we could not confirm 5b in any of CrRiAcKs' type specimens in the National
Museum in Washington, or in silicified examples fromTexas in the Arnerican Museum
ofNatural History or in the Japanese specimens. So we feel that the dentition of
PsetedoPermbphoras should be emended to 3b PIII12 4b PII, which is the dental
formula of the Upper Triassic Curt'onia RoNcHETTi, 1965 (type species, t.voconcha
curionii HAuER, 1857). The characteristic feature of Pseudopermophorus, is a gaping
depression in frQnt Qfbeak occupying the positiQn pfa lpnvle. CIR;AqKs nqted thc
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siniilarity 6f this opening to the pedicle foramen of some brachiopods and suggested
g/hfatthiisit bl .egahi:e?aVe SOMe Mechanism for temporary attachment of the anterior end
         PseudoPermoPhorus uedai NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                         Plate 9, Figures 10, 11
                                                                  '
. Descri tion.-Shell medium sized, nearly equivalve, strongly inequilateral,
subquadrate, strongly elongate; beak subdued, subterminal; dorsal margin broadly
convex; ventral margin slightly concave and nearly parallel with dorsal margin;
anterior margin rounded, posterior obliquely trucate; escutcheon long and deep,
occupying nearly the entire dorsal margin; nymph about as long as one-third of
hinge margin; circular depression in front ofbeak occupying the position oflunule;
hinge consists of one cardinal tooth 3b, in the right, two cardinals 2, 4b in the
left, and one.posterolateral tooth in each valve; 2 and 3b relatively long, subtrigonal,
very oblique to the hinge axis; 4b, slender and longer than 2, or 3b; posterolateral
tooth PII long, and lamellar, lying below Iateral socket; PIII represented by mar-
ginal thi6kening; anterior adductor scar rounded, deeply impressed below the
lunular depression and bounded posteriorly by myophoric buttress extending from
the cardinal plate; posterior scar and pallial line not observed; surface poorly pre-
served.
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    Discussion.-There are seven specimens in our collection from black shale of the
Toyoma Formation (upper Permian) at Nagahata, Towa-cho, and at Kitazawa,
Toyoma-cho, in Miyagi Prefecture. Mainly they represent right valves. In com-
paring with the type species of P. annettae CiRiAcKs (1963, p. 70, pl. 13, figs. 6-14)
theJapanese species is shorter and possesses weaker ventral sinuation. '
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                    Genus IVetschaj'ewia LicHAREw, l925
                                                                 ''
    Type species: M2tilus pallasi VERNEuiL,,1845 (subsequent designation by
NEwELL, 1957).
    IVetschaj'ewia was introduced by LicHAREw for the Permian M2tilus Pallasi
VERNEuiL and M. tePtotvi VERNEuiL, and as replacement for Modiolodon NETsa-
HAJEw, 1894, Which had been preoccupied by the Silurian clams. NEwELL (1957)
indicated its aMnity with Stutchburia ETHERiDGE, 1900 and referred to the former
as a subgenus of the latter. DicKiNs (1963) considered the main difference between
the two to be the strength of the lateral tooth, and did not admit even subgeneric
value for Netscha7'ewii . But IVetschaj'ewia differs from Stutchbun'a in the complete
absence of cardinal dentition. This is clear from the statements of LicHAREw
(1925, p. 120; 1939, p. 143) and NEwELL (1956). Well-preserved, silicifed speci-
mens from the Texas Permian also prove this fact. Mytiloid profile of NetsehaJ'ewia
is another distinctive character. This genus is considered to be an offshoot of
Permophoriidae, characterized by reduction of the hinge, and it is treated here
                                      'asadistinct genus. ' '
    Rimmll'imina CHRoNic, 1952 (type species, R. arcula CHRoNic) was referred
to the subjective synonymy of Netschnjewia by NEwELL (1957, p. 7) with some ques-
tion, but the former has dentition of the Permophorus type. So it may be that the
Rimm2iimina was based on juveniles of Permophorus.
                   IVetschaj'etvia cf. etongata (NETscHAJEw)
                          Plate 11, Figures 5, 6
    Description.-Shell medium sized, mytiliform, prolonged and expanded poster-
iorly, moderately inflated; umbo subdued, with obscure beak; dorsal margin slightly
convex; Posterior margin' broadly rounded,; venter slightly sinuated at the middle;
l.unule and escutcheo.n not gleatly rparked; binge plate .develoPed along anterior
i/6g:hgi:•fiSh3.":UtO;,}",Lf,8.f,g,Ors,a,i.M.1't/•l.i:a,gks,.,2a:•2'//fi.{,%oE.:•s,ogteglg;.ia::'g:
scar circular, located close to the apterior epd?, rather deeply impressed and delimited
posteriorly by low, broad myophoric buttress; posterior adductor scar and pallial
line not preserved; surface nearly smo6th.
    Discttssion.-Among the,species of Netschaj'ewia, IV. elongata (NETscHAJEw)
(MAsLENNiKov, 1935, p. 80, pl. 3, figs. 5a-c; LicHAREw, 1939, p. 143, pl. 35,
fig. 9) from the upper Permian of the Soviet Union is most related to the present
species in general shape. TheJapanese species differes slightly from the latter in
the smallcr sizc and Qbscure posteriQr a.dductQr scar, FibrQus rnicrQstructu. re Qf
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the shell surface is considered to show' crosSed-lamellar texture of ecto- or mesecto-
stracum.
                  tt/ t
  Occarrence.-Only one right valve has been obtained from the upper Peirmian
Toyoma Formation at Nagahata, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture in association with
Astartelta tayontenst's, PseudoPermophorus uedai and others. '
                            2Vetschnjewia sp.
                           Plate 10, Figure 1
    Another species of IVetschaj'ewia is represented by a single right valve of external
and internal molds from the Tenjinnoki Formation (P 21).
    This form is similar to IV. paltasi (VERNEuiL) (1845, p. 316, pl. 19, figs. 16a-i)
from the Permian in the USSR but is larger in size and the anterior lobe is better
developed and projects forward more than in the latter.
                    Genus Stutchburia ETHERiDGE, 1900
    Type species: Orthonota? costata MoRRisj 1845, Permian of
Australia.
southeastern
                             Stutchburia? sp.
                           Plate 10, Figure 2
    DescnlPtion.-Shell small, elongate-ova!, equivalve, strongly inequilateral,
moderately inflated, about twice longer than high; umbo subdued, subterminal;
lunule and escutcheon not shown; nymph narrow, extending behind beak about
one-fourth ofthe dorsal margin; cardinal teeth obscure, apparently consisting ofone
amorphous cardinal in each valve; posterolateral tooth of• left valve lying below
lateral socket, occupying posterior half of hinge; right posterolateral tooth re-
presented by marginal thickening; anterior adductor muscle scar reinforced behind
by an internal buttress; posterior scar and pallial line not impressed; external
surface unknown.
    Discussion.-One of the three specimens has a quadrangular ovate shaPe, while
the other two are somewhat tumid anteriorly, as is more usual in Stutchbun'a. This
form is referred to Stutchburia with some doubt because the external surface is un-
known. It is somewhat like S. hoskingae DicKiNs (1963, p. 96, pl. 15, figs. 16-23)
from the Permian in west Australia, but is less expanded posteriorly and displays
no trace ofradial ornamentation. ' ' '
                      ttt
    Occurrenee.-Rare in the Tenjinnoki Formation, Maiya, Towa-cho,'Miyagi
Prefecture, northeastJapan. ' ' ' ' •'
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                 Family Uncertain
        Genus ActinodontoPhora IcHiKAwA, 195!
Type specles: A. katsttrensis IcHiicAwA, Perrnian,Japan.
        ActinodontoPhora katsurensis IaHiKAwA, 1951
               Plate 10, Figures 8a, b
1951. ActinodontoPhora katsurensis, IcHiKAwA. p. 327, pl. 1, figs. 15-18.
    Descrt'tPion.-This genus was introducod by IcHiKAwA for several incomplete
specimens from the Permian of Shikoku. Recently Mr. KoizuMi discovered a more
complete individual and several incomplete specimens from dark colored sandstone
of the Kanokura Formation, at Nabekoshi-yama, Kesennuma City, northeast
Japan. A description is given below, based on these and the type specirnens.
    Shell medium sized, equivalve, inequilateral, strongly extended posteriorly,
more than twice as long as high; umbo subdued lying at one-fourth or one-fifth' of
shell length from anterior end ; ventral margin broadly arcuate, dorsal margin nearly
straight, anterior and pesterior margins short and well rounded; hinge consists of
a fan of radiating cardinal and subcardinal teeth situated below beak, and a weak
posterior lateral tooth and socket; two (in one case, three?) cardinal teeth run
anteroventrally in each valve, subcardinal teeth of five to seven in number relatively
weak, directed posteroventrally; posterior to the subcardinals there is a short but
strong nymph; in the left valve posterolateral socket and underlying tooth start
from just behind the nymph, running parallel to the dorsal margin; socket bounded
marginally by dorsal edge of the shell while ventral edge of the socket is bordered
by the lateral tooth; posterolateral tooth ofright valve made by marginal thickening
of dorsal margin; lunule apparently absent; escutcheon well developed, deeply in-
clsod, marked off from flank ofshell by sharp ridge extending to near posterior end
of hinge; anterior adductor muscle scar subcircular deeply impressed close to
anterodorsal margin but without buttress, posterior scar oval, obscure; pallial line
entire; suface covered by growth lines.
    Discussion.---General shape and ligament character suggest possible aMnity
with Pennephorus and its allies on the one hand, and on the other actinodont.type
cardinal teeth recall some lower Paleozoic modiolopsoids. The Upper Triassie
"Paltteopharus" maizurensi's and its allies in Japan (KoBAyAsHi and IcHiKAwA, 1951,
p. 19, pl. 1, figs. 1--6; NAKAzAwA, 1955, p. 256, pl. 16, figs. 4-6, 8) show close
resemblance with Actinodontophora in the elongate form of the shell and actiondont
teeth. The former is distinguished from the latter in having distinct radial or-
narnentation and in the detalis of dentition, Possibly, Actinodontophora rnay be re-
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lated to the unionoids but the posterolateral tooth does not extend
ligament nymph, as it does in Unionidae.
below the
                 SuPerfamily Crassatellacea MENKE, 1830
                   Family Astattidae D'ORtiiGNy, 1844
                      Genus Astartella HALL, 1868
    Type species: Astartella vera HALL, Pennsylvanian ofIowa.
    Discussion.-N!coL (1955) noted similarities between the dentition 6f Astartella
and recent Astarte and he considered the astartids to have cyrenoid rather than
lucinoid dentition, but HAFFER (1959) referred Astanidae to lucinoid group after
examining a young shell of the recent Astarte eltiPtica from the Skagerrak Sea. Ac-
cording to BoyD and NEwELL (in press) the Palaeozoic Astartslla differs from the
later Astarte in lacking 5a in the rightvalve and in having 2 fused to the anterior
lateral tooth in the left. The dentition is formulated as below:
           I III 3b 5b III
                II 2 4b II
In the Permian species 5b is sometimes fused to the nymph an d hardly discernible.
           Astartetla to]omensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                         Plate 10, Figures 3-5
    Materials.--Many individuals of the species were found in the upper Permian
Toyama shale. Most are more or less mechanically deformed. ' '
    Descnl tion.-Shell medium sized, ovate, equivalve, inequilateral, moderately
inflated; umbo prosogyrate, lying a little more than one-third of the length from
anterior extremity; posterodorsal margin long and nearly straight, anterodorsal
margin shorter and a little convex, anterior margin well rounded, continuing to the
broadly arcuate ventral margin, which rises abruptly up to the posterior margin
without sharp angulation; escutcheon long, occupying nearly entire posterodorsal
margin and deeply excavated ; lunule deep and sharply defined from the rest of shell ;
hinge of typical Astartella type set on a stout hinge plate, consisting of two cardinal
teeth in each valve, two posterolaterals and one anterolateral in the Ieft, two antero-
laterals and one posterolateral in the right; 2 and AII not clearly differentiated,
4b separated from the nymph bY a shallow groove, but 5b usually fused to nymph
and hardly discernible or marked off from the latter by a feeble furrow, PIII re-
present,ed by marginal thickcning; both adductor muscle scars,Qval in shape situated
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close to the ends of the Iatera.. Is' ; phllial line entite; pedal retractor scar 'visible at
center of urpbonal• cavity; shell margin weakly crenulated; surface covered by
closely set growth lines and stronger concennic fila which are somewhat ,more
widely spaced in the medial part of the shell.





























    Ddscussion.-As stated above, the posterior cardinal tooth 5b, in the right valve,
is variable in development; usually it is fused to the nymph, from which it is bound-
ed by a very weak furrow. But the corresponding socket of the opposite valve is
generally more clearly developed. The anterior cardinal tooth 2, of the left valve,
continues.into the anterior lateral tooth AII without interruption but becomes
angulated at the junction. In one specimen, tooth 2 is suiated by a weak radial
furrow. Judging from the concentric sculpture, the umbo is located in a more
central position at an early growth stage, and later the shell expands posteroven-
trally and the umbo moves anteriorly.
    The ovate rather than quadrangular outline of this species recails the Upper
Carboniferous A. vera HALL, as interpreted by FEDoTov (1932, p. 63, pl. 7, figs. 1-8)
from the Soviet Union, but our shell has a more tumid anterior portion and deeper,
narrower lunule. The Japanese foini is distinguished from the type specimen of
vt"'a, from the United States, by weaker concentric sculptu;e. A. vallesnerz'ana (KiNG)
from the Permian ofGreenland (NEwELL, 1955, p. 30, pl. 1, figs. 11-14) is another
allied species, but shorter in outline and much smaller.
    Occttrrence.-Common in the upper Permian Toyoma Formation (P3>, at
Kitazawa, Toyoma-cho, Miyagi Prefecture.
Astartetta sp. a
    Disettssion.-Several specimens of an Astartella were collected from coarse-grained
sandstone ofthe Upper Formation ofthe Maizuru Group. These are similar to the
preceding species in outline, dentition and sculpture. Unfortunately, the preser-
'vation in the coarse matrix'is not good and close comparison is 'diMcut. Judging
from the rnaterials before us the present species differs slightly from to2omenst's in
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weaker dentition and more closely set concentric ridges.
    Occurrence.-Rare in the Upper Maizuru Group (LePidolina zone) at Nomaru,
Okuyama, Oe-cho, Kyoto Profecturc.
Astartelta sp. b.
                           Plate 11, Figure 9
    MateriaL-A single right valve, represented by incomplete internal and external
molds is at hand. It is strongly flattened.
    Descrtl tion.-Shell medium sized, a little inflated, inequilateral, longer than
high with H/L ratio about O.8, roundly subquadrate; posterodorsal margin long
and nearly straight; anterodorsal margin short and concave; anterior margin well
rounded, gradually continuing to a broadly rounded ventral margin and truncated
posteriorly, so as to make a rounded angulation at the posteroventral corner; umbo
moderately prosogyrate, lying at anterior one-third of shell length; escutcheon dis-
tinct and long, occupying nearly the whole length of the posterodorsal margin, de-
limited from the rest of the shell by sharp angulation; lunule short, deeply incised;
hinge consists of two cardinal teeth, two anterior laterals, and one posterior lateral;
anterior cardinal 3b strong, subtrigonal, and nearly vertical; posterior cardinal
fused to nymph; posterior lateral tooth obscure; anterior adductor muscle scar
close to the anterior end ofanterior lateral tooth; posterior scar and pallial line not
impressed; surface ornamented by strong, regularly arranged and rather broadly
spaced concentric fila and intercalating feeble growth lines; marginal crenulation
seemingly absent.
    Discussion.-The specimen is strongly deformed secondarily. Probably it was
more convex and taller in shape than at present. Judging from the dental sockets,
the anterior cardinal tooth of the left valve is not separated from the anterior lateral
tooth as in the preceding Astartella sp. a. The quadrate shape of this species recalls
the Guadalupian A. nasuta GiRT"y (1908, p. 445, pl. 23, figs. 6, 7a; pl. 31, figs. 12, 12a
and A. subguadrata GiRTy (1909, p. 94, pl. 10, figs. 10-13), but our form differs in
being more elongate, in having more widely spaced fila and in the less-expanded
posterior part ofthe shell. Probably this form represents an unnamed species, but
the 'material is inadequate for characterization.
    Occurrence.-Very rare in the Upper Member of the Mizukoshi Formation
(LePidolina zone or later) at Kamiumegi, Mifune-cho, Kumamoto Prefecture,
Kyushu,
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                             Astartella sp. c
                            Plate 11, Figure 8
    Disettssion.-This form is reprosented by a single complete internal right mold
and imperfect external counterpart found in the Upper Maizuru Group, at
Katsuradani, Oe-cho,.Kyoto Prefecture. The shell is subcircular in outline, small,
7.7 mm long and 8.2 mm high with HIL ratio of 1.07, and weakly inflated. The
hinge bears two cardinal teeth. The existence of lateral teeth is not confirrned
because of the poor preservation, but judging from the internal mold the anterior
cardinal tooth of the right valve seems to continue into a short anterior lateral
tooth without interruption, as in other species of Astartella. The surface is covered
by weak, close-set growth lines and three widely spaced concentric fila. In the tall
form and subcentral umbo, this species resembles the Permian A. sp. of CiRiAaKs
(op. cit., p. 65, pl. 12, fig. 10) from Montana and "Astarte'? ambienst's WAAGEN (1881,
p. 211, pl. 19, figs. 4a--d) from the Upper Productus Llmestone but the 'Japanese
shell is distinguished from the first in lacking strong concentric fila and from the
second in the different outline of the shell.
                             Astartelta? sp. d
                           Plate 11, Figure 10
    Descri tion.-Shell medium sized, moderately inflated, roupdly subtrigonal,
                                              'subequilateral; 20.5 mm long qnd 18.4 mm high; umbo moderate, prosogyrate,
                                                             'lying a little anterior to the middle; lunule and escutcheon deeply incised; surface
covered by strong, lamellose concentric fila; interstitial cQncentric growth lines
almost absent; interior unknown.
    Disctession.---The form is represented by a single right external mold, and the
generic placement is uncertain. In external shape and concentric sculpture it
resembles certain Edfnondia such as E. multilamellosa GEMMELLARo 1892 (GEM-
MELLARo, 1895, p. 185, pl, 20, figs. 1-3) from Sosio, but theJapanese shell, unlike
Edmondia, has a lunule and escutcheon. It differs from A. tolomenst's in the more
symmetrical outline and from A. sp. of CiRiAcKs in the longer shape and larger size.
    Occurrence.-Very rare in the Shigejizawa Member of the Kanokura Formation,
(P 21) at Shigejizawa, Kamiyasse, Kesennuma City, Miyagi Prefecture.
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                   Subclass Anomalodesmata DALL, 1889
                   Order Pholadomyoida NEwELL, 1965
                Superfamily Pholadomyacea FLEMiNG, 1828
                    Family Pholadomyidae GRAy, 1841
                      Genus Chaenom]a MEEK, 1864
    Type species: Allorisma? leavenworthensis MEEK and HAyDEN, 1858 (original
designation), Pennsylvanian of Kansas.
                   Subgenus Vacunetla WATERHQusE, 1965
    Type species: Allare'sma curvatam MoRRis, 1845, upper Permian of New South
Wales (Australia).
    Discttssion.---According to WATERHousE (1965, p. 377), Chaenomla leavenwor-
thenst's differs considerably from Vacunella curvatum in having subparallel dorsal and
ventral margins, a huge posterior gape, coarse pustules over the shell surface and
a lower position ofthe anterior adductor muscle scar. He treated the two as distinct
genera, but there are many intermediate forms and this problem requires further
examination on many species. Vacunella is here treated as a subgenus of Chaenomla.
       Chaenom]a (Vacunella) rostrata NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, new species
                           Plate 10, Figure 7
    Material.-There are two, somewhat crushed and flattened specimens in our
collection from the upper Permian Gujo Formation.
    Descn'ption.-Shell medium sized, equivalve, inequilateral, hatchet shaped,
tumid and pesteriotly truncated; umbo robust, with incurved, orthogyrate beak
lying at one-third to two-fifths of shell length from anterior end; anterior margin
well rounded continuing to broadly arcuate ventral margin, posterior part ofwhich
rises making an obscure angulation with anterior part; posterior margin short,
truncatod, slightly gaping; lunule probably absent; postumbonal carina rounded,
extending from beak to posterodorsal extremity, making escutcheon-like depression ;
hinge edentulous; ligament external, opisthodetic, ligament groove only partly
preserved ;' muscle scar and pallial line not preserved ; surface covered by concentric
lines and several sporadic wrinkles; fine granular surface texture well-preserved,
pustules 5-8 per millimeter, with tendency to parallel the concentric rugae.
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    Diseussion.-This species recalls Chaenom2a in having a posteriorly extended
shape, concave dorsal margin, posterior gape and edentulous hinge. The dorsal
and ventral margins are not parallel. In these respects the present species is more
akin to Vacunella than to Chaenomla s. s.
    Occurrence.-Very rare in the upper Permian (P 3) Gujo Formation at Gujo,
Oe-cho, Kyoto Prefecture, westJapan.
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Explanation of Plates
Keiji NAKAzAwA and Norman D. NEwELL
Explanation of Plate 1
Figs. 1, 2. Aructtlites ichikatvai NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n• sp. ....................................p. 35
    l, Holotype, left valve, internal mold, Å~2, showing impression of myophoric buttress; 2,
    latex cast of left valve, Å~2. Both from upper Permian Katsura Formation at Katsura,
    Kochi Prefecture, Shikoku, west Japan.
Figs. 3. ?Palaeonielo sp. ......................................••••••••••...................................,p. 36
    Internal mold, Å~ l, Upper Maizuru Group, Matsunoodera, Maizuru City, Kyoto Prefecture,
    westJapan. ,Figs. 4a, b. ?Phestia (Polidevcia) sp. ..................•••••••••.•••• ....................................p. 38
    4a, Dorsal view, deformeq internal Tnold, Å~3•; 4P, right•valve, deformed latex cast of the
    samespecimen, Å~3, Upper Maizuru Group, MdsUribode)a, Maizuru City.
Fig.5. PLvramttsPlanusNAKAzAwAandNEwELL,n.sp. .............................................p. 45
    Right valve, latex cast of tlie holotype, Å~3, Gujo Formation, Gujo, Kyoto Prefecture.
Fig. 6a. b. Edmondia sp. a. .................................................................................p. 39
    Left and dorsal views ofinternal mold, Å~ 2, strongly deformed, dorsoveptrally, Gujo Formation,
    Gujo.
Fig.7. Edmondiasp.c. .......................................................................................p. 39
    Loft valve, latex cast, Å~3, Tenjinnoki Formation Teranosawa, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefec-
    ture, notheast Japan.
Fig.8. Edmondiasp.e. .......................................................................................p. 39
    Both valves, latex cast, Å~ 3, Tenjinnoki Formation, Tenjinnoki, Towa-cho.
Fig.9. PLyramttsPlanttsNAKAzAwAandNEwELL,n.sp. .............................................p.45
    Interior of left valve, latex cast, Å~3, showing nymph and dental socket below beak, Gujo
    Formation, Gujo.
Fig. 1O. P),ratnusPlanzas NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. .............................................p. 45
    Internal mold of left valve, Å~2, showing pallial sinus, Gujo Formation, Gujo.
Fig. 11. Sanguinolites?sp. a. ..............................................................................,p. 43
    Right valve, latex cast, Å~ 2, Tenjinnoki Formation, Tenjinnoki.
Fig. 12. Paralleladon cf. Iongus MAsLENNiKov. .........................................................p. 46
    Internal mold of right valve, Å~2, Upper Maizuru Group, Kuwanoe, Ayabe City, Kyoto
    Prefecture.
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NAKAzAwA andNEwELL; Permian Bivalves
Explanation of ?late 2
Fig. 1. Parallelodon cf. multistriatus GiRTy. ............................................................p. 47
    Latex cast of both valves, Å~4, Takakurayama Formation, near Tamayama, Yotsukura.
    Fukushima Prefecture, northeastJapan.
Fig. 2. Paralleladon cÅí tenttistriatus (MEEK and WoRTHEN). .................,...................,.p. 48
    Latex cast of right valve, Å~3, Kanokura Formation (Shigejizawa Member), Kesennuma
    City, Miyagi Prefecture, northeast Japan.
Fig. 3. SePtim7alinasp...•....................................................................................p. 55
    Latex cast of left valve, Å~2, Gujo Formation, Gujo, Kyoto Prefecture, west Japan.
Fig. 4. M"alina (M2alina) sp. ...........................................................................p. 54
    Latex cast of left valve, Å~ 2.5, Toyoma Fm., Kitazawa, Miyagi Profecture.
Figs. 5,6 Proaytiltts mai ensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. ....................................p. 49
    Internal molds, x3.5; 5, the holotype, right valve; 6, left valve, Tenjinnoki Formation.
    Tenjinnoki, Miyagi Profecture.
Figs. 7,8 Promltilus sp. a. ....................................................................................p. 50•
    Internal molds of right and left valves, Å~3, Gujo Formation, Gujo.
Fig. 9. ?Promltitus mai ensds NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. ....................................p. 51
    Internal mold, left valve, Å~3. Tenjinnoki Forrr]ation, Tenjimoki.
Fig, 1O. Promltiltts sp. b. ....................................................................................p. 52
    Internal mold, Å~2, Rodai Formation, Maiya, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture.
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NAKAzAwA andN EwELL; Permian Bivalves
Explanation of Plate 3
Fig. 1. Aviculopinna sp. .......................................................................................p. 53
    Latex cast of part ofright valve, Å~2, Gujo Formation, Gujo, Kyoto Prefecture, westJapan.
Fig. 2. Avicttlopinna cf. rectangularis (HAyAsAKA). ......................................................p. 54-
    Left side of internal mold of bivalved individual, Å~ 1, Kanokura Formation (Shigejizawa
    Member), Kesennuma City, Miyagi Profecture, northeastJapan.
Figs. 3,4. LePtodesma (LeiqPteria) sp. .....................................................................p. 56•
    Right and left valves, Å~5, Tenjinnoki Formation, Maiya, Miyagi Profecture.
Figs. 5-8. TowaPteria ni Ponica NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen. and n. sp. ..................p. 62.
    Tenjinnoki Formation, Tenjinnoki, Miyagi Prefebture, 5, Internal mold of right valve, Å~3;,
    6, latex cast of right valve, Å~4; 7, composite mold of left valve, Å~4; 8, latex cast of left
    valve, the holotype, Å~ 3.
Figs. 9-11. WaagenoPerna (PermoPerna) halamii NAKAzAwA apd NEwELL. n. subg. and n. sp.
"-""".".H.""...."".""m""""""""..".H""""."H"""""""".""..""""""""".". p. 62=
    Tenjinnoki Formation, Tenjinnoki. 9, latex cast of right valve, Å~2; 10, internal mold of the
    same, Å~3; 11, internal mold of right valve, the holotype, Å~3.
Figs. 12-14. Ensipteria onukii NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen. and n. sp. .....................p. 65
    Tenjinnoki Formation, Tenjinnoki. 12a, b, Latex cast of the holotype, a left valve, Å~ 5, Å~ 3.
    respectively; 14, latex cast ofright valve, Å~2; l5, latex cast of another right valve, Å~4.
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NAKAzAWAand N EwELL; Permian Bivalves
Explanation of Plate 4
Figs. 1-3. AviculoPecten shiroshitai NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. .................................p. 66
    Gujo Formation, Gujo, Kyoto Prefecture, west Japan. 1, The holotype, left valve, Å~2;
    2, latex cast of the same, Å~l; 3, internal mold of right valve, Å~4.
Figs. 4-9. TambaneUa gnjoensis NAKAzAwA and NEwEu, n. gen. and n. sp. ...................p. 64
    Gujo Forrnation, Gujo. 4, Internal mold, right valve, Å~5, showing impressions of several.
    resilifers; 5, internal mold, left vlve, Å~4; 6, latex cast of left valve, Å~4; 7, latex cast of right
    valve, theholotype, Å~4; 8, thesame, Å~2; 9, latex cast ofleft valve same, specimen as figure•
    5, Å~3.
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NAKAzAwA andNEwELL; Permian Bivalves
Explanation of Plate 5
Figs. 1-3. AviculoPecten cf. hataii MuRATA. .........................................................'....p. 68
    Latex casts, Å~3, Kanokura Formation (Shigejizawa Member), Kesennuma City, Miyagi
    Prefecture, northeast Japan. 1, Left valve, in which the inner ostracum has been dissolved.
    away over most of the shell; 2, right valve; 3, latex cast of left valve.
Fig. 4. Avicttlopetitsnsp.b. .."..".."."...".".........,......m.............H........"...-........p. 69'
    Latex cast of left valve, Toyoma Forrnation, Toyoma-cho, Miyagi Prefecture.
Fig. 5. Avieulopectensp.a. ."......".."..".."."."-".m..."......H........-.""...."........p. 6&
    Composite cast ofleft valv, Å~2. Tenjinnoki Formation, Tenjinnoki, Miyagi Prefecture.
Figs. 6, 8, 9. HayasakaPecten shihtizui NAKAzAwA and NEwaLL, n. gen. and n. sp. .........p. 70a
    Tenjinnoki Formation, Tenjinnoki. 6, Internal mold of right va!ve, Å~4; 8, the holotype,.
    Iatex cast of 1tft valve. Å~3; 9, internal mold of the same, Å~3.
Figs. 7, 1O. Ha]asakaPecten sasakii (MvRATA). ..........................................................p. 72'
    Latex casts of rightvalves, Å~3, topotypes from Kanokura Formation (Shigejizawa Member),.
    Kamiyasse, Miyagi Profecture.
Fig. 11. CLptrterostra af. Iuntvalensis (REED). ............,................................................p. 79
    Internal mold of left valve, Å~2, Kanokura Formation (Shigejizawa Member), Kamiyasse.
    Miyagi Profecture.
Mem. Fac. Sci., Kyoto Univ., Ser• GeoL & Min., VoL XXXV, No. 1 PL5
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NAKAzAwA and NEwELL; Permian Bivalves
Explanatien of ?late 6
Figs.1a-c. Etheri ecten?hayasdrai(MuRATA). ..................................................,......p. 72
    Internal mold of bivalved individual, left, right, and dorsal views, Å~1, Kanokura For-
    mation (Shigejizawa Member). Kamiyasse, Miyagi Prefecture, northeast Japan.
Figs. 2,3. StrebloPtert'a sp. a. .................................................................................p. 78
    Right valves from Kanokura Formation (Shigejizawa Member), Kamiyasse. 2, Internal
    mold, considerably stretched dorsoventrallylby rock flowage, Å~3; 3, latex cast of another'
    specimen that probably illustrates better the original form, Å~4.
Figs. 4-7. LePtochendria? sp, a. .................:............................................................p. 73
    Latex casts of left valves from Gujo Formation at Gujo, Kyoto Prefecture, westJapan.
    4, magnraed, Å~4; 5, Å~3; 6, Å~5; 7, interor, Å~5, displaying poorly preserved hinge.
Fig. 8. LePtochendria?sp.b. ...............................................................................p. 74-
    Latex cast of left valve, Å~5. Gujo Fotmation at Gujo.
Fig. 9. Guithoupactensp. "..".."..........................."........................H..............".p. 77
    Latex cast of deformed right valve, Å~3, from the Upper Maizuru Group at Mikata-cho.
    Hyogo Prafecture, westJapan.
Fig; 1O. StrebloPtert'a?sp. b. ....................................................................,............p. 79'
    Internal mold of left valve, Å~1, from Kanokura Forination (Shigejizawa Member) at.
    Kamiyasse.
Mem. Fac. Sci., Kyoto Univ., Ser. GeoL & Min., Vol. XXXV, No. 1 PL6
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NAKAzAwA andN EwELL; Permian Bivalves
Eirplanation of Plate 7
Figs. 1-4. Lopha? murakamii NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. .......................................p. 82
    Gujo Formation, Gujo, Kyoto Profecture. 1, Natural composite mold of the interior of left
    (attached) valve, Å~3; 2, latex cast ofleft (attached) valve, Å~4; 3a, b, latex cast ofleft (at--
   tached) valve; 4, latex east of right? valve corresponding to opposite valve which adhered to
   a cylindrical object of unknown affinities, Å~3.
Fig. 5. LoPha? teranosaLvensias NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. .......................................p. 83
    Natural mold of hinge area showing outline of a triangular resilifer, right? valve, Å~ 5. Ten-
   jinnoki Formation, Teranosawa, Miyagi Profecture, northeast Japan.
Figs. 6-8a, b. LoPha? murakamii NAKAzAwA and NEwELL. n. sp. .................................p. 821
    Gujo Formation, Gujo, latex casts. 6, Right (free) ? valve, Å~2; 7, left (attached) valve, Å~3;.
    8a,b, 1oft (attached)? valve, the holotype, Å~3, Å~2.
Fig. 9. LoPha? teranosawensds NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. .......................................p. 83
    Natural internal mold ofleft? valve, the holotype, Å~ 2, Tenjinnoki Formation, Teranosawa.
Mem. Fac. ScL, Kyoto Univ., Ser. GeoL & Min., VoL XXXV, No. 1 Pl.7
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NAKAzAwA andNEwELL;Permian Bivalves
                          Explanation of Plate 8
Figs.1a-c. CostatoriakatsurensisNAKAzAwA. ............................................................p. 8g,
    Latex casts of right valve, Å~3, Katsura Formation, upper Permian, Shikoku, Japan. !a,
    Exterior, side view; lb, interior; lc, dorsal view.
Figs. 2a, b, 3. Schiuadtts tobai (HAyAsAKA). .............................................................p. 89'
    Interior views of latex casts, Kanokura Formation (Shigejizawa Member) at Kamiyasse.
    Kessennuma City, northeastJapan, 2a, Hinge view ofleft valve, Å~ 5; 2b, same, Å~ 3 ; 3, internal.
    view of right valve, Å~ 3.
Figu. tl-6. IVeosehiuadus (IVeeschiuadzas) kitakamiazsis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. .........p. 87
    Tenjinnoki Formation, Teranosawa, Miyagi Prefcture, norhteast Japan. 4, Laft valve,
    interior, Å~3; 5a, exterior view, latex cast of the holotype, right valve; 5b, internal valve of
    the same, Å~4: 6, internal view of Iatex cast of right valve, Å~3.
Mem. Fac. ScL, Kyoto Univ., Ser. GeoL & Min., VoL XXXV, No. 1 PL8
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NAKAzAwA andNEwELL;Permian Bivalves
Explanation of Plate 9
Figs. 1-6. GuJ'oeardita ovt:t7ermis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. gen. and n. sp. ..................p. 9r
    Latex casts, Gujo Forrnation, at Gujo, Oe-cho, Kyoto Prefecture. 1. The holotype, 1aft valve.
    Å~5;•2, right valve, Å~5;3, hinge of 1oft valve, Å~5; 4a,b, exterior of right valve, Å~4;.
    5, interior of right valve, Å~ 5; 6, exterior of right valve, Å~ 5.
Figs. 7-9. PermoPhorzLstenudstriatusNAKAzAwAandNEwriLL,n.sp. ...........................p.92'
    Latex casts, Gujo Formation, Gujo. 7, external view of right valve, Å~3; 8, internal view'
    of left valve, Å~2; 9, external view of the same, Å~ 1.8.
Figs. 1O, 11. PsettdopermqPherus tLedaiNAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. ...•........................p. 94-
    Latex casts, right valves, Å~2, Toyoma Formation, Toyoma-cho, Miyagi Prefecture, nonheast.
   Japan. The specimen ofFigure 10 is badly daformed by rock flowage.
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NAKAzAwA andNEwELL; Permian Bivalves
Explanation of Plate 10
Fig. 1. Netschajewiasp. .....................................................................................p. 96
   Latex cast of right valve, Å~3, Tenjunnoki Formation, Tenjinnoki, Miyagi Prefecture,
   nonheast Japan•
Fig.2. Stutshburia?sp. ...•••••••...................••.••••.................................................•.p. 96
   Latex cast of 1oft valve, Å~4, Tenjinnoki Formation, Tenjinnoki.
Fign. 3-5. Astartella to7omensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. ....................................p. 98
   Toyoma Forrnation, Kitazawa, Miyagi Prefecture. al1 latex casts. 3, The holotype, left
   valve, Å~2; 4a.c, right valve, Å~3, Å~2, Å~2, respectively; 5, left valve, Å~2.
Fig. 6. Withingia sp. ..........................................................................................p. 44
   Composite mold of right valve, Å~ 1, lower (?) Kanokura Formation, Imo, Iwate Prefecture.
Fig. 7. ChaenomJa (Vacttnella) rostrata NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. ...........................p. 102:
   Composite mold of1oft valve, Å~2, Gujo Formation, Gujo, Kyoto Prcfecture, westJapan.
Figs. 8a, b. ActinodontoPhara katsttrensds IcHiKAwA. ....................................................p. 97
   Latex casts of 1oft valve, Å~ 1.5, Kanokura Forrnation, Nabekoshi-yama, near Kesennuma.
    City, northeast Japan.
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NAKAzAwA andN EwELL ; Permian Bivalves
Explanation of Plate 11
Fig. 1,2. Euchondria sp. ...................................,.................................................p. 80
    Mizukoshi Formation, Kamiumegi, Mifune-cho, Kumamoto Prefecture, Kyushu. Ia, b.
    Internal mold of left valve, Å~2, Å~5; 2, external latex cast of the same, Å~2.
Figs. 3, 4. Sanguinolites kami assensis NAKAzAwA and NEwELL, n. sp. ...........................p. 42'
    Kanokura Formation (Shigejizawa Member), Kamiyasse, Kesnnuma City, Miyagi Prefecture,,
    northeast Japan. 3, The holotype, left valve, internal mold, Å~ 1.5; 4, latex cast of the same..
    xL
Figs. 5, 6. IVetshaJ'ezvia cf. etongata (NETsaHAJEw). ....................................................p. 95
    Toyoma Formation, Nagahata, Towa-cho, Miyagi Prefecture. 5, Right valve, latex cast.
    Å~2; 6, internal latex cast of the same, Å~3.
Fig. 7. Edmondiasp.b. ....................................................................................p. 40i
    Left valve, internal mold, Å~ 2, Gujo Formation, Gujo, Oe-cho, Kyoto Prefecture, westJapan.
Fig. 8. Astartella sp. c. ......,,.............................................................................p. 1O1
    Right valve, internal mold, Å~5, Upper Maizuru Group, Katsuradani, Oe-cho, Kyoto Pre-
    fecture.
Fig. 9. Astartella sp. b. ....................................................................................p. 1OO,
    Right valve, Latex cast Å~3, Mizukoshi Formation, Kamiumegi.
Fig. 1O. Astartella?sp. d. ..................................•...............................................p. 1O1.
    Right valve, latex cast, Å~3, Kanokura Formation, Kamiyasse.
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NAKAzAwA andNEwELL;Permian Bivalves
